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The Number of 
Individuals in the 

Godhead 

Introduction:  

The Bible repeatedly teaches that there is only ONE true God. 

This God is “one” in contrast to the many warring, conflicting, 
different gods of heathen idolatry (Deut. 4:35,39; 6:4; 32:39; Psa. 86:10; 
Isa. 43:10-13; 44:6-8; 45:5,6,21-23; Matt. 4:10; Mark 12:29).  

However, the Bible also mentions three beings each of whom 
is called “God,” or other such terms used for God.  

The Heavenly Father — Matt. 16:16,17; John 6:27,44,45; 20:17; 
Rom. 1:7; 1 Cor. 1:3; 2 Cor. 1:2; Eph. 1:3; etc.  

Jesus, the Son — John 1:1,14; 20:28,29; Phil. 2:6-8; Heb. 1:8,9; 
Col. 2:9; Isa. 9:6.  

The Holy Spirit — Acts 5:3,4; Eph. 4:30; 1 Thess. 4:8.  
Some people conclude that “one God” means God is just one 

individual or personal being. So they conclude that the Father, Son, and 
Holy Spirit are all the same individual or personal being. They claim that 
these are just different titles used to refer to the one individual, or that 
the different terms refer to different parts of the one individual (“Son” = 
the fleshly body, “Father” = the Divine Spirit that inhabited the body, 
etc.). This one individual is named Jesus, so the position is often called 
“Jesus only.”  

The purpose of this study is to show by Scripture that the 
Father, Son, & Holy Spirit are three separate and distinct 
living personal beings or individuals.  

To illustrate what we mean by separate and distinct beings or 
individuals, consider various existing kinds of living intelligent beings:  

Angels are intelligent spirit beings or individuals — Heb. 1:13,14.  
Satan and his servants (demons) are intelligent spirit beings or 

individuals — Matt. 4:1-11; 12:43-45; Mark 1:21-27.  
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Humans are intelligent beings or individuals (before death a 
human consists of body and spirit, but at death the spirit departs from 
the body) — Gen. 1:26,27; 2:7; James 2:26; etc.  

The Bible teaches that the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit are 
individual beings separate & distinct from one another, like these 
various other intelligent beings are separate and distinct from one 
another. We do not claim the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit are physical 
beings, like humans, though Jesus did have a body on earth. Nor do we 
claim they are like these other beings in character, authority, etc. We 
simply say that these other living beings illustrate the concept of 
separate and distinct individuals or personal beings. The Father, 
Son, and Holy Spirit are each an individual, distinct from one another 
like angels are distinct from one another, etc.  

The Father is not the same individual being as the Son, the Son is 
not the same being as the Spirit, etc. However, each possesses all the 
characteristics and privileges of Deity, so each is part of the Godhead. 
Therefore, the one true God consists of three separate and distinct 
individual divine beings.  

We do not claim to understand all about God, nor can we answer all 
possible questions about the number of individuals in the Godhead. 
Some things are simply not revealed; limited, finite humans simply 
cannot understand all about the infinite, unlimited God (Deut. 29:29; 
Job 26:14; 36:26; 37:5,23; Isa. 55:8,9). Nevertheless, regardless of 
whether or not we understand all about it, we must believe and teach 
that there are three separate and distinct individuals in the Godhead, 
because the Bible says it. 

Evidence for Three Separate & 
Distinct Individual Beings in the 

Godhead  

Evidence that the Father and the Son Are Distinct 
Individuals  

A father and his son must be separate individuals  

Consider the following references:  
Matthew 3:17 — This is My beloved Son.  
Matthew 16:16,17 — You are … the Son of the living God … My 

Father in heaven revealed this.  
Matthew 17:5 — This is My beloved Son (spoken by God the 

Father — 2 Pet. 1:16-18).  
John 3:16 — God gave His only-begotten Son.  
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John 5:17 — My Father has been working, and I work.  
Hebrews 1:5 — I will be to Him a Father and He shall be to Me a 

Son.  
1 John 1:3 — Have fellowship with the Father and with His Son 

Jesus Christ.  
2 John 3 — Grace from God the Father and from Jesus Christ 

the Son of the Father. 
2 John 9 — Abide in the teaching and have both the Father and 

the Son.  
A father and his son are necessarily two separate and distinct 

individuals. A single individual can be both a father and a son at the same 
time — a father to one person and a son to another person. But no one 
can be the same person as his own son, and no person can be the same 
individual as his own father!  

If Jesus and His Father are the same individual, as some claim, then 
Jesus is both his own father and his own son!  

Further, the passages describe both an “I” and a “He” (or “me” and 
“him”). Use of both these terms also necessarily implies plurality of 
individuals.  

And further note that 2 John 9 expressly mentions “both” the 
Father and the Son. The Father and the Son are a “both” — two 
individuals.  

Further, 1 John 1:3 and 2 John 3 refer to “Jesus” by name as the 
Son and distinguish Him from the Father. The Father is never called 
“Jesus” in the Bible.  

[Note also Rom. 15:6; 2 Cor. 1:3; 1 Thess. 3:11; 2 Cor. 1:3; 11:31; 1 
Pet. 1:3; and many other passages below that mention both the Father 
and the Son.]  

The Father prepared a body for the Son — Hebrews 10:5  

When Jesus came into the world, He said, “a body You have 
prepared for Me.” “You” is God the Father (v7). “Me” is Jesus the Son 
(v10). The “body” is the body in which Jesus came into the world (vv 
5,10).  

Again, “you” and “me” necessarily refer to a plurality of individuals. 
Jesus was the “me,” not the “you” (the Father).  

And Jesus is not just the “body.” The body was prepared for the 
“Me” (Jesus). Here are two separate and distinct spirit beings discussing 
the body. Did the Spirit that inhabited the body prepare the body for 
Himself? Is Jesus talking to Himself, saying You (Jesus) prepared this 
body for Me (Jesus)?  

Judgment given by the Father to the Son — John 5:22  

The Father does not judge any man, but has given all judgment to 
the Son. If the Father and Son are the same individual, then when Jesus 
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judges someone, the Father is judging him. But the Son judges and the 
Father does not judge. Therefore, they must be separate individuals.  

Jesus prayed to the Father — John 17:1-5 (Matthew 26:39; 
John 11:41)  

Jesus lifted His eyes to Heaven and prayed to the Father (v1). He 
said, “I have glorified You … I have finished the work You have given 
Me to do” (v4). I and you make plural individuals. But if the Father and 
Son are the same individual, then Jesus prayed to Himself!  

Jesus was WITH the Father before the world began — John 
1:1-3,14; 17:5,24  

The “Word” (1:1) is the only begotten Son of the Father (1:14,18). He 
was in the beginning with God and was God (v1).  

He (Jesus) said “Father, glorify Me together with Yourself with 
the glory which I had with You before the world was” (17:5). 
Further, the Father loved the Son before the foundation of the 
world (17:24).  

Even before Jesus had a fleshly body on earth, there was a Father 
(You) who was His own self (“yourself”) — one individual. Sharing 
glory with Him was Me or I (Jesus) — a second individual who was 
with the Father and was loved by the Father before the world began.  

You and Me implies separate individuals. The Father was one 
“self,” but Jesus was with Him. All this was before there ever was any 
fleshly body. Was Jesus with Himself before the world began? Did He 
love Himself and share glory with Himself?  

The Son is on the Father’s right hand — Ephesians 1:17,20  

The Father raised Jesus from the dead and made Him sit at His 
right hand. Clearly this describes a relationship between two separate 
individuals. If Jesus and the Father are the same individual, then Jesus 
is sitting at His own right hand! (See also Acts 2:33; 7:55,56; Rom. 8:34; 
Col. 3:1; 1 Pet. 3:22.)  

Jesus and the Father had independent wills — Matthew 26:39  

Jesus prayed, “Not as I will but as you will.” My will and 
your will make two distinct minds each capable of making its own 
decisions. The Father’s will and the Son’s will agree and are united, but 
each has individual power to choose and to will. Each has His own mind 
and intelligence separate from the other.  

Two distinct wills necessarily imply two distinct intelligent beings.  
(See also John 6:38-40; 8:28,42; 5:30; 7:16; 12:49; 14:10,24. Note 

that the Father knew something the Son did not know — Mark 13:32).  

The Father and the Son make TWO witnesses — John 8:13,16-
18,29  

Jews accused Jesus of testifying of Him self (v13). Jesus said the 
law required two witnesses (v17; cf. Deut. 19:15). He claimed He was 
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not alone because “I am with the Father who sent me” (v16). 
Further, I am One that bears witness of Myself, and the Father bears 
witness of Me (v18). That fulfills the requirements for two witnesses 
(v17). So, He who sent me is with Me; He has not left Me alone (v29).  

Again, I and My Father make a plurality of individuals. If Jesus 
and the Father were the same individual, then Jesus would be alone 
and would have only one witness. But Jesus said He was not alone and 
He and His Father fulfilled the requirement of two witnesses. This can 
only be true if they constitute two separate and distinct individuals.  

Jesus and His Father are “WE” — John 14:23; 17:20-23  

Jesus (“me”) and “my Father” love those who obey. “We” will come 
and dwell with them (14:23). The Father and Son are an “Us” and a 
“We” (17:21,22). How can “we” and “us” be one individual?  

I am not alone, but the Father is with me – John 16:32 

But if Jesus and His Father are the same individual, He would have 
been alone. He was not alone because the Father (a separate individual) 
was with Him. 

Jesus had a spirit separate & distinct from that of His Father 
— Matthew 27:46,50; Luke 23:46  

When Jesus was on the cross, the Father forsook Him (Matt. 
27:46). Clearly the Father’s spirit was no longer with Jesus. Yet Jesus 
continued to live awhile, having His own spirit, which then departed 
when He died (v50). When He died, He commended His spirit into 
His Father’s hands (Luke 23:46). Did Jesus commend His own Spirit 
into the hands of His own Spirit, and then give up His spirit? No, Jesus 
had His own Spirit separate from His Father’s spirit.  

In death the spirit of a person leaves his body and returns to God 
(Jas. 2:26; Ecc. 12:7; Acts 7:59). Just like any man, Jesus had His own 
spirit separate from the spirit of His Father. Jesus’ spirit remained in His 
body even after the Father forsook Him, then it left when Jesus died.  

The fact a man has his own spirit, separate from the spirit of other 
beings, is what makes him a separate individual. But Jesus had his own 
spirit separate from the Father’s spirit, therefore He must have been a 
separate and distinct individual from His Father.  

Note again that there is a You and a Me, each of whom had his own 
spirit. Clearly this makes two separate individuals.  

Jesus & His Father are one as His disciples are one — John 
17:20-23  

Again, the Father and Son are described as You and Me, I and 
You, clearly identifying separate individuals. They are also called we 
(v22) — plural individuals.  

Further, Jesus and His Father are one even as His disciples should 
be one. How should disciples be “one”? Do we all become one and the 
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same individual — one living being? No, we remain separate 
individuals, but we are one in purpose, faith, goals, character, doctrine, 
practice, etc. (1 Cor. 1:10-13; 12:12-20, 25-27; Eph. 4:1-4; etc.)  

If the Father and Son are one individual, then this passage says all 
His disciples must become one individual — an impossibility! But if we 
are not all one individual, but the Father and Son are one even as we 
are one, then the Father and Son cannot be one individual.  

Other miscellaneous points  

John 17:18; 20:20,21 - As the Father sent Jesus, even so Jesus 
sent His disciples. Does a person send himself elsewhere? When Jesus 
sent His disciples, He was one individual sending other separate 
individuals to do a job for Him (cf. John 1:6). Even so, when the Father 
sent the Son, the Father was one individual sending another individual 
to do a job. And note again that a Father and His Son are two distinct 
individuals. And You and Me are separate individuals.  

(Note the Bible pictures Jesus as leaving the Father in heaven to 
come to earth. Then when He ascended to heaven, He went back to the 
Father. John 5:30,36-38; 3:16,17; 7:33; 14:12; 8:42; 6:38,57,62; 
16:27,28; 17:8; 13:3; 20:17; 1 John 4:9,14; cf. Matt. 6:9; 7:21; 18:19; 
12:50).  

John 15:24 — Both Me and My Father. The Father and Son 
together constitute both — two individuals, not just one individual. (Cf. 
2 John 9)  

John 14:28 — My Father is greater than I. How could Jesus be 
greater than Himself?  

1 Corinthians 11:3 — The Father is head of the Son as the Son is 
head of man and man is head of woman. Headship implies a relation 
between separate individuals. Are man and woman the same individual 
or different individuals? Are Jesus and man the same or different 
individuals? Then likewise Father and Son are different individuals. Is 
Jesus His own head?  

1 Timothy 2:5 (cf. 1 John 2:1) — Jesus is mediator (go between) 
between God and man. If God is Jesus, then who is Jesus between? 
Is He between Himself and man?  

John 6:46 — No man has seen the Father. But they have seen 
Jesus. How then could Jesus be the Father? (Cf. John 5:37.)  

Philippians 2:5,6 — Jesus was on an equality with God. Was He 
on an equality with Himself? Note that this was even before Jesus came 
to earth as a man.  

1 Corinthians 15:23,24 — When Jesus delivers the kingdom back 
to the Father, whom will He deliver it to — Himself?  

Hebrews 9:14,24 — Jesus offered Himself to God and went into 
Heaven to appear in the presence of God for us. Did He offer Himself to 
Himself? Did He go into Heaven into His own presence?  

(See also most of the Scriptures in the next section).  
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Passages that Demonstrate 3 Beings (or a Plurality of 
Beings) in the Godhead  

We have now proved Jesus and His Father to be two separate 
individual beings. Consider now general evidence for plural beings in the 
Godhead (not necessarily specifying who they are) and other evidence 
that the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit are three separate beings.  

Plural pronouns used for God at creation — Genesis 1:26; 
(3:22).  

God said let Us make man in Our image after Our likeness. Man 
was created in God’s image, not the image of angels or animals (cf. v27). 
Yet God is referred to as Us and Our — terms implying plural 
individuals. (Similar instances exist in Gen. 3:22; 11:6,7; Isa. 6:8). In fact 
ELOHIM, the most common Hebrew word for God, is plural in form.)  

Other verses show that Father, Son, and Holy Spirit were all three 
present at creation. The Father was present (Heb. 1:2; John 1:1-3; 
17:5,24), the Son was present (Heb. 1:2; John 1:1-3; 17:5,24; Col. 1:16,17), 
and the Holy Spirit was present (Gen. 1:2; Job 33:4).  

We have already shown that the Father and Son are a We or Us 
(John 14:23; 17:22). Clearly the one God includes a plurality of 
individuals.  

All three were present at Jesus’ baptism — Luke 3:21,22  

Jesus was on earth, having been baptized, and He was praying. The 
Holy Spirit descended in a bodily form like a dove (He is not a dove 
but took a bodily form like a dove). A voice from heaven said, “You art 
My beloved Son.”  

The voice was clearly the Heavenly Father (compare to the 
transfiguration where a similar thing happened, and Peter said the voice 
was God the Father - Matt. 17:5; 2 Pet. 1:16-18). The voice of God 
demonstrates the presence of God (Gen. 3:8). The very words spoken 
prove the speaker is not Jesus, because You and I refer to separate 
individuals. And a son cannot be the same person as his father.  

And note that the Son and the Holy Spirit each had a bodily form, 
clearly showing them to be separate beings. 

So in this story all 3 are present and are presented as being 3 
separate individuals.  

The Father and Son sent the Holy Spirit — John 14:16,26; 
15:26; 16:7,13-15  

When Jesus left the earth, He requested that the Father send the 
Holy Spirit to guide the apostles, etc. The pronouns used — I and He - 
implies these are different individuals, just as surely as Jesus and His 
apostles were different individuals when He referred to them as I and 
You (cf. notes on John 17:18; 20:20,21). 
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The Father and Son acted together in sending the Spirit (i.e., the 
Son requested the Father to do it and He did do it — 14:16,26; 15:26; 
16:7). When Jesus sent His apostles, He was not sending Himself. So in 
sending the Holy Spirit, Jesus did not send Himself, and the Father did 
not send Himself. The Holy Spirit was a separate individual.  

And the Holy Spirit would be another comforter (Greek for 

“another” is  meaning another one of the same sort). Jesus had 
been a source of strength & comfort, an advocate on behalf of the 
disciples. Now He was leaving, but did not want the disciples left alone. 
So He sent another comforter (14:26; 16:13-15). If the Spirit is the same 
person as Jesus, then Jesus did not send another comforter, but the 
same one.  

The Holy Spirit would not speak from Himself (His own initiative), 
but would speak what the Father and Son provided for Him to declare 
(16:13-15). This distinguishes both the Father and Son from the Spirit — 
they must be different “selves.” If the Father or the Son are the same 
“self” as the Spirit, then He would have been speaking from Himself.  

All three are listed in Ephesians 4:4-6  

This passage mentions seven things of which there is only one each 
in God’s plan for unity: one body (the church — 1:22,23); one Spirit (the 
Holy Spirit - Acts 2:4; 1 Cor. 12:3-13; Luke 4:1); one hope; one Lord 
(Jesus — 1 Cor. 8:6); one faith; one baptism; one God and Father.  

Note that each item listed is separate and distinct from each other 
item. The body is not the hope. The baptism is not the Lord. The faith is 
not the Father, etc. Likewise, the Father is not the Spirit, the Spirit is not 
the Lord, and the Lord is not the Father.  

It follows that this passage is distinguishing the Father, Son, and 
Holy Spirit as three separate and distinct individuals.  

Baptism in the name of the three — Matthew 28:19  

The apostles were commanded to baptize in the name of the Father, 
Son, and Holy Spirit. It is clear from our studies that the Father and Son 
are two separate individuals. Surely then the “Holy Spirit” must also be 
a living individual separate from the other two. Why list two separate 
beings and then list a third term, which is just a part of the others or just 
another title for one of the others?  

Other verses that mention Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, all 
three  

2 Corinthians 13:14 — The grace of the Lord Jesus Christ, and 
the love of God, and the communion of the Holy Spirit.  

Ephesians 2:18 — Through Him (Christ) we have access by one 
Spirit unto the Father.  

1 Peter 1:2 — Elect according to the foreknowledge of God the 
Father, through sanctification of the Spirit, unto obedience and 
sprinkling of the blood of Jesus Christ.  
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1 Corinthians 6:11 — Justified in the name of our Lord Jesus and 
by the Spirit of our God.  

(See also Acts 1:4,5; 2:32,33; 10:38; John 20:21,22; 3:34; 1 Cor. 
12:4-6; 2 Cor. 1:21,22; Heb. 9:14; 10:29; Rom. 8:16,17; 2 Thess. 2:13,14; 
Jude 20,21.)  

Other verses that distinguish Jesus from the Holy Spirit  

Matthew 12:31,32 — Blasphemy against the Son would be forgiven, 
but blasphemy against the Holy Spirit would not be. Hence, the Son is 
not the Holy Spirit, for if He were, then blasphemy against the Spirit 
would be the same as blasphemy against the Son.  

John 14:17,19 — The world did not behold the Spirit, but it did 
behold the Son. Hence, Jesus is not the Spirit.  

Matthew 1:18 — The Holy Spirit conceived Jesus in the womb of 
Mary. Did the Spirit conceive Himself, or did He conceive a separate 
individual?  

Conclusion  

The Bible definitely teaches that there is only one true God. But the 
Bible also teaches that there are three separate and distinct individuals 
or living personal beings that possess Deity and are therefore in the 
Godhead. If the passages we have studied do not establish the plurality 
of individuals in the Godhead, then what is the point of these 
statements? Why would God make such statements if in fact there is only 
one individual in God?  

John 17:20-23 explains the sense in which these three individuals 
are one (see previous notes). They are one even as all true believers 
should be one — not one individual, but united and harmonious in faith, 
doctrine, character, purpose, etc.  

Evidence Offered to Show There Is 
One Individual in the Godhead  

People, who believe that there is only one individual or living 
personal being in the Godhead (“Jesus only”), also offer evidence for 
their view. Let us examine this evidence.  

Jesus Is Called God; There Is One God; Jesus & the Father 
Are One  

Scriptures are cited showing terms for God are used to refer to Jesus 
— John 20:28; Col. 1:16 (creator); Matt. 1:23 (God with us); Acts 20:28 
(God’s blood); Rev. 1:8,17; 2:8; 22:13 & 21:5-7 (Almighty and First and 
Last); John 8:58 (I Am); 1 Tim. 3:16; Micah 5:2 (everlasting); Tit. 2:13; 
etc.  
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References are cited to show there is one God, and singular 
pronouns are used to refer to God — Deut. 6:4; Isa. 43:10-13; 44:6,8,24 
(God is “alone, and formed the earth “by myself”); 45:5,22; 52:6; Zech. 
14:9; Matt. 4:10; Mk. 12:29; Eph. 4:4 cf. Rom. 8:9 (one Spirit must be 
Jesus’ spirit); Jas. 2:19.  

John 10:30 — I and the Father are one. 1 John 5:7 — Father, Word, 
and Spirit are one (KJV). So it is concluded that there can only be one 
individual in the Godhead, and that individual is Jesus. The Father and 
the Spirit are just different titles or different parts of that individual, etc. 
However:  

We agree there is one God, and we agree Jesus is called God 
because He possesses Deity.  

But we have seen that the Father and Holy Spirit are also called God 
because they possess Deity. The question is: how is God “one” — 
in what sense? Is it one individual, or is there some other sense in 
which three individuals could be “one”?  

The word “God” does not inherently mean an individual, 
such that “one God” is equivalent to one individual.  

“God” refers to whoever created and rules the universe, Deity, 
whatever deserves our worship. God is one, but not necessarily one 
individual.  

We have shown evidence that the Father, Son, and Spirit are 
separate individuals, yet one God.  

To say there is one God does not disprove our position because it 
does not prove God is only one individual living Being.  

John 17:20-23 explains HOW the Father and Son are one — 
even as believers should be one.  

We are not one individual, but many different individuals. We are 
united as one body, one church, united in faith, practice, goals, 
character, etc. The inspired comparison is that there is one God or 
Godhead that consists of plural members, just as there is one church 
that consists of many members (Acts 4:32; Rom. 12:4,5; 1 Cor. 1:10-13; 
12:12-27; Gal. 3:28; Eph. 1:22,23; 2:14,16; 4:1-6,16; Phil. 1:27; 2:2; etc.)  

Another illustration is Genesis 2:24 — the two become one.  

A man and his wife are two separate individuals, but in marriage 
they are united. Yet they remain separate individuals. So God can be so 
united as to be called “one,” yet three separate individuals.  

Ten curtains joined together become “one” - Exodus 36:13,18. 

They are still separate individual curtains, but when joined they are 
viewed as one. So the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit are separate 
individuals, but are so united that they are one God. 
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We have cited many examples where the pronouns imply 
plural individuals (“we,” “us,” “I and Thou,” “I am not 
alone,” etc.).  

Plural individuals are implied in the very passages people use to 
make this argument: “I and my Father” (an individual and his father 
make two individuals); “these three are one.”  

Jesus’ inspired illustration of oneness (plural individuals in the one 
church - John 17:20ff) shows why plural and singular pronouns are both 
appropriate. Sometimes believers are referred to by plural terms that 
emphasize the plurality of individuals — 1 Cor. 12:12,14,18,20; Rom. 
12:4,5; etc. But sometimes singular terms are used to emphasize the 
oneness or unity of the church — Eph. 5:25*,26*,27 (“it” is translated 
“her” in NASB & NIV); Eph. 4:16 (“itself”); Gal. 1:13*; 1 Tim. 5:16; cf. 1 
Cor. 12:12,14,18,20,24,27,28; Gal. 3:28; Rom. 12:4,5 (* asterisks indicate 
the Greek pronoun is feminine).  

So with God, instances of singular pronouns simply emphasize the 
oneness of God, while the plural pronouns point out the plural 
individuals in that one God. This is completely legitimate grammatically. 
Our position can explain both the singular pronouns and the plural 
pronouns. But the “Jesus only” view cannot explain the plural pronouns.  

Statements about the one God are intended, not to deny the 
plurality of individuals in God, but rather to contrast the 
unity of God to the plural gods of heathen idolatry.  

In context those passages do not discuss the relationship of Father 
and Son, but contrast the true God to the various gods worshiped in 
heathen idolatry. Those gods have different character, authority in 
different areas of life or different areas of the earth, and often disagree 
or even war among themselves in their beliefs, purposes, teachings, and 
will for men. We worship, not such gods as these, but a united, 
harmonious God with one will and plan for us.  

[To demonstrate this point, note the context of virtually all passages 
we have listed about the one God — Deut. 4:15-40; 6:4,14; 32:15-21,35-
39; Psa. 86:8-10; Isa. 41:21-23,29; 42:5-8,17; 43:9-13; 44:6-19,24; 
45:5,16-23; 46:5-10; Matt. 4:9,10.] 

Finally, it is interesting that the same groups that so strongly 
emphasize one God, often at the same time practice two separate and 
distinct baptisms, despite Ephesians 4:4-6.  

Father Is in the Son & Vice-Versa — John 10:38; 14:10,11; 
2 Corinthians 5:19  

It is affirmed that, in saying the Father is in the Son, the Bible 
explains how they are the same individual: the “Father” is the Spirit that 
dwells in the Son’s body.  

However:  
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Many other passages speak of separate persons being “IN” 
one another.  

To say one is “in” the other does not prove they are the same 
individual. For example, Christians are “in Christ” and “in the Father”; 
and Father and Son abide “in” us — John 14:20,23; 15:4-7; 3:21; 6:56; 
Rom. 8:1; 2 Cor. 6:16; Gal. 2:20; 3:26-38; Eph. 3:17; Phil. 1:1; 3:8,9; Col. 
1:27; 1 Pet. 5:14; 1 John 2:6,24; 3:24; 4:12-16. Do these verses prove that 
we are the same individual or personal being as the Son or the Father?  

(Note also that the Holy Spirit dwells in Christians — 2 Tim. 1:14; 
Rom. 8:9; 1 Cor. 3:16; 6:19).  

Again, John 17:20-23 explains the real meaning of the 
expression.  

For Jesus to be “in the Father,” and vice-versa, is here explained to 
mean simply that they are “one.” “That they all may be one; as You, 
Father, are in Me, and I in You, that they also may be one in Us…; 
that they may be one just as We are one; I in them, and You in Me, 
that they may be made perfect in one…”  

To say that one person is “in” another simply means that they have 
fellowship and unity — a harmonious, united relationship. It does not 
mean they are one individual.  

[Compare John 1:18 — in the bosom of the Father.] 

To Know Jesus is to Know the Father; to See Jesus is to 
See the Father (John 14:7,9; 12:45; 8:19); to Have the 
Son is to Have the Father (1 John 2:23); When the Spirit 

Came, Jesus Came (John 14:16,28.  

It is argued that these expressions prove the Father, Son, and Spirit 
are the same individual. However:  

We have already seen that the expressions used in the very 
context of these passages show a plurality of individuals.  

They use the terms “Father” and “Son” which must refer to separate 
individuals. The Father and Son sent the Spirit, etc. (See previous 
discussion.)  

Other passages use this kind of representative language.  

In such expressions, separate individuals are involved, but one is 
viewed as a representative of the other. So if we do something to one 
person, it is taken to be the same as if we had done it to the other person. 
Note:  

Mark 9:37 

Whoever receives a child in Jesus’ name, receives Jesus. Likewise, 
whoever receives Jesus receives the One who sent Him. This explains 
the languages perfectly. Is Jesus the same individual as the child? No, 
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but the way we treat the child is taken as the way we treat Jesus. So the 
way we treat Jesus is the way we treat the Father.  

So Jesus’ own illustration here proves that Jesus is not the same 
individual as the Father any more than the child is the same individual 
as Jesus. If Jesus is the same individual as the Father, then the child is 
also the same individual as Jesus!  

Luke 10:16  

He who hears Jesus’ messengers, hears Jesus; he who despises 
the messengers, despises Jesus; and he who despises Jesus, despises 
the One who sent Jesus. Again, by Jesus’ own authority, the language 
is exactly parallel to the verses we are studying. How we treat the 
messengers is how we treat Jesus, just the same as how we treat Jesus is 
how we treat the Father.  

But are the messengers the same individual as Jesus? No, and 
neither is Jesus the same individual as the Father. When “Jesus’ only” 
advocates make this argument, by taking other passages using similar 
language we have proved that the language actually proves Jesus is not 
the same individual as the Father. The language actually means the very 
opposite of what they claim! (Cf. John 13:20.)  

Other examples are:  

Matthew 25:40,45 — Doing good to others is the same as doing good 
to Jesus.  

Acts 9:1,4,5 — Persecuting the church is the same as persecuting 
Jesus.  

John 3:22; 4:1,2 — When the apostles baptized, it is said that Jesus’ 
baptized, because they acted as His representatives.  

1 John 2:23 is similar, but note that the Father and Son are so united 
that you cannot be in fellowship with one without having fellowship with 
the other, nor can you be out of fellowship with the one and still be in 
fellowship with the other (cf. 1 John 1:3 — fellowship with Father and 
Son = two individuals). If you reject the one, the other will not fellowship 
you. You cannot serve one while refusing to serve the other.  

No man has literally seen the Father — John 6:46; 1:18; 5:37; 
1 John 4:12.  

So Jesus’ expressions about seeing the Father must be taken 
symbolically, not literally. What is the meaning of the expression then?  

John 14:10,11 explains the meaning of 14:7,9 (and the other 
expressions likewise).  

The disciples “saw the Father” when they saw Jesus because Jesus 
was “in the Father and the Father in” Jesus. The Father abiding in Jesus 
did His works.  

But we just studied this phrase above. We showed that the meaning 
of the expression is, not that they are the same individual, but that they 
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are in fellowship, unity, harmony. So harmonious were their character 
and wills that, when Jesus worked, the work He did was the Father’s 
work.  

John 1:18 also explains.  

No one has literally seen the Father, but the Son declared Him. 
The Son is not the same individual as the Father, but He is so like the 
Father and knows the Father so well that He is the one best qualified to 
reveal what the Father is like. In fact, the Father and Son are so alike 
that, when we know what Jesus is like, we know exactly what the Father 
is like.  

Hebrews 1:3 — Jesus is the “express image” of God’s person. 

Colossians 1:15 — He is the image of the invisible God. An image 
is not the same thing as that which it is a likeness of (cf. Gen. 1:26,27). 
We cannot literally see the Father when we see Jesus. But they are so 
alike that, when you see Jesus, you have seen what the Father is like. 
When you know Jesus, you know what the Father is like. 

Compare this to our expressions: “Like father, like son.” “He’s the 
exact image of his father.” “When you’ve seen one, you’ve seen ‘em all.”  

“In the Name of”  

It is argued that God has one name (Zech. 14:9; cf. Isa. 52:6). Jesus 
came in the Father’s name (John 5:43; 10:25), and the Spirit came in 
Jesus’ name (John 14:26). So it is argued they must all have the same 
name (“Jesus”) and must therefore all be the same individual. (“Father,” 
“Son,” and “Holy Spirit” are said to be “titles,” not names.) Other verses 
are added to show how important God’s name is.  

Further, we are told we must baptize in the name of Jesus (Acts 
2:38; 8:16; 10:48; 19:5; cf. 4:12; 2:21 — salvation in no other name), and 
this is what must be said. Matt. 28:19 is baptism in the name (one 
name) of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. They all have the same name, 
and that name is “Jesus.” So we must baptize in the name of Jesus only.  

However:  

Even if Father, Son, and Holy Spirit all did have the same 
name, that would not prove they are the same individual.  

Often different individuals have the same name. A father and son 
share a common name, but they are not the same individual. In 
marriage, a woman takes her husband’s name, but she is still a separate 
individual.  

In fact, however, these expressions do not mean the three do have 
the same name, as we will see.  

One individual can act “in the name of” another individual, 
yet they are still two distinct individuals.  

To say that one acts “in the name of” another does not prove they 
have the same name, still less does it prove they are the same individual.  
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Those who baptize “in Jesus’ name” (only) should be asked: If you 
baptize a person “in Jesus’ name,” does that make you and Jesus the 
same individual?! 

Bible examples:  
* Inspired men gave commands in the name of the Lord — Acts 

9:27,29; 2 Thess. 3:6; James 5:10.  
* Christians should assemble in Jesus’ name — Matt. 18:20.  
* We can receive a child in Jesus’ name — Mark 9:37.  
* Apostles did miracles in Jesus’ name — Acts 3:6; 16:18.  
* The name of God would be called upon the Gentiles — Acts 15:17.  
* Everything we do, in word or deed, should be done in Jesus’ name 

— Col 3:17. (Study also John 17:11,12; 1 Cor. 6:11; 5:4; Matt. 18:5; Rev. 
3:12.)  

When a person acts “in the name of” another person, that does not 
mean they both have the same name, and even less does it prove they are 
the same individual. In fact, the expression does not even mean we must 
say “in Jesus’ name” every time we so act.  

The expression “in the name of” actually means “by the 
authority of,” “on behalf of,” etc. (Random House College 
Dictionary).  

It is an expression showing that one individual is acting as the 
representative of another, acting in accordance with his will and 
instructions, by his authority. So we still have two separate individuals, 
but one represents or acts on behalf of the other, just as in the above 
Bible examples.  

Note carefully Acts 4:7-10.  

“By what name” (vv 7,10) = “by what power” (v7) = “by what 
means” (v9) = “by Him” (v10). (Cf. Eph. 1:21.)  

Other examples:  

“Stop, in the name of the law,” means one person issues a command 
acting as a representative by authority of the law.  

An ambassador acts “in the name of” a country — by the authority 
of that country, empowered by its laws, as its official representative, 
acting on its behalf.  

When you sign a check, your name authorizes your bank to transfer 
funds on your behalf and pay your money, acting in your name.  

So Jesus came in His Father’s name because the Father sent Him, 
He was the Father’s representative, acting on His behalf, to do the 
Fathers’ will. Likewise, the Spirit came in Jesus’ name in the same way.  
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This shows how Matthew 28:19 (in the name of the Father, 
Son, and Holy Spirit) harmonizes with Acts 2:38, etc. (in 
the name of Jesus).  

The Father, Son, and Holy Spirit are three separate Beings; but they 
all have exactly the same will or authority, for they are completely in 
harmony and united in will. What one authorizes is what the others 
authorize. What one says to do is what the others say to do. To act by 
the authority (in the name of) one, then, is to act by the 
authority (in the name of) all three, for it is the same 
authority. The three are the same, not in the sense that they are the 
same individual, nor that they all wear the name “Jesus,” but in that they 
all have the same will or authority.  

(Note, for example, that an ambassador might say he acts “in the 
name of the President of the USA,” or he might say he acts “in the name 
of the President, the Congress, and the people of the USA” The 
statements are both correct, but they do not mean that the President, 
Congress, and people are all the same individual. The statements simply 
mean that he acts by the authority of all three, but all three share the 
same will or authority in acting through him.) 

In Jesus Dwells All Fullness of the Godhead Bodily — 
Colossians 2:9  

Some claim this means that all the Godhead is fully embodied in 
Jesus — Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. Hence, Jesus is all there is. 
However:  

We must understand the term “Godhead” (KJV).  

Other translations say “all the fullness of Deity” (NASB, RSV, NIV, 
etc.). “Godhead” means Deity, Godhood, the essence or substance of 
God, the state or condition of being God (see Vine, Thayer, etc.).  

Fullness means a full measure — that which completely fills 
a thing.  

But it does not mean that no one else can possess the fullness of that 
quality also. (Cf. Eph. 3:19.)  

If I say, “In my wife dwells all the fullness of womanhood or 
femininity,” I would not mean that she is the one and only person 
who possesses womanhood or femininity, and no one else is feminine. I 
would mean that she is totally and completely feminine, but that would 
not prove that she is the only individual in existence who is feminine.  

So Colossians 2:9 means that Jesus fully and completely possesses 
Deity or Godhood: He is filled with the essence and nature of God. But 
that does not prove Deity is a single person, nor does it prove no other 
individual can possess that Deity.  
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Jesus Is Called the “Everlasting Father” — Isaiah 9:6  

Some teach that this proves Jesus is the same individual being as 
His Heavenly Father.  

However:  

The word “father” is used in different ways. 

Genesis 45:8 — Joseph was a father to Pharaoh.  
Job 29:16 — Job was a father to the poor.  
Romans 4:11,12,16 — Abraham is father of all believers.  
John 8:38,41,44 — The Devil is father of all wicked people.  
Clearly people can be called “father” in different senses of the word, 

or in different relationships. Just because two people are referred to as 
“father,” does not prove they are the same individual.  

In particular, separate individuals can be called “father” in 
different relationships, but no one can be a father or son 
to Himself.  

Enos Pratte is a father to me, and I in turn am a father to my son 
Timothy. My father and I are both fathers, but we are not the same 
individual. No one can be his own father or his own son.  

So the Heavenly Father and Jesus are both “fathers.” Jesus is a 
“father” to every one of us in that He created the universe (cf. John 1:3; 
Col. 1:15; Heb. 1:2). But no Scripture says that Jesus is “Father” in 
relationship to Himself, but that must be true in order for Him to be 
the same person as the Heavenly Father.  

The Holy Spirit Is Just a Force or Power,  
not a Personal Being  

Some say the Holy Spirit cannot be a separate individual, because it 
is not a personal being but just a force. However:  

Consider the following personal characteristics of the Spirit.  

How can a non-personal force possess these qualities?  
John 16:13 — The Spirit hears.  
1 Corinthians 12:8 — The Spirit gives gifts.  
Acts 15:28 — He decides or determines whether or not an act is 

good.  
1 Corinthians 6:11 — He justifies.  
Romans 15:30 — He loves.  
Acts 5:9 — He can be tried or tested.  
1 Corinthians 12:11 — He wills (power to choose).  
Romans 8:27 — He has a mind.  
1 Corinthians 2:11 — He knows.  
Acts 5:3 — He can be lied to.  
Ephesians 4:30; Isaiah 63:10 — He can be grieved.  
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In addition, many Scriptures we have cited list the Holy 
Spirit right along with the Father and the Son.  

He is indicated as acting with them. If the Father and Son are living 
beings, surely the Spirit is just as much so. Why list two personal beings, 
and then right along side list an impersonal force?  

The Word “Trinity” Is not in the Bible.  

“Trinity” is a word for three persons in the one Godhead. It is argued 
that, if this is a true doctrine, the word would surely be used in the Bible.  

But we have clearly established from the Bible the truth that 
there is one God, but three separate and distinct 
individuals in that God.  

The fact that a particular word is not found, does not prove the 
doctrine is not found.  

In the present study we have defended our view at length, but up till 
now have never used the word “Trinity.” We use the word now only to 
answer an objection raised by those who disagree. The word “Trinity” is 
in no way essential to our belief. The Bible can and does establish the 
doctrine without ever using the word “Trinity,” and we have done the 
same. 

People who believe “Jesus only” generally hold ideas for 
which neither the word nor the concept is found in the 
Bible.  

Many, for example, are members of groups called “United 
Pentecostal Church” or similar names. Neither this name nor the 
concept can be found in the Bible. Yet they criticize us because a certain 
word is not found in the Bible, even though the doctrine itself is clearly 
taught there. 

Miscellaneous Arguments  

1 John 5:7  

This passage says, in the King James Version, “these three are one” 
(referring to the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit). But many translations do 
not contain the verse, because it is missing from some ancient Bible 
manuscripts. It is argued that people who believe in the “Trinity” added 
this verse to the Bible so they could defend their belief.  

However, without making one single reference to 1 John 5:7, we 
have abundantly established our belief in one God who consists of three 
distinct individuals. Regardless of whether or not this verse is inspired, 
we can easily establish our position by other verses that are 
unquestionably authentic.  

Many of the same people, who make this argument on 1 John 5:7, 
will defend their view of miracles using arguments that depend on Mark 
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16:17,18, even though that passage also is not found in some ancient 
manuscripts. This is self-contradictory. 

John 3:13  

Jesus came down from heaven, yet He said He is in heaven. So it is 
argued He is both the Son on earth and the Father in heaven at the same 
time.  

This phrase is equivalent to John 1:18 — the Son is in the bosom of 
the Father, even though He was on earth at the time. Note that, for Jesus 
to say He was “in” heaven or “in the bosom of the Father” did not mean 
that He was the same individual as the Father.  

While He was physically on earth, He continued a unique spiritual 
relationship with the Father. He was in the bosom of the Father, but He 
was not His own Father. Nothing here disproves our evidence for three 
individuals in God.  

1 Timothy 3:16  

Jesus was God manifest in the flesh. So it is argued He is not really 
a separate individual from His Father, but is just a manifestation of 
the Father.  

But to manifest means to reveal or make known. A person can 
manifest or reveal the character or will of another person — 2 Cor. 4:10. 
Compare John 1:18 — since no one can see the Father, Jesus revealed 
Him for men. Nothing here proves the Father and Son were not separate 
individuals.  

Isaiah 43:10; 44:6,8; cf. Rev. 1:8,17; 2:8; 21:5-7; 22:13  

No god was formed before or after God. He is “first and last.” But it 
is argued that, if another person is also God, then that person must have 
been formed before or after God. One or the other must have come 
“first.”  

However, the answer is that all three Beings are eternal (cf. Micah 
5:2). Hence, none was formed before or after the other. All three have 
existed eternally. We have already shown that the Son was with the 
Father before the world began. So any “god” formed later surely would 
not be the true God. But all three Beings of the Godhead are separate 
individuals, none of whom were formed later than the others. 

“First and last” simply refers to eternal existence. All three are 
eternal and together they form one God, besides whom there is no God. 
Nothing here contradicts anything we have said.  

Matthew 28:18  

Jesus has all power in heaven and on earth. John 3:31 - He is above 
all. Philippians 2:9; Ephesians 1:21 — His name is exalted above all 
names. We are asked to explain how all three could be Deity if Jesus has 
all power and is above all, etc. What power can the Father and Spirit 
have? (Cf. 1 Tim. 6:15,16).  
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The very passages cited mention both the Father and the Son who, 
as we have seen, must be separate individuals (Eph. 1:17). If Jesus was 
“equal” with the Father, then He must not be the same individual — what 
would it mean to say someone is equal with Himself?  

The passages are simply saying that, when Jesus came to earth, He 
humbled Himself to act as a servant like men are (Phil. 2:7,8). When He 
had perfectly accomplished His mission, God exalted Him again to a 
position of supreme authority, higher than any other authority (Phil. 
2:9-11; Eph. 1:17-21).  

But in doing this, did God exalt Jesus above the very One who was 
exalting Him? We must take all the Bible says on a subject, and the Bible 
expressly states that the Father is an exception. He is not subject to 
Jesus’ authority (1 Cor. 15:24,27,28).  

Jesus’ exaltation gives glory to God (Phil. 2:11). Clearly the 
implication is that Jesus has authority over all created things, in heaven 
and on earth. But this does not mean he has authority over the Father. 
Nothing here is intended to say that the Father and the Holy Spirit do 
not possess authority of Deity as surely as the Son does. (Cf. 1 Cor. 11:3).  

Matthew 1:18  

The Holy Spirit conceived Jesus in Mary’s womb. But if the Holy 
Spirit and the Father are two separate beings, how can the Father be 
called Jesus’ Father if the Holy Spirit conceived Jesus?  

Regardless of the Holy Spirit, this passage clearly proves the Son is 
a separate Being from the Father. Surely God did not conceive Himself! 
A Father and His Son are two separate individuals.  

But Jesus’ conception was not a normal conception — no one had 
physical intercourse with Mary. Miraculous intervention was involved. 
Probably the point is that this was done by the Father by means of the 
Holy Spirit, just as God does other miracles through the Spirit and like 
God created the worlds through Jesus (Heb. 1:2; cf. Luke 1:35). The one 
is said to act, but the act is done by another individual as His 
representative (see previous notes).  

In any case the terms “Father and Son” primarily refer to a 
relationship that exists between two individuals, which is similar to 
that between fathers and sons (as Abraham is the father of believers, 
etc.). Jesus is eternal as the Father is, so there was no real procreation as 
earthly fathers do.  

Acts 8:16  

“Only they were baptized in the name of Jesus” — it is said this 
means baptism is in the name of Jesus only — one individual not three!  

Read the context! Nothing is said about Jesus in contrast to Father 
and Holy Spirit, or regarding number of Beings in God. They were only 
baptized in Jesus’ name, in contrast to receiving miraculous powers by 
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the Spirit (v14-16). They had not received the Holy Spirit; they had only 
been baptized!  

Revelation 22:16  

Jesus is both root (ancestor) and offspring of David. So one person 
can be both his own ancestor and his own descendant.  

But this passage proves our point. Jesus and David are two 
separate individuals, not the same individual. Jesus cannot be both root 
and offspring to Himself, especially not while His Father still exists, 
and He prays to Him, etc. A father and his son are still two individuals.  

Is God a “person”? 

Some argue that the Bible never calls God a “person” at all, so how 
can there be three persons in God? A person must have flesh and bones 
(Luke 24:39). However: 

Hebrews 1:3 says Jesus is the express image of God’s “person” 
(KJV). So God is a person and Jesus is His express image, so He is 
another person.  

Luke 24:39 does not say a “person” must have flesh and bones. It 
just says a “spirit” does not have flesh and bones.  

We have defined what we mean by three individuals in God, and 
that definition has nothing to do with flesh and bones.  

Conclusion  

The Bible does not teach the doctrine that God consists of just one 
individual. Where then did the idea come from? Here is the explanation 
given by the United Pentecostal Church:  

“In the year 1914 came the revelation on the name of the 
Lord Jesus Christ. The pivotal doctrines of the absolute deity 
of Jesus Christ and the baptism in His name became tenets of 
faith.” (Foreword, United Pentecostal Church Manual, via The 
Oneness Doctrine of Pentecostalism, G. Frost, p. 3; cf. Wallace-
Vaughn Debate, p. 86)  

This explains why we did not find the doctrine in the Bible: it was 
not revealed until nearly 1900 years later! The Scriptures provide us to 
all good works (2 Tim. 3:16,17), but this doctrine was not revealed till 
nearly 1900 years later. To preach and believe it, therefore, must not be 
a good work.  

The doctrine was revealed nearly 1900 years too late to be part of 
the gospel preached by the original apostles and prophets. Therefore, it 
must not be true, for they received all truth (John 16:13). Further it must 
be a different gospel, and those who preach it are accursed (Gal. 1:8,9). 
Those who teach it have neither the Father nor the Son and we must not 
bid them Godspeed (2 John 9-11).  
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The Deity of Jesus 

Introduction: 

The purpose of this study is to examine Bible claims 
regarding the Deity of Jesus. 

Did Jesus and the inspired Bible writers claim that Jesus possessed 
Deity? Was He God in the flesh? Did He possess the characteristics of 
Deity? Did He do the works and accept the honors and glory of Deity?  

Some people, would claim to believe in Jesus, would yet deny that 
Jesus is God in the same sense that God the Father is God. Others believe 
that Jesus did not possess the characteristics and power of Deity, or that 
He did not possess these characteristics while on earth. 

It is not the purpose of this study to deny or in any way belittle the 
humanity of Jesus on earth. He was both God and man, God in the flesh. 
Several verses we will study will confirm this. However, the purpose of 
this study is to focus on Jesus’ Deity, not on His humanity.  

Limited humans are unable to fully understand God’s nature 
and character. 

God is infinite; we are finite. Our human limitations make it 
impossible for us to fully comprehend God (Romans 11:33-36; Job 
26:14; 11;7; 36:26; 37:5,23; Isaiah 40:28; 55:8,9; Deuteronomy 29:29). 
Therefore, neither this nor any other study will answer all questions 
about God. 

However, by faith we can accept as true whatever the Bible says 
about God and specifically about the Deity of Jesus. We can believe 
revealed truths even when we cannot fully explain how they can be so or 
answer all questions about them. (Cf. 1 Corinthians 2:9-11; 2 Timothy 
3:16,17).  

For example, we can believe that God is eternal and that He answers 
prayer. But who can fully grasp the concept of eternity or explain in 
detail how God can hear and answer the prayers of so many people? 
Likewise, we cannot explain how Jesus could be both God and man at 
the same time, yet we must still believe and not deny the Bible teaching.  
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Consider some definitions: 

The following definitions are my summary of Bible teaching. I will 
not cite specific Scriptures at this point, but our study will show that 
these definitions fit Bible teaching. 

“God” — The eternal, independent, self-existent Supreme Monarch 
or Ruler who created the universe, sustains its existence, and who 
therefore possesses absolute power and sovereignty over all created 
things. God alone is infinite in knowledge, power, and holiness. Hence, 
only God is worthy to be worshipped as Deity by man. 

“Godhead” — same as God 
“Deity” — The essence or substance of God; the state or quality or 

condition of being God 
“Godhood” — same as Deity 
“Divine” — possessing Deity; having qualities or characteristics 

possessed by God 
“Creation” — Everything that has been created or brought into 

existence by the supernatural power of God. The creation includes the 
earth, the heavenly bodies, and everything in or on them, including 
plants, animals, and men.  

The character of God is unchangeable. 

Hebrews 13:8 — Jesus is the same yesterday, today, and forever. 
This refers to the characteristics of Deity. God’s laws have changed from 
Old Testament to New Testament in harmony with God’s eternal plan. 
His works also change (He is not, for example, still dying on the cross). 
Jesus also took on the characteristics of man, but He could never lose 
the qualities of Deity. 

God’s nature cannot change. If the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit ever 
possessed the characteristics of Deity, then they always possessed them 
and always will possess them. They may choose at times not to exercise 
certain powers, but they must always possess those powers. 

To say that Jesus (or the Father or the Spirit) ever at any time failed 
to possess any characteristic of Deity is to (perhaps unknowingly) deny 
His Deity. God could not lose the characteristics of Deity without ceasing 
to be Deity. That is impossible. God cannot cease to be God. 

The Bible teaches the existence of only one true God. 

Some people claim that Jesus could not possess Deity, because they 
say that would make two gods (the Father and the Son); whereas the 
Bible says there is only one God.  

We agree the Bible teaches there is one God and that singular 
pronouns are used to refer to God — Deuteronomy 4:35,39; 6:4; Isaiah 
43:10-13; 44:6-8,24; 45:5,6,14,18,21-23; 52:6; Matthew 4:10. [See also 2 
Samuel 7:22; 1 Chronicles 17:20; Exodus 20:3-6; 34:14; Deuteronomy 
6:13-15; 32:39; Psalm 86:10; Zech. 14:9; Mark 12:29; 1 Cor. 8:4-6; James 
2:19; 1 Timothy 2:5] 
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The question is how is God “one” — in what sense? Is God one 
individual, or could several individual beings constitute one God?  

The word “God” does not necessarily mean a single individual, such 
that “one God” is equivalent to one individual. God simply means Deity, 
the Creator and Ruler of the universe, whatever possesses the 
characteristics of Deity and therefore deserves to be worshipped. God is 
one, but not necessarily one individual.  

John 17:20-23 explains how the Father and Son are one — 
even as believers should be one.  

But believers are not one individual; they are many different 
individuals. We are united as one body, one church, united in faith, 
practice, goals, character, etc. (Acts 4:32; 1 Corinthians 1:10-13; 
Ephesians 1:22,23; 2:14,16; Philippians 1:27; 2:2; etc.) 

Sometimes believers are referred to by plural terms that emphasize 
the plurality of individuals — 1 Corinthians 12:12,14,18,20; Romans 
12:4,5; etc. But sometimes singular terms are used to emphasize the 
oneness or unity of the church — Ephesians 5:25,26 (“it” is translated 
“her” in NASB & NIV; the Greek pronoun is feminine); Ephesians 4:3-
6,16 (“itself”); Galatians 1:13; 1 Timothy 5:16; cf. 1 Corinthians 12:12-28; 
Galatians 3:28; Romans 12:4,5.  

Likewise, Jesus said He and His Father are “one” (John 10:30; 
17:20ff). But are they just one individual? The one God or Godhead 
consists of plural members just as the one church consists of many 
members 

Another illustration: Genesis 2:24 says a man and his wife 
become one.  

The man and wife are still two separate individuals, but in marriage 
they are united. So God can be so united as to be called “one,” yet three 
separate individuals. [Note that “man” can refer to all humanity or to a 
particular individual who possesses humanity.] 

The singular pronouns used for God emphasize God’s oneness, 
while the plural pronouns point out the plural individuals in that one 
God. This is completely legitimate grammatically. 

Statements affirming the oneness of God are intended, not to deny 
there are a plurality of individuals in God, but to contrast to the plural 
gods of heathen idol worship. The contexts are not discussing the 
relationship of the Father to the Son, but are contrasting the true God to 
the plurality of different gods such as heathen idol worshipers embrace. 
Heathen gods have different character, possess authority in different 
areas of life or different areas of the earth, and often disagree and even 
war among themselves. They differ in their beliefs, purposes, teachings, 
and their wills for men. In contrast, the Bible teaches that we worship a 
united, harmonious God with one will and plan for us.  
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So to affirm that Jesus possesses Deity is not to deny the concept of 
one God. We can believe in one God and still believe that the Father and 
the Son and the Holy Spirit all possess Deity. 

[Note, for example, the context of virtually all the passages above — 
Deuteronomy 4:15-40; 6:4,14; 32:15-21,35-39; Psalm 86:8-10; Isaiah 
41:21-23,29; 42:5-8,17; 43:9-13; 44:6-19,24; 45:5,16-23; 46:5-10; 
Matthew 4:9,10.] 

General Passages Affirming Jesus’ 
Deity 

John 1:1 

“In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and 
the Word was God.” The “Word” refers to Jesus (vv 14-17), the only 
begotten of the Father who became flesh and dwelt among us (v14). This 
affirms that Jesus is a separate individual from the Father (He was with 
God), and yet He Himself possesses Deity (He was God). Note that the 
context affirms both Jesus’ Deity and His humanity: God became flesh 
and dwelt among us. 

Some argue that the Greek “was God” has no definite article before 
“God,” whereas there is a definite article in “with God.” Hence, it is 
claimed that Jesus is god is a lesser sense, different from the Father. 
Hence, the “New World Translation” says, “the word was a god.” 
However, 

(1) All major standard translations say, “the Word was 
God.” None say “a god.” Hence they contradict the NWT. (See NKJV, 
KJV, ASV, NASB, RSV, NIV, etc.).  

(2) If Jesus is “god” in a lesser sense than the Father, then 
we would have two different true gods! Clearly Jesus is not a false 
god; hence He is true God. But if He is “god” in a different sense than the 
Father, that would violate the passages saying there is one true God! 

(3) Many Scriptures use “God” (Gk. ) without an 
article to refer to the true God. See Matthew 5:9; 6:24; Luke 
1:35,78; John 1:6,12,13,18; Romans 17:17; and many others.  

(4) Many Scriptures use “God” both with and without an 
article in the same context, yet both uses clearly refer to the 
true God. See Matthew 4:3,4; 12:28; Luke 20:37,38; John 3:2; 13:3; 
Acts 5:29,30; Romans 1:7,8,17-19; 2:16,17; 3:5,22,23; 4:2,3; etc.  

(5) The context of John 1:1-3 shows that Jesus is eternal 
and created all things. (See our later discussion on the character and 
works of Jesus). To call Him “God” in such a context must surely mean 
He is God in the same exalted sense as the Father. 
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(6) We will soon see other passages referring to Jesus as 
“God” using the definite article. If the NWT distinction is valid, 
then these passages must prove conclusively that Jesus is God in the 
same sense as the Father. 

So John 1:1 refers to both Jesus and the Father as “God” in a context 
that affirms the eternal existence of Jesus and that He is the Creator of 
all (v1-3). This would be blasphemy if He does not possess Deity as the 
Father does.  

[Marshall, Vine, Vincent, Lenski, Robertson, and other Greek 
scholars contend that the article is absent from “was God” in John 1:1, 
not to imply that Jesus was a “lesser god,” but simply to identify “God” 
as the predicate nominative despite the fact it precedes the verb for 
emphasis (Colwell’s Rule). If it had the definite article, that would imply 
that “the Word” and the Father are the same person. In any case, the 
Scriptures listed above clearly show that the lack of the article does not 
prove Jesus is God in a lesser sense than the Father.] 

Colossians 2:9 

“For in Him dwells all the fullness of the Godhead bodily” (NKJV, 
KJV, ASV). Or: “For in Him all the fulness of Deity dwells in bodily form” 
(NASB, RSV, NIV is similar).  

“Fulness” () means “ … that which is brought to fulness 
or completion … sum total, fulness, even (super) abundance … of 
something … the full measure of deity … Colossians 2:9” — Bauer-Arndt-
Gingrich.  

“Godhead” or “Deity” () means: “ … the state of being God, 
Godhead …” — Grimm-Wilke-Thayer. Trench says the language here 
means Jesus “was, and is, absolute and perfect God” (quoted in Vine, 
Vol. I, pp. 328f). 

So the passage says that, in Jesus dwelt bodily “the full measure of” 
“the state of being God.”  

[Some claim that Jesus possesses only the characteristics of God, 
not His essence or substance. This confuses the language. The word used 

here for “Deity” () means the essence or state of being God. A 
different word () means “divinity” or the characteristics of God. 
(See the definitions.) Nevertheless, how could Jesus possess “all the full 
measure of the characteristics of God in a bodily form” without being 
God? Even if the mistaken definition were accurate, the passage would 
still prove Jesus is God.] 

Hebrews 1:3 

Jesus was “the express image of His [the Father’s] person” (NKJV, 
KJV) or “the very image of his substance” (ASV), “the exact 
representation of His nature” (NASB), “the exact representation of his 
being” (NIV). The context describes Jesus as the Creator, far above the 
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angels so that He deserves to be worshipped (as will be considered in 
more detail later.) 

“Express image” () means “the exact expression … of any 
person or thing, marked likeness, precise reproduction in every respect 
(cf. facsimile) …” — Grimm-Wilke-Thayer (cf. Bauer-Arndt-Gingrich). 

“Person” () means “the substantial quality, nature, of any 
person or thing …” — Grimm-Wilke-Thayer. Or “…substantial nature, 
essence, actual being, reality … a(n exact) representation of his (= God’s) 
real being Hebrews 1:3…” — Bauer-Arndt-Gingrich.  

Hence, Jesus is “the precise reproduction in every respect” of the 
“essence, actual being, reality” of God. How can Jesus be an exact 
expression of the real being of the Father without Himself possessing 
true Deity?  

We will see that God possesses certain characteristics that are so 
unique that no one but God can possess them (eternal, all-powerful, 
etc.). If no one but God possesses these, yet Jesus is the exact 
reproduction of the essence of God’s nature, then He must possess these 
qualities. But if Jesus possesses all qualities that are unique to God, He 
must be God, He must possess Deity.  

Philippians 2:6-8 

Christ existed in the form of God, but did not consider it robbery (a 
thing to be grasped — ASV) to be equal with God. He made Himself of 
no reputation (emptied himself — ASV), took the form of a servant and 
came in likeness of a man, He was found in appearance as a man, and 
humbled Himself even to the death on the cross. The teaches the 
following: 

Before coming to earth, Jesus existed in the form of God (v6).  

This is so translated in KJV, NKJV, ASV, NASB, RSV. NIV says: 
“being in very nature God.” 

“Form” () - “the special or characteristic form or feature of a 
person or thing…” - Vine.  

This must mean that Jesus truly possessed Deity before He came to 
earth. V7 uses the same word to say that He took the form () of a 
servant. Was Jesus really a servant on earth? Of course He was (Matthew 
20:28; John 13:1-6; 2 Corinthians 8:9; Acts 4:27,30 ASV). It follows that, 
before He came to earth, He really possessed the nature of God. 

We have already learned that God cannot lose the characteristics of 
God. Hence, if Jesus ever possessed those characteristics, then He 
always possessed them, including while He was on earth. He could never 
exist without possessing those qualities, and nothing here or elsewhere 
says otherwise. 
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He did not consider it robbery to be equal with God (v6). 

KJV & NKJV so translate. Others say he did not count the being on 
equality with God a thing to be grasped (ASV, NASB, RSV, NIV). Some 
claim these latter translations mean He was not equal with God and did 
not exalt Himself to try to become equal with God. Such a view would 
contradict the context and all other passages we will study. 

As already shown, v6 and many other passages say that Jesus really 
existed in the form of God. Hence, Paul has already said Jesus was equal 
with God. 

V7 shows that Jesus made Himself of no reputation or emptied 
Himself by becoming a man. The context is not discussing whether or 
not Jesus wanted to exalt Himself to become greater than He had 
been. It is showing that He already had an exalted position but was 
willing to humble Himself and take a lower status and reputation than 
what He had. Hence, v6 is discussing a position Jesus already possessed 
(Deity) but was willing to also accept a lower position (humanity). It is 
not discussing whether He sought to achieve some higher position. 

The meaning then is that Jesus was equal to God, but He did not 
consider that as something He had to jealously hold to or retain (a thing 
to be grasped). He was not like a robber, taking something that did not 
belong to Him and then clinging to it with determination. He “did not 
look upon equality with God as above all things to be clung to” (TCNT). 
He was by right equal with God from the beginning, then willingly 
humbled Himself to the position of a servant. 

He made Himself of no reputation or emptied Himself (v7). 

KJV & NKJV say He made Himself of no reputation. Others say He 
emptied Himself (ASV, NASB, RSV), or made himself nothing (NIV). 
What does this mean? 

“Empty” () — “…1. to empty, make empty … Philippians 2:7 … 
2. to make void i.e. deprive of force, render vain, useless, of no effect … 
3. to make void i.e. cause a thing to be seen to be empty, hollow, false …” 
— Grimm-Wilke-Thayer.  

In what sense did Jesus make Himself empty? Some say He gave 
up, lost, and no longer possessed some characteristics of Deity. But that 
is impossible, as already discussed. God cannot lose the qualities of God 
(Hebrews 13:8). Where does the verse say He emptied Himself of the 
characteristics of God? Neither this nor any other passage so states.  

Just keep reading! The context proceeds to explain that He 
emptied himself by “taking the form of a servant,” and coming as a man 
He “humbled himself becoming obedient” even to die on the cross (vv 
7,8). He emptied Himself by humbling himself as an obedient human 
servant. That is the explanation the passage gives. To argue anything else 
is to argue against the passage! 

Jesus did not lose the characteristics of Deity but added the 
characteristics of a servant, a man. He lived a life of obedience and 
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service. In so doing, He humbled Himself. What He sacrificed was His 
reputation, privileges, glory, honor, and status in the eyes of men. He did 
not “appear” on earth before men in the glory He had in heaven, but He 
“appeared” as a man, a servant. 

So He “emptied Himself of His privileges” (NKJV footnote). He 
“laid aside His privileges” (NASB). Hence, the KJV & NKJV are right: He 
“made Himself of no reputation.” It was His reputation and glory He 
lost, not His Divine powers and characteristics. 

Jesus came here to experience first-hand what it means to be a 
servant, so He could leave us a perfect example of how we should obey 
the Father. Then He died as the sacrifice for our sins (Hebrews 5:8,9; 
4:15,16; John 5:30,43; 12:49,50; 8:28,29,42; 14:10; 6:38; 4:34; 7:16). To 
accomplish His purposes as a man, He served and obeyed His Father as 
other men must. This required Him at times to not exercise His Divine 
powers. He voluntarily limited Himself so as not to use His powers in 
ways that would contradict His purposes as a man. But nothing here or 
elsewhere says He ever lost, gave up, or failed to possess those powers. 

After His perfect service on earth, God again exalted Him to that 
place of honor and glory He previously enjoyed (vv 10,11; see notes below 
on John 17:5; etc.). This again shows that what He gave up was honor, 
exaltation, etc., on earth, but He received it back afterward. 

For more passages stating Jesus is God (John 20:28 and others), 
see the next section. 

[Note: v5 shows that Paul discusses all this primarily to teach us to 
have the mind of Christ. We should be willing to have the kind of attitude 
He had. But if the passage teaches that Jesus divested Himself of Deity, 
how could we have that attitude? We could not do so if we wished. But 
we can “humble” ourselves and make ourselves servants to others to the 
point of obeying God’s will for us. That is what Jesus did, and that is the 
lesson. To claim that Jesus lost His fundamental nature would defeat the 
purpose of Paul’s writing, since we cannot do that anyway.] 

Jesus Wears the  
Unique Names of God. 

The Bible uses certain terms that refer only to the true God or are 
used in ways that show they refer to the true God. We will see that 
inspired men used these unique terms to refer to Jesus. This would be 
blasphemy if Jesus did not possess Deity. 

“God” 

The Old Testament word for “God” is ELOHIM (and the variations 
EL, ELAH, ELOAH). It comes from a root meaning “to fear and 
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reverence,” emphasizing the respect that is due God because of His 
power and authority. The corresponding New Testament word is THEOS 

(). 
Since the Bible teaches there is only one true God, if the word is used 

for Jesus then He must possess true Deity (unless something in context 
shows He is a false god or that an exceptional meaning is being 
employed). 

We have already studied some general passages where forms of this 
word are used for Jesus: John 1:1; Colossians 2:9; and Philippians 2:6. 
Consider these other cases: 

John 20:28,29 

After he saw proof of Jesus’ resurrection, Thomas addressed Jesus 
as “my Lord and my God” (KJV, NKJV, ASV, NASB, RSV, NEB, NIV). 
Clearly Thomas is here calling Jesus “God.” Consider: 

This statement is clearly addressed to Jesus. Some claim 
Thomas spoke to the Father, but the passage clearly shows “Thomas 
answered and said to Him,” i.e., to Jesus. 

The word for God is  with the definite article. According 
to their argument on John 1:1, even Jehovah’s Witnesses must admit 
that this means the one true God, in the same sense as the Father. 

If Jesus did not possess Deity, Thomas’ statement would 
have been blasphemy, and Jesus should have rebuked Him. 
Instead, Jesus praised Thomas and pronounced a blessing on everyone 
who believes the same (v29)! 

Note further that Thomas combined the terms “Lord” and 
“God” in a phrase of address to Jesus. These terms, when so 
combined in the Scriptures, are always a term of address for the True 
God. 

Hebrews 1:8 

The Father said to Son, “Your throne, O God, is forever and ever” 
(KJV, NKJV, ASV, NASB, RSV, NEB, NIV). This is a quotation from 
Psalm 45:6,7, which is translated exactly the same (KJV, NKJV, ASV, 
NASB, NIV).  

Note that God the Father Himself is here addressing Jesus 
as “God” (cf. vv 1-9).  

Further “God” here has the definite article so even Witnesses 
must admit it refers to the one True God.  

To try to avoid the force of the argument, the Witnesses’ 
“New World Translation” says, “God is thy throne for ever and 
ever.” This makes “God” the subject of the sentence, not a noun of 
address. However: 

* The translation “God is thy throne…” is meaningless and absurd. 
How could God be Jesus’ throne? God is not a throne, but a person. No 
Scripture elsewhere ever uses such language. 
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* No other standard translation so translates Hebrews 1:8. All 
translate “Thy throne, O God, …” (see above). [The ASV places in the 
footnote “Thy throne is God…,” and the RSV and NEB have “God is thy 
throne” as footnotes, but none of them accept it as being the best 
translation here. The others do not even list it as a possibility.] 

* On Psalm 45:6,7 no standard translation gives “Your throne is 
God” as even a possibility in the footnote! Keil and Delitzch say, 
regarding such translation, that it “cannot possibly be supported in 
Hebrew by any syntax.” So, even if it could be grammatically possible in 
the Greek of Hebrews 1:8, it is not possible in the Hebrew passage from 
which Hebrews 1:8 is quoted! [ASV footnote on Psalm 45:6 has “Thy 
throne is the throne of God…,” adding the italicized words.” But this is 
not possible in Hebrews 1:8!] 

[* Virtually all recognized Greek scholars agree that “God” in 
Hebrews 1:8 is a noun of address, not the subject nor a predicate 
nominative. This includes all the standard translations (as above) plus 
Arndt & Gingrich, Vine, Vincent, Marshall, and Keil. Lenski adds: 
“…only the unwillingness of commentators to have the Son addressed so 
directly as … ‘God’ causes the search for a different construction.” Hence, 
it is not the original language that motivates the translation but the 
preconceived beliefs of the translators!] 

Hence, the only possible translation that fits both the Greek of 
Hebrews 1:8 and the Hebrew of Psalm 45:6 is “Your throne, O God, is 
for ever and ever.” God the Father Himself called Jesus “God” (with the 
definite article). 

Psalm 102:24 

“I said, O my God, Do not take me away…” Hebrews 1:10-12 directly 
quotes Psalm 102:25-27 and says that it was spoken “to the Son” (v8). 
The context of Psalm 102:24 shows it is clearly addressed to the same 
person addressed in vv 25-27.  

Hence, in v24 Jesus is addressed as “O my God.” 

Isaiah 9:6  

Jesus’ name would be called “Wonderful, Counselor, Mighty God…” 
This is clearly a prophecy of the Son, as seen in the beginning of the 
verse. Hence, Jesus is called “Mighty God.” 

Some respond that there is no definite article, but this position has 
been answered on John 1:1 (see notes there). Note also Isaiah 10:21 
where identical language (EL-GIBBOR), without the article, clearly 
refers to the one true God (even in the NWT). Cf. Jeremiah 32:18; 
Deuteronomy 10:17; Nehemiah 9:32. 

Titus 2:13 

“…looking for the blessed hope and glorious appearing of our great 
God and Savior Jesus Christ” (NKJV, NASB, RSV, NEB, NIV, ASV 
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footnote). Older translations say “the great God and our Savior” (KJV, 
ASV), which some argue implies two separate persons. Consider: 

* Newer translations listed above all make clear that one 
person (Jesus) is being referred to both as “God” and 
“Savior.” 

* We are looking for the glorious appearing of this “great 
God.” But whose appearing are we expecting? Other similar passages 
refer to the coming of Jesus: 1 Timothy 6:14 (1 Corinthians 1:7; 
Colossians 3:4; Philippians 3:20; Acts 1:11; 2 Timothy 4:1,8). 

* In the Greek, one article here precedes two descriptive 
terms (“God” and “Savior”) connected by “and.” Whenever this 
is done, both terms describe the same person. In order for two people to 
be meant, two articles would be needed.  

Here are other similar examples (in each case, one Greek article 
precedes two descriptive terms, both terms therefore describing one 
person.): 

2 Peter 1:11 — “the everlasting kingdom of our Lord and Savior 
Jesus Christ”  

2 Peter 2:20 — “the knowledge of the Lord and Savior Jesus Christ” 
[cf. 3:18] 

2 Peter 3:2 — “the apostles of the Lord and Savior” 

[This is called Sharp’s rule. Arndt & Gingrich say, “ certainly 
refers to Christ in … Titus 2:13…” See Vine (Vol. II, pp. 160f), also the 
grammars of Schmiedel, Moulton, Robertson, and Blass-Debrunner 
(quoted by Metzger), Dana & Mantey, and Blackwelder (quoted by 
Barnett).] 

Hence, here is another passage referring to Jesus as “our great 
God,” using a definite article in Greek. This expression is used often in 
the Old Testament referring to the true God (Daniel 2:45; Deuteronomy 
10:17; Jeremiah 32:18; Ezra 5:8).  

2 Peter 1:1 

“…the righteousness of our God and Savior Jesus Christ” (NKJV, 
NASB, RSV, NEB, NIV, ASV footnote). The point here is the same as on 
Titus 2:13. The Greek has one article then two descriptive terms 
separated by “and.” The rule described above means both terms refer to 
the same person. Hence, Jesus is here called “our God” with the definite 
article. 

[KJV translates “of God and our Savior Jesus Christ.” ASV has “our 
God and the Savior Jesus Christ.” But the evidence above shows one 
person is meant.] 

[Lenski says: “The use of the one article would say that but ONE 
person is referred to … The effort to find a reference to two persons, God 
and Christ, is nullified linguistically by the use of but one article in the 
Greek. There is nothing more to say.” Vine agrees. Clarke says: “…it is an 
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absolute proof that Peter calls Christ ‘God’ even in the properest sense 
of the word, with the article affixed.”] 

[Another less obvious example is Revelation 22:6 — The “Lord God” 
sent his angel to reveal these things. But He said, “I am coming quickly” 
(v7), clearly referring to Jesus (3:11; 22:20). See also Romans 9:5; Acts 
20:28 (see notes).] 

Conclusion regarding the term “God.” 

Hence, the Scriptures repeatedly call Jesus “God.” But there is only 
one true God. Jesus is not a false God. Hence, He must be referred to as 
the one true God. He possesses Deity and is part of the Godhead along 
with the Father (and the Holy Spirit, as other passages show). 

Note Acts 12:20-23 where Herod was killed for allowing people to 
call him a god. If Jesus were not Deity, the references to him as “God” in 
all these passages would be blasphemous. Yet they were spoken by 
inspired men and were praised by Jesus. 

“The First and the Last,” “Alpha and Omega” 

These terms are used for the Almighty Jehovah God. 

Isaiah 44:6 — “Thus saith Jehovah … Jehovah of hosts: I am the 
first, and I am the last; and besides me there is no God” (ASV). Clearly 
“the first and the last” refers to the one true God. Like the terms “I am” 
and “Jehovah,” this expression emphasizes God’s eternal self-existence 
(cf. Isaiah 43:10). See also Isaiah 41:4; 48:12. 

Revelation 1:8 — “I am the Alpha and the Omega, the Beginning and 
the End … who is and who was and who is to come, the Almighty.” 
Hence, the Almighty, who is eternally existent, calls Himself “the Alpha 
and the Omega” (the first and last letters of the Greek alphabet), “the 
Beginning and the End.” The meaning is the same as “the first and the 
last.” 

Revelation 21:6,7 also shows that “Alpha and Omega” means the 
same as “Beginning and End” and refers to God. 

These terms are also used for Jesus. 

Revelation 1:17 — “I am the First and the Last.” The context (vv 10-
20) shows Jesus is speaking. He was like the Son of Man (v13), who lives, 
was dead, and is alive forever (v18). [1:11 uses these same expressions in 
NKJV, but they are not in ASV.] 

Revelation 2:8 — “These things says the First and the Last, who was 
dead, and came to life.” Clearly this is Jesus again speaking. Some 
quibble saying this means He was the first and last to be raised by the 
Father. But no such dodge is available on the next verse. 

Revelation 22:13 — “I am the Alpha and the Omega, the Beginning 
and the End, the First and the Last.” All three expressions are used 
together, showing they mean the same thing. The identical use in 
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Revelation 1:8 proves they refer to the Almighty. But who is speaking 
here? 

* The “I” of v13 is identified in v12 as the “I” who comes quickly to 
reward everyone according to His work. Throughout Revelation this 
refers to Jesus (Revelation 1:1,2,7; 3:3,11; 2:23; 22:20; cf. Matthew 
16:27; 2 Corinthians 5:10). The Father has given all judgment to the Son 
(John 5:22,23). 

* The “I” of v13 is identified in v16 as “Jesus” who sent His angel to 
testify these things to the churches. He is the offspring of David. 

* The “I” of v13, who comes quickly (v12) and who testified these 
things (v16), is identified in v20 as the “Lord Jesus.” 

Hence, Jesus is the “First and Last,” the “Alpha and Omega,” 
“Beginning and End.” These are terms for Deity in Isaiah 44:6 and 
Revelation 1:8, yet are used in exactly the same way for Jesus. 

“Lord of Lords” 

This expression is used for the true God. 

Scripture sometimes uses “lord” to refer to people who exercise 
authority over others (masters or civil rulers). When used religiously, 
however, it is a term for Deity (Hebrew ADONAI, Gk. KURIOS or 

). 
Deuteronomy 10:17; Psalm 136:3; Daniel 2:47 — The true God is 

called “Lord of lords” and “Lord of kings.” This shows He has supreme 
authority over all rulers. Others may rule over men, but God rules over 
all rulers. Hence, “Lord of lords.” 

Psalm 97:5; Joshua 3:11,13 — God is Lord of the whole earth. [Psalm 
95:3] 

This expression is also used for Jesus 

Revelation 17:14; 19:16 — Jesus (the Lamb) is “King of kings” and 
“Lord of lords.” 

Acts 10:36; Romans 10:12 — He is Lord of all (cf. Lord of the whole 
earth). 

Here is another term used in the Bible to show the supreme 
authority of God, yet it is used for Jesus. 

“I Am” 

The expression is a unique name for God 

Exodus 3:13-15 — When God called Moses to lead Israel from 
captivity, Moses asked God’s name. God replied, “I AM WHO I AM.” 
Moses was to tell Israel that “I AM” (Hebrew EHYEH) had sent him. 

This expression is related in form to “Jehovah” (ASV footnote). It 
describes the eternal, self-existing, unchanging nature of God.  

“I am” is also used with no modifying words (substantively or 
absolutely) to describe God in Deuteronomy 32:39; Isaiah 41:4; 
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43:10,13; 46:4; 48:12. The meaning is the same as Exodus 3:14 [see Keil 
and others]. 

The expression is used for Jesus. 

John 8:58 — Jesus said, “…before Abraham was, I AM” (capitals in 
the original — NKJV; NASB). Other translations say “I am” (no capitals 
— KJV, ASV, RSV, NEB, NIV). There are several reasons for believing 
Jesus intended the meaning to be the same as the name for God in 
Exodus 3:14. 

* “I am” (Gk. EGO EIMI or ) has no modifiers 
(substantive or absolute use) just as in Exodus 3:14. There is no 
predicate nominative (as “I am tired,” “I am a Jew,” etc.). [See Thayer 
and Arndt & Gingrich on .] 

* Jesus’ statement is clearly intended to claim He has 
existed eternally. When questioned about how He could be old 
enough to have seen Abraham (vv 56,57), He said Abraham existed (had 
a birth and death), but before that, “I am.” He did not say, “I was,” 
meaning just that He was older than Abraham. “I am” implies no 
beginning but just continual existence even prior to Abraham. This is the 
very significance of the term “I am” as used by God in Exodus 3:14. (See 
Vincent and Lenski, also Blackwelder and Robertson as quoted by 
Barnett.) 

* The Jews tried to stone Jesus for this statement (v59). 
The only possible reason for this reaction is that, knowing the Old 
Testament and the verb tense Jesus used, they recognized the expression 
“I am” to be a claim to Deity. Since they did not believe Jesus to be God, 
they viewed His use of the term to be blasphemy. 

Hence, here is another unique name of God which is used by Jesus 
to refer to Himself. He is the eternally existent “I am.” 

Additional notes 

Jesus used similar “I am” expressions in John 8:24,28; 13:19; 18:5-
8. However, the context is not discussing His eternal existence, so it is 
not so clear He intended to be using the name of God. These verses are 
often translated “I am he,” but note that “he” is added by the translators, 
as is done when referring to God in Isaiah 43:10,13; 46:4; etc. 

Witnesses respond to the above evidence by claiming that the 
wording of Exodus 3:14 is different from John 8:58. They claim that 
Exodus 3:14 in the Septuagint uses HO ON where John 8:58 used EGO 
EIMI. 

The Septuagint is not the original Scripture, but simply a translation 
of the original into Greek. Nevertheless, the argument is deceptive. In 
fact EGO EIMI is found in Exodus 3:14. The Septuagint says “EGO EIMI 
HO ON” (“I am who I am”).  

The argument is also deceptive because it leaves the impression HO 
ON is different from EGO EIMI, but in fact they are just different forms 
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of the word for being (like our words “am” and “being”). ON is simply 
the present participle of EIMI (Analytical Greek Lexicon).  

Witnesses also try to argue that John 8:58 is simply “historical 
present” tense. But that tense is used only in narration, not in 
argumentation such as in John 8:58. Further, this view ignores the 
contextual evidence we have discussed showing that Jesus was referring 
to His eternal existence and that the Jews attempted to stone Him for 
blasphemy.  

“Jehovah” 

Exodus 6:3; Psalm 83:18; Isaiah 12:2; 26:4 are a few passages where 
the true God is called “Jehovah” (KJV). However, this is actually the 
most frequently used Old Testament name for God. Most translations 
translate it “Lord,” but the best way to observe the word is in the ASV 
which uses “Jehovah.” It is never used in the New Testament, (though 
the “New World Translation” adds it without textual basis whenever it 
suits their doctrine).  

The word means “He who is,” and is a form of the word for being 
(related to “I am”). It emphasizes God’s eternal, changeless, self-
existence. 

Since it is strictly an Old Testament word, and Jesus is described 
mostly in the New Testament, the only way to determine whether or not 
Jesus is called “Jehovah” is to look at Old Testament passages that are 
proved by the New Testament to refer to Jesus.  

We have earlier learned that Jesus possesses Deity and is repeatedly 
called by other unique names of God, so we should not be surprised to 
learn that Jesus is also called “Jehovah.” 

Isaiah 44:6 compared to Revelation 22:13 (1:17; 2:10) 

In Isaiah 44:6 Jehovah says that He is the first and the last, 
and there is no other God. 

But we earlier showed that Jesus calls Himself “the first and the 
last” in Revelation 22:13, etc.  

So there is no God but Jehovah and He is the first and the last. But 
Jesus is the first and the last, therefore the term Jehovah must include 
Jesus! 

Psalm 102 compared to Hebrews 1:10-12 

We earlier showed that Psalm 102:25-27 is quoted in Hebrews 1:10-
12, where v8 shows it is spoken “to the Son.” But the context of Psalm 
102 shows that the whole chapter is addressed to the same “God.” And 
this God is repeatedly called “Jehovah” (vv 1,12,15,16,18,19,21,22). 

Since the “God” addressed in Psalm 102 includes Jesus, and since 
that God is called “Jehovah,” we must conclude that here is a passage in 
which Jesus is addressed as “Jehovah.” 
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Isaiah 6:1-5,10 compared to John 12:36-43 

In Isaiah 6, Isaiah saw the Lord sitting upon a throne (v1). He said 
that his eyes had seen Jehovah of hosts (v5; cf. v3). He was then told to 
go tell the people that they would see but not understand because they 
would shut their eyes, etc. (vv 9,10). 

In John 12, Jesus said He would be lifted up (die) to draw all people 
to Himself (vv 32-36). Nevertheless though He (Jesus) did so many 
signs, yet the people did not believe in Him (v37). Their refusal to believe 
was a fulfillment of what Isaiah had prophesied — their hearts were 
hardened so they would not be converted (vv 39,40).  

Then John adds that Isaiah said this “when he saw His glory and 
spoke of Him” (v41). Vv 42,43 then show clearly that it was Jesus that 
the people were not confessing. Clearly John is saying that the refusal of 
the people to believe in Jesus was the fulfillment of the prophecy Isaiah 
spoke when he saw His glory and spoke of Him (Jesus). But the original 
passage in Isaiah said He saw “Jehovah of hosts.”  

Hence, when Isaiah saw “Jehovah of hosts,” he was seeing Jesus! 

Isaiah 8:13-15 compared to 1 Peter 2:8 

Isaiah 8:13-15 says “Jehovah of hosts” would be a stone of 
stumbling and a rock of offense. 

1 Peter 2:8 quotes this very passage saying it was fulfilled when 
Israel rejected Jesus and killed Him (see 1 Peter 2:4-8; cf. Acts 4:10,11).  

Hence, when the Jews stumbled at Jesus, they were stumbling at 
Jehovah. 

Joel 2:32 compared to Acts 2:16-21 & Romans 10:13 

Joel 2:32 — Whosoever calls on the name of Jehovah shall be 
delivered. This is part of a lengthy prophecy regarding the Messiah’s 
kingdom (vv 28-32). 

Acts 2:16-21 quotes this very section from Joel, including that men 
must “call on the name of the Lord” to be saved. Romans 10:13 likewise 
quotes it, but the context shows throughout that the “Lord” refers to 
Jesus (vv 4,6,7,9,12,16). Specifically, calling on the Lord includes 
confessing the Lord Jesus (vv 9,10).  

Acts 22:16 shows we call on the name of the Lord when we are 
baptized. 1 Corinthians 1:2 then shows that all Christians call on the 
name of Jesus Christ our Lord. 

Hence, the prediction that, during the reign of the Messiah, men 
would call on the name of Jehovah is fulfilled in that men call on the 
name of Jesus.  

Isaiah 45:21-23 compared to Philippians 2:10,11 

In Isaiah 45:21-23 Jehovah claims “there is no God else besides 
me,” “I am God, and there is none else.” (Note: It follows that, if Jesus is 
not the true God, then He is not God at all.) This one true God swears 
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that “unto me every knee shall bow, every tongue shall swear.” Hence, 
the knees would be bowed, etc., to the true God, Jehovah. 

Romans 14:10,11 — This passage quotes the Isaiah passage and says 
it will be fulfilled when we stand before the judgment seat of Christ. He 
will be the judge (John 5:22,23).  

Philippians 2:10,11 — Then at the name of Jesus every knee will 
bow and every tongue confess. Hence, every knee will bow and confess 
to “Me” (Jehovah), the one true God. But that is done by men bowing to 
Jesus and confessing His name. 

Note Philippians 2:9. This exaltation of Jesus occurs because God 
has given Him “the name which is above every name.” How can this not 
include the name “Jehovah”? If Jesus has “the name which is above 
every name,” how can the Father have a higher name? In any case, Jesus’ 
must wear the names of Deity. 

[Witnesses respond that this is done to the glory of the Father — 
Philippians 2:11. True, but no one disputes that the Father is glorified as 
God and called Jehovah. The issue is whether Jesus is also called 
Jehovah. Isaiah 45 said every knew would bow to “me” — Jehovah, the 
one true God — and that is fulfilled by every knew bowing at the name of 
Jesus.] 

[Other examples can be cited where the name “Jehovah” is used in 
the Old Testament, but the New Testament shows the reference is to 
Jesus. See Malachi 3:1; 4:5,6; and Isaiah 40:3 cf. to Matthew 3:3; 4:11; 
Mark 1:2,3,7,8; Luke 1:17,76; 3:4,16; John 1:23,26,27,33,34; 3:28. Also 
see Jeremiah 23:5,6 but cf. Jeremiah 33:15,16. Cf. Psalm 24:7-10 to 1 
Corinthians 2:8 and James 2:1. Cf. Psalm 97:9 to John 3:31; Romans 9:5. 
Cf. Isaiah 60:19 to Luke 2:32 and Revelation 21:23. Cf. Psalm 23 and 
Isaiah 40:10,11 to John 10 and Hebrews 13:20 and 1 Peter 5:4. Cf. Psalm 
34:8 to 1 Peter 2:3. See also verses below showing that Jesus has the 
characteristics of Jehovah and does the works of Jehovah.] 

Conclusion 

To appreciate the force of this evidence, try to find specific passages 
in which you can prove that the Heavenly Father is called “Jehovah.” Do 
not assume anything (nor add “Jehovah” into New Testament passages 
without proof). How do you prove that the Father is called “Jehovah”? 
You can do it, of course, but the effort to do it will help you appreciate 
the evidence above to show Jesus is called Jehovah. 

Jesus wears the unique names of Deity. This would be blasphemy if 
He did not possess Deity. Therefore, He does possess Deity even as the 
Father does. If He possesses Deity, then He has always possessed it and 
must always fully possess all the qualities of Deity. And He must be 
included in the one true God. 
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Jesus Possesses the Unique 
Characteristics of God. 

Certain characteristics are unique to God. No one but God — surely 
no created being — can possess them. Our purpose is to consider 
whether or not Jesus possesses these qualities. If He possesses the 
character that only Deity can possess, then this confirms that He 
possesses Deity. To claim He possesses these qualities when He is not 
Deity would be blasphemy. 

Note that some passages already studied make general claims which 
necessarily imply that Jesus possesses the qualities of Deity. He 
possesses all the fullness of Deity (Colossians 2:9). He is the very image 
of the Father (Hebrews 1:3), and had the form of God (Philippians 2:6). 
He also wears the unique names of God. It follows that He must possess 
the characteristics of God. 

Let us consider these qualities individually to see whether or not the 
Bible affirms that Jesus did possess them. Remember that, if Jesus ever 
possessed these qualities, then He has always possessed them and 
always will possess them (Hebrews 13:8). Deity cannot cease to be Deity 
and cannot lose the characteristics of Deity. 

Eternally Existent 

Eternal existence is a unique characteristic of God. 

Jehovah the true God has always existed and always will exist. He 
was not created. There was never a time when God did not exist. He is 
the everlasting Maker or Creator of all temporal, created things. The 
power of eternal existence is inherent in His nature (self-existence). He 
is the “living” God. 

The names of God demonstrate this eternal nature. “Jehovah,” “I 
am,” and “First and Last” all imply eternal self-existence (see on the 
names of God). Note also the following: 

Psalm 90:1-4 — Jehovah is “from everlasting to everlasting” 
(Hebrew OLAM). [Cf. Genesis 21:33; Isaiah 40:28; Deuteronomy 32:40] 

Psalm 93:2 — His throne is “established from of old” (Hebrew ME-
AZ). He is “from everlasting” (Hebrew OLAM). 

Isaiah 57:15 — God “inhabits eternity” (Hebrew AD).  
Habakkuk 1:12 — He is “from everlasting” (Hebrew QEDEM).  
Psalm 55:19 — He “abides from of old” (Hebrew QEDEM). 
[See also Deuteronomy 33:27; Jeremiah 10:10; Psalm 29:10; 9:7; 

Revelation 1:4; Exodus 15:18; Job 36:26; Romans 16:26; Isaiah 57:15; 
etc.] 
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Jesus possesses the characteristic of eternal existence. 

Jesus is not a created being but existed eternally. 

The names of God that imply eternal self-existence are used for 
Jesus (see the study of the names of Jesus: “First and Last,” “I am,” and 
“Jehovah”). 

Micah 5:2 — A ruler would come from Bethlehem, but his goings 
forth were actually “from of old” (Hebrew QEDEM), “from everlasting” 
(Hebrew OLAM). That this is a prophecy of Jesus is confirmed by 
Matthew 2:4-6. 

Isaiah 9:6 — He is called “Everlasting” Father (Hebrew AD). 
Psalm 102:24-27 — His “years are throughout all generations.” The 

heavens and the earth are temporary so they will perish, but His “years 
will have no end.” Hebrews 1:8,10-12 proves this was spoken to Jesus. 

Isaiah 43:10,11 — No God was formed before Jehovah (the true 
God), nor will any be formed after. Hence, either Jesus is a false “god” 
(which surely contradicts the Bible), or else He is eternal like the Father. 

Many passages show that Jesus was not created but is the 
Creator of all created things.  

In another study we will consider in more detail regarding Jesus’ 
role in creation. But consider briefly these passages: 

John 1:3 — All things were made by Him, and without Him was not 
anything made that was made. Either He created Himself (which is 
absurd), or else He is eternal. 

Colossians 1:16 — In Jesus were all things made, whether in heaven 
or on earth. Surely He did not make Himself, hence, He is not created.  

Revelation 5:13 — Every created thing gave praise to the Father and 
the Lamb. Jesus is classed with the Father, not with the created things. 

Romans 1:25 — Created things should not be worshipped, but we 
will see that Jesus accepted worship. Hence, He is not a created thing, 
but is the Eternal Creator. 

Jesus is not a created being (as some claim). He is the eternal 
Creator. Eternal existence is a characteristic that only God can possess, 
and He surely cannot lose it. Yet Jesus possesses this characteristic. 

All-powerful (Omnipotent) 

Unlimited power over all created things is a unique 
characteristic of the true God. 

Men and created beings may have some power over some other 
created things, but this power is limited. Only God’s power is unlimited 
such that He has all power over all created things. Nothing is impossible 
for God. He has the power to do anything with His creatures that He 
chooses to do. 

Matthew 19:26 — There are things men cannot do, but with God all 
things are possible. Hence, this is a unique characteristic of Deity. 
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Job 42:2 — The Lord can do everything and no purpose of His can 
be withheld from Him.  

Jeremiah 32:17 — God made heavens and earth. Nothing is too hard 
for God. [Mark 14:36; Genesis 18:14] 

Acts 17:24 — God made the world and everything in it since He is 
Lord of heaven and earth. 

1 Chronicles 29:11,12 — Everything in heaven and earth belongs to 
God. He reigns over all. 

Psalm 50:10-12 — Everything in the earth belongs to God.  
Psalm 24:1,2 — The earth and everything on it belongs to the Lord 

because He made it. 
Deuteronomy 10:14 — Heaven, earth, and everything in it belongs 

to God.  
Matthew 11:25 — God is Lord of heaven and earth. 
Psalm 97:9; 83:18 — God is most high above all the earth.  
Note the connection between creation and unlimited power. God 

possesses all authority over all that He created. Because He made it, it 
belongs to Him, and He has the right to do all whatever He chooses with 
it.  

[Isaiah 33:22; 10: 21; 43:13; Psalm 146:10; 10:16; 115:3; 135:6; 
Genesis 28:3; 35:11; 43:14; 48:3; Daniel 4:35] 

Jesus possesses unlimited power because He made and owns 
all things. 

Matthew 28:18 — Jesus possesses all authority in heaven and on 
earth. 

Philippians 3:20,21 — Jesus is able so subdue all things to Himself. 
Colossians 1:16 — All things were created through Jesus and for 

Him. This is exactly the point we studied already regarding Deity. Jesus 
made everything, so all exists for His purposes and pleasure. 

Revelation 17:14; 19:16 — Jesus is “King of kings and Lord of lords.” 
He has authority above that of all the created things. 

John 3:31; Romans 9:5 — Jesus is “above all” and “over all.” 
Acts 10:36; Romans 10:12 — Jesus is “Lord of all.” 
Philippians 2:9-11; Ephesians 1:21 — Jesus has the name which is 

above every name. His “name” includes His authority. Hence, every knee 
in heaven and on earth must bow to Him and every tongue confess that 
He is Lord. 

John 16:15; 17:10 — Jesus possesses all things that the Father 
possesses. Jesus rules over all by right of ownership. He owns all by right 
of being Creator of all. 

Isaiah 9:6 — Jesus is called “Mighty God.” [Cf. Revelation 1:8 and 
the discussion of “First and Last” above.] 

Note that unlimited power does not mean that God does everything 
He has power to do; rather, it means He has the power to do whatever 
He wills or chooses to do. For example, God still has power to destroy 
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all men by means of a flood, but He voluntarily limits His power and 
does not exercise it because He has so chosen (Genesis 9:8-17). 

Likewise, while on earth, Jesus still possessed all power because He 
was still God. But in order to fulfill His purpose here as a human servant 
(Philippians 2:6-8), He limited His use or exercise of His power, so He 
did not use it in any way that would conflict with His purpose as servant 
(Cf. Matthew 26:53,54). He was often said to completely conform to the 
will of the Father even as all humans should. After His resurrection, all 
His glory and privileges were given back to Him by the Father, so He 
again fully exercises all power that was His by right from the beginning. 

Some passages imply that Jesus is yet in some sense subject to the 
Father (1 Corinthians 15:24-28; 11:3). While we do not claim to 
understand all about the inner workings of Deity, these passages do not 
deny or belittle Jesus’ Deity. Deity, as shown by the passages above, 
involves ownership, rulership, and unlimited power over the created 
things. Jesus possesses this in the same sense that the Father does.  

All-Knowing (Omniscient) 

Unlimited knowledge is a unique characteristic of Deity. 

This characteristic is strongly tied to God’s unlimited power. 
Because God has power to do everything He chooses to do, it follows 
that He has the power to know everything He chooses to know. God is 
unlimited in wisdom and knowledge in the same sense that He is 
unlimited in power. Unlimited power implies and results in unlimited 
knowledge. 

Psalm 139:1-6 — God knows everything about us. Such knowledge 
is beyond our ability to attain unto. [Cf. v7-18] 

Hebrews 4:13 — No creature is hidden from Him, but all things are 
open before His sight. [Psalm 33:13-15] 

1 John 3:20 — God is greater than our hearts. He knows all things. 
Psalm 147:4,5 — God counts and names the stars. He is mighty in 

power. His understanding is infinite. (Note the connection between His 
power and His knowledge.) 

1 Kings 8:39 — Only God knows the hearts of all men. He will use 
this power in order to judge men (Jeremiah 17:10; 11:20; 1 Samuel 16:7; 
1 Chronicles 28:9; Psalm 7:9). Man cannot know what is in the heart of 
a man unless the man somehow reveals it (1 Corinthians 2:11; 1 Samuel 
16:7). 

The ability to know everything He chooses to know and, in 
particular, to know what is in the hearts of men, is a unique 
characteristic of God.  

Jesus possesses this unlimited wisdom and knowledge. 

Colossians 2:2,3 — In Him are all the treasures of wisdom and 
knowledge hidden. 
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John 16:30; 21:17 — Jesus’ disciples claimed that He knew all 
things. He never contradicted this claim nor rebuked them for it. 

John 2:24,25 — Jesus had the ability to know what was in the hearts 
of all men without being told. Note that this was expressly stated to be a 
unique power of Deity, yet Jesus possessed this power and He exercised 
even while on earth. [Cf. Mark 2:8; Matthew 9:4; 12:25; Luke 5:22; 6:8; 
9:47; 11:17] 

Revelation 2:23 — Jesus searches the minds and hearts in order to 
reward men for their works.  

Again, this unlimited knowledge rests on the Divine power to do 
whatever God wills. God knows because He chooses to know. But we 
learned previously that God’s power is exercised or not exercised 
according to His will. He knows things only when it suits His purpose to 
exercise His power to know them [cf. Genesis 11:5; 18:20,21]. It follows 
that He may at times choose not to exercise this power to know certain 
future things, just as He may choose not to exercise His power to do 
certain things. 

In this way, while He was on earth accomplishing His purposes as a 
servant, Jesus did not always exercise this unlimited power to know all 
things. Mark 13:32 lists one thing in particular that He did not know. We 
conclude, based on the above passages, that it did not serve His purposes 
on earth to exercise His power to know this matter. 

Yet Jesus possesses the Divine power to know all things that He 
chooses to know, just as He possesses Divine power to do all things that 
He chooses to do.  

Everywhere Present (Omnipresent) 

The ability to be everywhere at once is a unique 
characteristic of God. 

Man is limited by a physical body, hence he can be only in one place 
at any one time. God, however, is spirit and can be everywhere in the 
universe at the same time. This power, however, is also related to His 
unlimited power to act and to know. God is present everywhere in the 
sense that everything everywhere is in His presence — He can see, know, 
and act in all places at once. 

Psalm 139:7-12 — Wherever man is, God is there seeing him and 
knowing what man is doing. 

Jeremiah 23:23,24 — God fills heaven and earth. He is at hand as 
well as afar off, so no one can hide that God cannot see Him.  

Acts 17:27 — Men everywhere can find God because He is not far 
from each of us.  

It is because of this unique characteristic of God that He is able to 
know all things that men do, to read the hearts of all men, and to hear 
and answer the prayers of all of His people wherever they are. [1 Kings 
8:26,27] 
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Jesus also possesses this unique characteristic of God. 

Matthew 18:20 — Jesus is present in the midst wherever two or 
three are gathered together in His name. 

Matthew 28:20 — He promised the apostles He would be with them 
always, even to the end of the age. 

We have already seen that Jesus has all power and can know all 
things, including what is in the hearts of all men. This is the fundamental 
concept of being present everywhere. 

While on the earth, Jesus limited His power by taking on a physical 
body, being physically present where that body was. Nevertheless, He 
possessed the power to be everywhere at once, a unique characteristic of 
God, in that He is able to see, know, and act upon events no matter where 
they are. 

Unchanging (Immutable) 

Immutability is also a unique characteristic of God. 

Man’s character is flawed, hence we must continually be changing 
our character to make it what it ought to be. But God’s character is 
perfect - without flaw - therefore it never needs to change and never does 
change. We have already studied certain characteristics unique to God. 
These characteristics He has always possessed and always will possess. 

Malachi 3:6 — I am the Lord, I do not change. 
James 1:17 — With God there is no variation or shadow of turning. 
Numbers 23:19 — God is not a man who needs to repent. [1 Samuel 

15:29] 
To suit His eternal purpose, God has changed the laws and 

commands He has given to men, and He has at times changed what He 
does to suit His purposes. But His own character is what never 
changes. It follows that God can never lose His Divine characteristics. 
God cannot cease to be God and cannot cease to have the character of 
God. 

Jesus possesses this characteristic of never changing. 

Hebrews 1:12 — The earth and heavens will change (be destroyed), 
but you are the same. This is addressed to Jesus (v8). (This is a quote of 
Psalm 102:25-27 which says the same.) 

Hebrews 13:8 — Jesus Christ is the same yesterday, today, and 
forever.  

Hence, Jesus also possesses this unique characteristic of Deity. He 
is not like men who change but like the Father who does not change.  

Note again that, since Jesus possesses this particular characteristic, 
it follows that Jesus always has and always will possess all the other 
characteristics of Deity. If He ever is (or was) Deity, and if He does not 
change, then He always is (and was) Deity. If He ever possessed the 
characteristics of Deity, then He always possesses those characteristics. 
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In order to accomplish His purposes, God may voluntarily choose 
at times not to exercise or use certain abilities. Jesus did this while on 
earth in order to fulfill His role as a human servant (Philippians 2:6-8). 
But He cannot lose or surrender the characteristics, else He would cease 
to be God and that is impossible. 

Infinitely Holy & Righteous 

Infinite holiness is a unique characteristic of God. 

Man is not always holy (Romans 6:10-23; 1 John 1:8,10), but God is 
sinlessly perfect. He is always holy, just, and righteous. He never sins 
nor needs to repent of sins. 

Leviticus 11:44; Psalm 99:5,9; Revelation 4:8; 16:5. He is the “Holy 
One of Israel” — Isaiah 41:14,16,20; 43:3,14,15; 47:4. 

Only God is truly holy — Revelation 15:3,4; 1 Samuel 2:2. 

Jesus also possesses this characteristic of holiness. 

Acts 3:14; 4:27,30; 13:35; Hebrews 7:26; John 8:46; Hebrews 4:15; 
1 Peter 2:20-23; Mark 1:24; Luke 1:35 (2 Corinthians 5:21; 1 John 3:5). 
Note John 14:30.  

Some wonder how Jesus could be tempted as a human like we are 
if He was Deity all along (cf. Hebrews 4:15 to James 1:13). We may not 
fully understand this, since we do not fully understand Deity. But the 
Bible affirms it to be true, so we must accept it by faith. 

Remember that Jesus was Deity all along, but He added the 
characteristics of humanity. It was His human nature that was tempted, 
not His Divine nature. If God can limit the exercise of His other 
characteristics in order to suit His purposes (see notes above), we simply 
conclude that somehow Jesus was able to limit the exercise of His 
natural holiness in order that it not interfere with His ability to be 
tempted as a man. [It is also possible that, when the Bible says God is 
not tempted by evil, it does not mean it is impossible for Him to do evil 
but simply that He so controls Himself that He never chooses to do evil.] 

Conclusion 

Jesus possesses all the unique characteristics of God. But since 
only Deity possesses these characteristics, and since Jesus possesses 
them, it follows that Jesus must possess Deity. This confirms what we 
have learned in other studies of the passages that call Jesus God or other 
names for God. Jesus possesses true Deity even as does the Father and 
the Holy Spirit. These three together constitute the Godhead, the one 
true and living God we worship. 
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Jesus Accomplishes the Unique 
Works of God. 

Just as there are names that only God has the right to wear and 
characteristics that only God possesses, so there are works that only the 
true God can accomplish. No mere man, angel, or other created being is 
capable of doing them. To say that Jesus does these works would be 
blasphemy unless He possesses Deity. On the other hand, if there is 
proof that He actually does these works, then that would constitute 
evidence that He is in fact God. 

Consider these unique works of God and the evidence that Jesus 
does them: 

Creating the Universe 

Creation is a unique work that only God can perform. 

Genesis 1 describes the creation and attributes it to the power of 
God (vv 1,3,26,27, etc.). 

Isaiah 42:5 — Jehovah God created the heavens and spread forth 
the earth. He gives breath to the people on it. 

Isaiah 45:18 — Jehovah created the heavens, formed the earth and 
created it. 

Acts 17:24,25 — God is Lord of heaven and earth because He made 
the world and everything in it. He gives to all life, breath, and all things. 
[14:15] 

Psalm 33:6-9 — The heavens and earth were made by the breath of 
Jehovah’s mouth. 

[See also Jeremiah 10:12; Exodus 20:11; Psalm 89:11; 90:2; 104:5-
9,24-28; 19:1; 24:1,2; 95:5; 146:6; 136:5-9; 8:3,6-8; 148:5; Jeremiah 
27:5; Isaiah 40:26; Hebrews 1:10; 11:3] 

Yet Jesus did this unique work of God. 

We referred briefly to the following verses to prove the eternal 
existence of Jesus. Consider them now more closely to observe Jesus’ 
involvement in creation. 

John 1:1-3 — Jesus was in the beginning with God, was God, and all 
things were made through Him. Without Him nothing was made that 
was made.  

Colossians 1:16,17 — By Him (Jesus — vv 13-15) were all things 
created, things in heaven and on earth, etc. He existed before them all. 
They all consist in Him, and were created through Him and for Him. 

Hebrews 1:2 — The worlds were made through the Son.  
Hebrews 1:10 — The Lord (Jesus — v8) laid the foundation of the 

earth. The heavens are the work of His hands. [Cf. Psalm 102:25.] 
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Note that Jesus is not a created being through whom all “other” 
things were made. Rather, He created “all” things. Nothing that has been 
made was made without Him. Clearly, He did not create Himself, 
therefore He was not created at all. 

This proves Jesus is eternal (see the characteristics of Jesus). But it 
also proves that He does work that only God can do. This work classifies 
Him with Deity, not with the created beings (see also Revelation 5:12-14; 
Romans 1:25).  

Sustaining & Preserving the Universe 

Sustaining the universe is a unique work of God. 

Not only does God alone have the power to make the heavens and 
earth, including all forms of life, but only God has the power to maintain 
or continue the existence of what has been created.  

Nehemiah 9:6 — Jehovah alone made heaven and earth and all 
things thereon. And He preserves them all.  

Psalm 36:6 — Jehovah preserves man and beast. 
Psalm 104:13,14 — He provides the rain and causes grass and herbs 

to grow to bring forth food for man and animals. [Deuteronomy 11:14,15] 
Matthew 5:45 — The Father makes the sun rise and sends rain.  
Acts 17:25,28 — God gives to all life, breath, and all things. In Him 

we live and move and have our being.  
Acts 14:17 — God gives rain and fruitful seasons, filling our hearts 

with food and gladness. 
Jehovah God provides all blessings necessary to sustain and 

maintain the earth and life on it. Were it not for His sustaining power, 
all things would immediately pass from existence.  

Jesus does this unique work of God. 

Colossians 1:17 — As in other passages above regarding God, having 
said that Jesus created all things, Paul adds that “in Him all things 
consist.” It is by Jesus’ power that all things continue to exist. 

Hebrews 1:3 — The Son made the worlds (v2), and He upholds all 
things by the word of His power. 

Hebrews 1:12 — Not only did the Son (v8) make the heavens and 
earth (v10), but they will cease to exist when He “folds them up.”  

What God has created, only He can sustain. All created things began 
to exist and continue to exist by His power. Created beings derive their 
life from God. 

In contrast to the created things, God is the source of life — Creator 
and Sustainer. He has the power of life within Himself. No one 
ultimately gave Him His existence, and no one sustains His life. 

Jesus is classed with God regarding both the creation and the 
continuation of that which is created. He was not created, but He created 
all things that were created, and He sustains their existence. 
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Ruling the Universe 

We have already established that only God possesses unlimited 
power to rule over all created things (see under “Lord of lords” and “all-
powerful” in our previous studies). This is both a characteristic of God 
and a work of God. Because He created all, God possesses right of 
ownership over all, and therefore rules over all. 

We have also already established that Jesus is called “Lord of lords,” 
and that He possesses unlimited authority over the creation because He 
created and owns all things. Hence, Jesus does this unique work along 
with the Father and the Holy Spirit: He rules the universe.  

Redeeming Mankind from Sin. 

Saving and redeeming men from sin is a unique work of God. 

Since God possesses the highest authority in the universe, only He 
can make the ultimate laws of right and wrong. When men violate those 
laws, only God can grant forgiveness and declare the terms of 
forgiveness.  

As humans we may grant forgiveness to those who sin against us, 
but we cannot grant forgiveness to those who sin against God’s laws. 
Only God can offer or provide that redemption or salvation. 

Psalm 3:8 — Salvation belongs to Jehovah. 
Psalm 37:39 — Salvation of the righteous is of Jehovah. 
Isaiah 43:1,14 — Jehovah who created is also the Redeemer. He 

says, “I have redeemed you.” 
Isaiah 43:11 — Besides Jehovah there is no savior. 
Titus 3:4,5 — God our Savior saved us according to His mercy. 
Isaiah 45:15,17 — Jehovah, God of Israel, is the Savior who provides 

everlasting salvation. 
[Isaiah 62:11] 

Jesus does this unique work of God. 

John 4:42 — The Samaritans confessed Jesus to be the Savior of the 
world. [Luke 2:11] 

Titus 1:3,4 — God is our Savior. The Lord Jesus Christ is our Savior. 
How can Jesus be less than God in such a description? 

Titus 2:13,14 — Jesus is our great God and Savior Jesus Christ. He 
gave Himself to redeem us from sin so we might become His special 
people. [See notes on this passage under names of Deity.] [2 Peter 1:1,11; 
2:20; 3:18] 

Acts 4:12 — There is salvation in no one other than Jesus. 
Mark. 2:1-12; Luke 7:48,49 — Jesus had power on earth to directly 

forgive sins. This is a work only God can do. Hence, for Jesus to claim 
this power would have been blasphemy if He were not God. 

Ephesians 1:7 — We have redemption through Jesus’ blood, even 
the forgiveness of sins. [Colossians 1:13,14] 
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Jesus is not classed with the creatures in need of redemption. He is 
the redeemer. 

God is the Savior and besides Him there is no Savior, but Jesus is 
the Savior and salvation is found in no one else. God is the redeemer who 
offers forgiveness of sins, but Jesus is the redeemer who offers 
forgiveness of sins.  

What man, angel, or other created being ever had power on earth to 
directly forgive sins? Who but God can forgive sins? If Jesus is not God, 
how could these expressions be anything but blasphemy? Jesus must 
possess Deity because Jesus can forgive sins as only God can do. 

[Ephesians 5:23; Galatians 3:13; 1 Peter 1:18; Romans 3:24] 

Judging Men’s Lives 

Judging man’s eternal destiny is a unique work of God. 

As the ruler of the universe, God has revealed His laws by which 
men ought to live. He will judge all men and reward them eternally for 
how they have or have not followed His rules. 

Isaiah 33:22 — Jehovah is our lawgiver, king, and judge. 
Psalm 50:6 — God Himself is judge. [94:1,2] 
Psalm 96:10,13 — Jehovah reigns and will judge the people. He will 

judge the world with righteousness. 
Only God, as the Supreme Ruler, has the right to so judge men and 

determine their eternal destinies. 
[Romans 2:3,5,16] 

Jesus is the judge who will do this work. 

John 12 48 — All men will be judged according to Jesus’ words. 
Matthew 25:31-46 — All nations will be gathered before the Son of 

Man. He will separate them and send them into eternal punishment or 
eternal life.  

2 Corinthians 5:10 — We must all be made manifest before the 
judgment seat of Christ to receive the things done in the body, good or 
bad. 

John 5:22,23 — The Father does not judge anyone but has given all 
judgment to the Son. [Acts 17:31] 

Judging mankind for their lives and determining their eternal 
destiny are unique works of God. Yet Jesus is the one who will do that 
work. He is not classed with the created beings whose works will be 
judged by God. He is classed with God who will judge the works of the 
creatures.  

Conclusion 

All the works we have studied involve activity that only Deity can 
accomplish, yet Jesus does them all. Hence, Jesus possesses Deity. 

Some people try to avoid the force of this evidence by claiming that 
Jesus does not do these works on His own authority but simply acts as 
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an agent for God (the Father). He acts “in the name of” the Father or the 
Father does them “by” or “through” Jesus. 

It is true that some passages say Jesus acted in the name of the 
Father or that the Father acted by Him, especially while Jesus was on 
earth as a man in the form of a servant (Philippians 2:6-8). However, it 
is also true that Jehovah God is said to act “by” Jehovah! See Hosea 1:6,7; 
Zech. 10:12. Further, the Father is said to act “in the name of” Jesus — 
John 14:26. Does this prove that the Father is not God?! 

In many of the above passages Jesus is said to do these unique 
works of God in His own name or using other expressions that imply He 
is the authority behind the work (see Acts 4:12; Colossians 1:16,17 — 
“through Him and unto Him”; Titus 2:13,14; Mark 2:1-12; John 4:42; 
Luke 7:48,49). What passage ever speaks of men, angels, or other 
creatures creating, sustaining, or ruling the universe? What passage 
speaks of them as the redeemer who has power to actually speak men’s 
sins forgiven or to determine their eternal destinies? If men or angels 
spoke or acted as Jesus did in these examples, such would be blasphemy. 
God would not use a man for such things, because a man would not be 
adequate. 

The fact is that Jesus is not classed, in these passages, with the 
created beings. He is classed with God doing the works of God. Jesus 
possesses Deity. And if He ever possessed it, He always possessed it, for 
God cannot cease to be God. 

Jesus Deserves the Worship and 
Glory That Are Uniquely God’s. 

Just as only God deserves to wear certain unique names, to possess 
certain unique characteristics, and to do certain unique works, so there 
are certain unique forms of worship and honor that belong only to God. 
Because God created and rules the whole creation, it follows that all 
created things must honor and worship Him. No man or other created 
being may rightly receive such worship. To give such honor to men or 
created beings constitutes blasphemy or idolatry. 

Worship 

Only God deserves to receive spiritual worship from men. 

The New Testament word for worship () means to do 
obeisance, reverence, or acts of homage (see Thayer, Vine, and Arndt & 
Gingrich). This word is often used to describe men worshiping God: 
John 4:20-24; Revelation 4:10; 7:11; 11:16; 14:7; 19:4; 15:4; 1 Corinthians 
14:25. 
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Many verses forbid worshiping men, angels, or any 
created thing. 

Acts 10:25,26 — Cornelius fell down to worship Peter. Peter forbade 
it saying that he himself was just a man. God deserves worship, but men 
do not. (Cf. Acts 12:20-23; 14:8-18.) 

Revelation 22:8,9; 19:10 — John sought to worship the angel, but 
the angel forbade it because he was a “fellow servant.” “Worship God.” 

Romans 1:25 — People who worship and serve created things, 
rather than the Creator, have left the truth of God.  

To worship any created thing - whether man, angel, heavenly body, 
or some other object in nature (mountain, ocean, etc.) - constitutes 
idolatry. 

Only the true God deserves to be worshipped. 

Matthew 4:9,10 — Worship the Lord your God and serve Him only.  
Revelation 9:20 — Idolatry is forbidden because it constitutes 

worship of someone other than God (Exodus 20:3-6; Deuteronomy 6:13-
15; Revelation 14:9-11). [See also Exodus 34:14] 

Note:  is forbidden when used for obeisance to men from 
a spiritual or religious motivation or purpose. The word is sometimes 
(but rarely) used in the New Testament non-religiously to refer to 
bowing in obeisance to a king, master, or other person in authority (see 
Matthew 18:26 — this usage is more common in the Old Testament).  

When used for religious honor, however, worship is forbidden 
toward any except God. In this sense, “worship” is like “lord,” “father,” 
“master,” etc. The words may be acceptably used for earthly, physical 
relationships (Ephesians 6:1-9; Colossians 3:21,22), but we are 
forbidden to use such as religious honor to men or created things 
(Matthew 23:8-12). [On Revelation 3:9, cf. to 1 Corinthians 14:25] 

The concept of Deity distinguishes the Creator from the creature. 
Things that are created do not have the unique characteristics of God, do 
not do the unique works of God, and therefore should not be addressed 
by the unique names of God nor should they be worshipped. 

But Jesus received the unique worship God deserves. 

He was often worshipped while He appeared on earth 
before His resurrection. 

Matthew 8:2 — A leper came and worshipped Jesus. [9:18; 15:25; 
Mark 5:6] 

Matthew 14:33 — After Jesus had calmed the storm, the disciples 
worshipped Him saying He was the Son of God. 

John 9:38 — After Jesus had healed the blind man, He revealed 
Himself to be the Son of God (v35). The man said he believed, and he 
worshipped Jesus. 
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Note that such religious worship would have been blasphemy and 
should have been forbidden as it was in the case of Peter, the angel, etc., 
if Jesus had been just a man on earth. 

Created beings also worship Him after His resurrection. 

Matthew 28:9,17 — After His resurrection, His disciples worshipped 
Him. [Cf. John 20:28,29] 

Luke 24:52 — Even after He had ascended back to heaven, they 
worshipped Him. 

Hebrews 1:6 — Angels are instructed by God to worship Jesus.  
Note that men were rebuked for worshipping men, angels, or 

created beings, but they were never rebuked for worshipping Jesus. 
Angels are even instructed by the Father to worship Jesus. The context 
of the above passages cannot fit the idea of obeisance to an earthly king 
or ruler. They refer to honoring Jesus as a religious authority — the very 
thing forbidden when offered to Peter, angels, etc. 

Hence, Jesus accepted worship as an act of religious honor. The 
Scriptures, including Jesus’ own teachings, would absolutely forbid this 
unless He possesses true Deity. 

Glory and Honor 

“Glory” () means “…praise, honor … magnificence, excellence, 
preeminence, dignity, grace … majesty” — Grimm-Wilke-Thayer.  

“Honor” () means “…honor which belongs or is shown to one; 
the honor of one who outranks others, pre-eminence … veneration … 
deference, reverence…” — Grimm-Wilke-Thayer.  

Like the words “power” and “wisdom,” both these words can 
properly be used to refer to men in the physical realm (Matthew 6:29; 1 
Peter 1:24). But they are also used to describe a special degree of glory 
which no one but God can possess. 

God receives a special, unique glory and honor. 

Psalm 24:7-10 — Jehovah is the “King of glory.” 
Psalm 29:3 — He is the “God of glory.” [Acts 7:2; cf. Isaiah 60:19; 

Galatians 1:5; etc.] 
Revelation 4:9-11 — God deserves this glory because He created all 

things. Note again the distinction between the creature and the Creator. 
[Revelation 5:13; Romans 11:36] 

Isaiah 42:8; 48:11 — This glory is unique to God in that He refuses 
to share it with anyone else. Idols and created things have no right to 
receive this glory. 

It follows that it would be blasphemy for anyone but God to receive 
this unique kind of glory. If anyone does receive this glory with God’s 
approval, then that one must possess Deity. 
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But Jesus receives the unique glory of God. 

John 5:23 — All men should honor the Son “just as” they honor the 
Father. To fail to give this honor to the Son is to fail to properly honor 
the Father.  

“Just as” () is translated “even as” in KJV, ASV, NASB, RSV 
(cf. Thayer and Arndt & Gingrich). Other examples of its use in 
comparisons is found in Luke 6:31; 11:30; 17:26; John 3:14; 2 
Corinthians 10:7; Colossians 3:13; etc.  

The significance of the word, when used in comparisons, is that one 
item or action is just like the other regarding the aspect in which they are 
being compared. Hence Jesus rightly receives honor just like the honor 
the Father receives. And if we refuse to give such honor to the Son, then 
we are refusing to honor the Father! 

John 17:5 — Jesus prayed to the Father to “glorify Me together with 
Yourself, with the glory which I had with You before the world was” 
(NKJV, cf. NASB, NEB; others are similar — ASV, KJV). Jesus asks to be 
glorified together with the Father with the glory He possessed “with” 

() the Father from eternity.  
The clear implication is that Jesus and the Father both possessed 

the same glory before the world began. Jesus, in coming to earth as a 
servant, did not then appear to possess that glory but appeared as a man 
(this is part of what he gave up on coming to earth — Philippians 2:6-8). 
But having nearly completed His work on earth (John 17:4) and being 
ready to ascend to the Father, Jesus anticipated receiving this glory 
again (Philippians 2:9-11).  

However, we have already learned that no one but God can receive 
the glory God has (Isaiah 42:8; 48:11). Jesus did receive that glory with 
the approval of the Father. Therefore, Jesus possesses Deity. 

Revelation 5:12-14 — Both the Father and the Lamb (Jesus) were 
praised by the created things, who attributed to them “blessing and 
honor and glory and power.” Note that the same glory and honor belongs 
to both Father and Son. 

Hebrews 1:3 — Jesus is the brightness of the Father’s glory (or the 
effulgence or radiance of His glory). That glory which shines from the 
Father also shines from Jesus because He is the creator (v2), upholds all 
things (v3), and is the express image of God (v3).  

1 Corinthians 2:8; James 2:1 — Jesus is called the “Lord of glory,” 
just as God in the Old Testament is called the “King of glory” (Psalm 
24:7-10). 

Note that the glory Jesus possesses is not just the glory possessed 
by men or angels. His glory is above that of angels (Hebrews 1:6,13). He 
is above all principality, power, might, dominion, and every name that is 
named (Ephesians 1:21; Philippians 2:9-11). No created being possesses 
the glory and honor Jesus does. 
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We have seen, however, that Jesus deserves the glory, honor, and 
worship of Deity even as the Father does. God forbids this to be given to 
any but Deity, but Jesus does receive it. This would be blasphemy if 
Jesus were not God. 

Conclusion 

If Jesus is not Deity, then who is He? To understand God we must 
realize that God is not part of the created things. God is the Creator, 
separate and far above the creatures. This distinction is made again and 
again in the passages we have studied. Jesus must be classed on one side 
or the other. Either he is a created being or else He is Deity. To say He is 
not Deity is to say He is a created being. To say He is not a created being 
is to say He is Deity. There are no other alternatives. 

Men are creatures; angels are creatures that are above men. But 
Jesus is above the angels and is not classed with them (Hebrews chap. 1 
— see especially vv 5,6,13). We have seen that He is not an angel nor an 
exalted man, but the Bible attributes to Him that which can only be said 
of God. We have learned that: 

* Jesus is expressly stated to be God or to possess Deity. 
* Jesus is called by names that may only be used for God. 
* Jesus possesses characteristics that only God can possess. 
* Jesus does work that only God can do. 
* Jesus deserves worship and honor that only God deserves. 
In all these areas Jesus is described as the Creator, not a created 

being. He is eternal, has the power, and did the work of creation. He 
deserves honor as the Creator. Clearly He is not to be classed with the 
created things but with Deity.  

But we have also proved that there is only one true God who made 
the universe. If Jesus is “god,” He is not an idol nor a false god. Since He 
possesses Deity and there is only one true God, then He must possess 
true Deity, not some lesser form of deity. He must be included in the one 
true God or Godhead along with the Father and the Holy Spirit.  

Finally, if Jesus is God then He always has been God and always will 
be God, since God’s unique nature cannot change (Hebrews 13:8). God 
cannot cease to be God nor can God lose the characteristics of God. He 
can take on non-Divine characteristics as Jesus added the characteristics 
of a man when He came to earth, and He can limit the use of His powers 
in order to accomplish His Divine purposes as Jesus did on earth. But 
He cannot cease to be God and He cannot lose the power and 
characteristics of God. 

Jesus possesses Deity. 

Notes 

Two works that have been of special assistance in this study have 
been: 

Jehovah’s Witnesses by Maurice Barnett 
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Jehovah’s Witnesses and Jesus Christ by Bruce M. Metzger 
Many other works were consulted and have been credited where 

appropriate in these notes. 
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The Nature Of The Holy 
Spirit 

Introduction: 

The purpose of this study is to consider the nature of the Holy 
Spirit 

Specifically, we want to consider whether or not the Holy Spirit is a 
personal individual Being or just a force or power. Then we will consider 
whether or not the Spirit possesses Deity as part of the Godhead, like 
God the Father and God the Son. 

Our understanding of the nature of the Holy Spirit is 
necessarily limited.  

Many things about the infinite, spiritual God are beyond our ability 
to understand as finite, fallible humans. Can we answer every question 
about the nature of the Father? If not, why should we expect to answer 
every question about the nature of the Holy Spirit? 

Many people are uncomfortable discussing the Holy Spirit, simply 
because we have neglected to study about Him. We talk about the Father 
so often that we get used to the fact that there is much about Him we do 
not know. But if we have neglected studying the Holy Spirit, it may 
bother us to discover how little we know about Him. But there are some 
things we’ll never know this side of eternity (Job 26:14; 36:26; 37:5,23; 
11:7-9; Isaiah 55:8,9; Deut. 29:29).  

On the other hand, there are many things we can know about 
Deity. 

Even with our limited intelligence, we can know that the Father and 
the Son exist and that they are living individual Beings who possess Deity 
and possess the characteristics of Deity (eternal, all-knowing, all-
powerful, etc.). Likewise, we can determine whether or not the Holy 
Spirit exists as a living, individual Being who possesses Deity and the 
characteristics of Deity. That is the purpose of this study. 
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The Names of the Holy Spirit  

The Bible often uses interchangeable terms for things. For example: 
* God is called Jehovah, Almighty, or the Most High. 
* The church is called the kingdom, body, house, or bride. 
* The gospel is called the New Testament, the truth, the Word of 

God, or the faith.  
* Christians are called children of God, disciples, saints, or priests. 
* Elders are called bishops, overseers, pastors, or presbyters. 
In each case the different terms emphasize different aspects of the 

same thing, person, or concept. Likewise, we will see that the Scriptures 
use a number of names interchangeably to refer to the Holy Spirit.  

The “Holy Spirit” (or “Holy Ghost”) 

Obviously this is a common expression. We will see it used 
repeatedly as the study proceeds.  

[Psalm 51:11; Isaiah 63:10; Matthew 3:11; 12:32; 28:19; Mark 12:36; 
13:11; John 14:26; Acts 1:5,8; 2:4; 5:3,32; 8:14-19; 1 Corinthians 6:19] 

“The Spirit of Truth” and “the Comforter”  

John 14:16,17,26; (15:26; 16:7,13) - Jesus promised to send to the 
apostles “the Comforter” even “the Spirit of Truth.” But in 14:26 He calls 
the one He would send the “Holy Spirit.”  

So, “Spirit of Truth” and “Comforter” here are simply other names 
for the Holy Spirit. This demonstrates that different terms are used for 
the Holy Spirit. 

“The Spirit” 

Often the Holy Spirit is called simply “the Spirit.” 
Matthew 22:43 - David spoke Psalms 110:1 “in the Spirit.” But the 

parallel passage in Mark 12:36 says He spoke it by the Holy Spirit. 
Mark 1:10 and John 1:33 - At Jesus’ baptism, “the Spirit” descended 

in a form like a dove. But Luke 3:22 says this was the Holy Spirit. 
Luke 4:1 - Jesus was full of the Holy Spirit and led of “the Spirit.” 
Acts 2:4 - The apostles were filled with the Holy Spirit and spoke 

with other tongues as "the Spirit” gave them utterance. 
1 Corinthians 2:10 - The apostles and prophets spoke the will of God 

by revelation from “the Spirit.” But v13 (NKJV) and John 14:26; 16:7,13 
show this was the Holy Spirit. 

1 Corinthians 12:7-13 – Miraculous gifts were given to men by “the 
Spirit,” but 12:3 shows that this was the Holy Spirit. 

2 Corinthians 1:22; 5:5 - “The Spirit” is the earnest or pledge of our 
inheritance given us by God. But Ephesians 1:13,14; 4:30 say that this 
earnest or seal is the Holy Spirit. 
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In these passages “the Spirit” is simply another name used to refer 
to the Holy Spirit. But note that, in other contexts, “the spirit” may be 
identified as a spirit other than the Holy Spirit (see James 2:26; Matt. 
26:41; Ephesians 4:23; etc.). The context must determine. 

This should not surprise us, since we do similar things. People may 
say, “I’m going into the city today,” but what city they refer to depends 
on the context. Likewise, in many contexts “the Spirit” refers to the Holy 
Spirit, but can refer to other spirits in other contexts. 

“The Spirit of God”  

The Holy Spirit is sometimes referred to as “the Spirit of God,” or 
God may refer to the Holy Spirit as “my Spirit.” Or in a context talking 
about God, other people may refer to the Holy Spirit as simply “His 
Spirit.” 

Matthew 3:16 says “the Spirit of God” descended on Jesus as a dove 
at His baptism, but remember Luke 3:22 says it was the Holy Spirit. 

Acts 2:17,18 quotes Joel 2:28,29 where God said “I will pour out My 
Spirit upon all flesh.” But this was fulfilled by the coming of the Holy 
Spirit (vv 4,33). 

1 Corinthians 2:11,12 - “The Spirit of God” revealed God’s will, but 
v13 (NKJV) and John 14:26 show that this refers to the Holy Spirit. 

Ephesians 4:30 combines the terms as the “Holy Spirit of God.” 
1 Thessalonians 4:8; Psalm 51:11; and Isaiah 63:10 combine “Holy 

Spirit” with “My Spirit” or “His Spirit” speaking of God. 
Acts 5:3,9 use Holy Spirit and “Spirit of the Lord” interchangeably. 
So, “Spirit of God,” “My Spirit” (God speaking), etc., are other 

names for the Holy Spirit. Question: Can you find any instance where 
you can prove these phrases refer to anyone other than the Holy Spirit? 

[Matthew 12:18,28 with Isaiah 42:1; Matt, 12:32; Luke 4:1; Acts 
10:38.] 

A Living Spirit Being 

Alternative Meanings of the Word “Spirit” 

Like other Bible words, “spirit” can have different meanings 
depending on context. Let us consider some alternative ways “spirit” 
may be used in the Bible, then we will consider which of these meanings 
applies to the “Holy Spirit.” 

A living spirit being 

When used in this sense, “spirit” refers to a living individual being 
who possesses the characteristics of a person – i.e., a living individual 
separate and distinct from other such beings. The Bible mentions several 
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kinds of living beings or individuals who are spirit beings. In some cases, 
like man, a spirit may dwell in a physical body; but this is not true of all 
spirit beings. 

* God the Father and Jesus the Son — John 4:23,24; Luke 23:46  
* Angels — Hebrews 1:13,14 
* Satan and demons — Matthew 8:16; 12:24,43-45; Mark 1:23-27 
* Human beings — 1 Corinthians 15:35,44; 2:11; James 2:26; Luke 

8:55; Acts 7:59; 17:16. 
Note that the spirit of each such individual being is separate and 

distinct from the spirits of other living beings. For example, the Father 
is a Being whose spirit is separate and distinct from the spirits of angels 
and men, etc. The spirit of each angel is separate and distinct from the 
spirit of the Father and from other angels, etc.  

The characteristics, qualities, or attitudes possessed or 
expressed by a person 

When used in this sense, “spirit” refers to some particular aspect of 
a person’s personality, disposition, nature, character, etc. Examples: 

Luke 1:17 — John came in “the spirit and power of Elijah.” 
Romans 11:8 — A spirit of slumber (“stupor” - ASV) 
1 Corinthians 4:21; Galatians 6:1 — A spirit of meekness.  
2 Timothy 1:7 — A spirit of fear contrasted to a spirit of power, of 

love, and of a sound mind. 
1 Peter 3:4 — A meek and quiet spirit.  
Many other examples can be given. The spirit of man (in the 

personal sense of a living spirit being) is the inner man — the part that 
feels, wills, motivates, etc. So the real character of a man is determined 
by the nature or condition of his spirit. As a result, the word “spirit” came 
to refer to the various attitudes or qualities expressed by the personal 
spirit.  

Note that each individual can have only one personal “spirit” - he is 
just one living individual being. Yet he may have many different “spirits” 
in the sense of different qualities or attitudes. And in fact his spirit (in 
the latter sense) can even change as time passes.  

[A third alternative meaning might be that the Holy Spirit is simply 
the spiritual aspect of God, if God consisted of two parts like man is body 
and spirit. This meaning cannot be correct, however, because God is 
entirely spirit – John 4:23,24. We will also show below that the Holy 
Spirit is a separate Being from the Father and the Son. When people 
deny the Spirit is a living being, they almost always argue that it is just a 
power or other characteristic of God.] 

[“Spirit” has other meanings in the Bible, such as the “spirit of a 
beast,” physical wind, etc. We will not discuss these, since they cannot 
possibly apply to the Holy Spirit.] 
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The Holy Spirit as a Living Spirit Being. 

Is the Holy Spirit a living spirit being in the personal sense, 
separate and distinct from other spirit beings like the Father and angels, 
etc.? Or is the Holy Spirit just a characteristic or an attitude 
possessed by God? Could the “Holy Spirit” be just a way of referring to 
the power, character, nature, attributes, or disposition of God?  

The Holy Spirit possesses the characteristics and qualities of 
a living spirit Being.  

Consider the following descriptions of the Holy Spirit. Is this the 
kind of language that would properly be used of a mere characteristic or 
attitude, or does this language demonstrate that the Holy Spirit is a 
personal being who possesses personal characteristics and qualities? 

* He hears — John 16:13 
* He can be lied to — Acts 5:3 
* He makes decisions about right and wrong (like people do) — Acts 

15:28 
* He intercedes — Romans 8:26 
* He has a mind — Romans 8:27 
* He loves — Romans 15:30 
* He searches — 1 Corinthians 2:10 
* He knows (like the spirit of a living being knows) — 1 Corinthians 

2:11 
* He gives gifts — 1 Corinthians 12:8,11  
* He wills — 1 Corinthians 12:11 
* He grieves — Ephesians 4:30 (Isaiah 63:10) 
The Holy Spirit is not just a characteristic or attitude. Rather, He is 

a living Being who possesses the characteristics of a person. 
[See also Romans 8:26,27; 1 Corinthians 12:8,11; 6:11; Matthew 

12:31; Hebrews 10:29; Acts 5:9; 7:51; 8:29; 16:6,7; 13:2,4; 1 Timothy 4:1; 
John 15:26; 16:13; 14:26; 16:7,8; Ephesians 3:5; Revelation 22:17; Neh. 
9:20.] 

He is referred to by masculine pronouns.  

This evidence may not be conclusive by itself apart from the facts 
we just studied. But when considered with the preceding evidence, it 
confirms the personal nature of the Spirit. 

John 16:13,14 – “He,” the Spirit of Truth, will guide you into all 
truth, and “He” (the Spirit) will glorify Me (Jesus). (“Spirit” here is 
neuter in Greek, yet “He” in both cases is from a masculine 
demonstrative pronoun. Normally, a neuter pronoun would be used with 
a neuter antecedent. The use of a masculine pronoun with a neuter 
antecedent implies reference to a person.) 

[Note that in other places in the context the translators refer to the 
Holy Spirit by personal pronouns “He” and “Who” - John 14:16,17,26; 
15:26; 16:7-14. These cases are helpful, but as evidence of the personal 
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nature of the Spirit, they are not as conclusive as the point made on vv 
13,14 above. This is because the pronoun refers back to 
“comforter/helper,” which is masculine in Greek, so naturally a 
masculine pronoun is used. In contrast, in John 16:13,14 “the Spirit of 
Truth” is neuter, but “He” is masculine. Nevertheless, even this is not 
conclusive, since “spirit” is an appositive referring back to the 
demonstrative pronoun “He,” which is the subject of the sentence. So 
even here “He” could refer back to “comforter,” as throughout the 
context of vv 7-14.] 

Ephesians 1:13,14 – The Holy Spirit “who” is the guarantee of our 
inheritance (NKJV). (Again, this is a masculine pronoun referring to the 
neuter “Spirit,” which would imply that it refers to a person. But note 
that some manuscripts here have the neuter “which” – see ASV.) 

The fact that the translators use “He” and “who” in these passages 
strongly indicates that they see the original language as referring to a 
living Being. This evidence is helpful, but not conclusive in the original 
language. 

He is classed with the Father and the Son, who are surely 
living individuals. 

Matthew 28:19 – Jesus commands people to be baptized in the 
name of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. Surely the Father and Son are 
living spirit Beings. How could the command make sense if the Holy 
Spirit is just a power or characteristic, rather than a living Being like the 
Father and Son? 

2 Corinthians 13:14 – The grace of the Lord Jesus Christ, and the 
love of God, and the communion of the Holy Spirit be with you all. Since 
Christ and God are living Beings, how would this make sense if the Holy 
Spirit is just an attitude or characteristic? 

1 Peter 1:2 – We are elect according to the foreknowledge of the 
Father, in sanctification of the Spirit, for obedience and sprinkling of 
Jesus’ blood. The Father and Son are living spirit Beings, so the Spirit 
must also be. All three are listed here as being involved in our salvation. 

Luke 3:21,22 – When Jesus was baptized, the Father spoke from 
heaven, and the Holy Spirit descended in a bodily form like a dove. This 
pictures the Holy Spirit as having life of Himself, like the Father and Son, 
and He took a separate bodily form. 

These verses show that the Holy Spirit acts jointly with other 
persons. Since He acts like a person along with other persons, this 
implies that He is a person like the other persons. 

When all this evidence is considered as a whole, it proves that the 
Holy Spirit is a living person or individual being, not just a characteristic, 
attitude, power, or influence. (This does not deny that He possesses 
characteristics and attitudes. But He is more than just a characteristic 
or a power.) [See Rom, 15:13,19.] 
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So the Holy Spirit is a living being, Who possesses the 
characteristics of a person. He is referred to by terms that imply He is a 
personal Being. He acts and does work like a living Being. And He is 
described and classified along with other personal beings. We conclude 
that the Holy Spirit is a living Spirit Being, not just a characteristic or a 
part of another Being. 

[If people bring up passages that “sound like” the Holy Spirit is 
inanimate, note that Jesus is called “the Word” in John 1. This may 
“sound like” something inanimate, but it really just describes the work 
He did in revealing God – v18. But other passages show He is a living 
Spirit Being. Likewise, other passages show the Holy Spirit is a living 
Being, and the passages that sound otherwise are simply describing 
some work He has done.] 

[When folks claim the Holy Spirit is just power from God, besides 
the evidence above, we should also consider the following verses where 
the Holy Spirit is listed separately from His power: Acts 10:38; Luke 
1:35; 1 Thess. 1:5.] 

[See also John 14:26; 14:16,17; 15:26; 20:21,22; Acts 1:4,5; 2:32,33; 
10:38; Luke 1:35; John 3:34; 1 Cor. 12:4-6; 2 Corinthians 1:21,22; 
Ephesians 2:18; 4:4-6] 

Distinction from Other Spirit 
Beings 

Since the Holy Spirit is a living spirit Being, we must consider next 
whether He is a separate and distinct individual from other spirit beings. 
Or could “Holy Spirit” just be another name for the Father or the Son or 
some other spirit being? 

Distinct from Demons, Humans, and Angels 

The Holy Spirit is distinct from Satan and demons. 

Obviously He is distinct from Satan and demons, since by nature 
He is the Holy Spirit, whereas Satan and demons are not holy. Surely 
the Holy Spirit is not Satan or a demon. 

This point should also distinguish the Holy Spirit from humans, 
since all humans at times are not holy. But notice further: 

The Holy Spirit is distinct from humans and from angels. 

1 Peter 1:10-12 – Angels and Old Testament prophets alike desired 
to look into the things that had been prophesied in the Old Testament 
and then were revealed in the New Testament. But the Holy Spirit sent 
from heaven revealed these things. So, the Holy Spirit is here 
distinguished both from angels and from humans.  
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1 Corinthians 2:10-13 – Men cannot know the things of God until 
they are revealed to us, but the Holy Spirit knows and reveals the things 
of God. This distinguishes the Holy Spirit from people. But the previous 
passage showed that the angels also did not know the things of God till 
the Holy Spirit revealed them. So, the Holy Spirit is neither an angel nor 
a human. 

It also follows from these facts that, not only is the Holy Spirit not 
an angel (or a human), but in fact He is above the angels, even as He is 
above men.  

[Acts 5:3,4; Mark 13:11; 2 Peter 1:21; Ephesians 3:3-5] 

Distinct from God the Father and Jesus. 

If the Holy Spirit is not a human or an angel, could it be that “Holy 
Spirit” is just another name for, or perhaps part of, the Father or Son? 
Or is the Holy Spirit a distinct individual from the Father and Son?  

The Holy Spirit conceived Jesus in the womb of Mary - 
Matthew 1:18,20. 

Did Jesus conceive Himself in Mary’s womb? Surely not, so the 
Holy Spirit must be a separate and distinct person from Jesus. [Luke 
1:35] 

All three were present at Jesus’ baptism - Luke 3:21,22. 

Jesus was on earth being baptized. The Father spoke from heaven 
and acknowledged Jesus as His Son. And the Holy Spirit appeared in a 
bodily form like a dove. All three were present and distinguished one 
from the other. So just as the Son is here distinguished as a separate 
individual from the Father, so the Holy Spirit is distinguished from both 
the Father and the Son. 

Blasphemy against Jesus is not blasphemy against the Spirit 
— Matthew 12:31,32 

Blasphemy against the Son would be forgiven but not so blasphemy 
against the Holy Spirit. But if the Holy Spirit is just another name for 
Jesus or just part of Jesus, then blaspheming the Holy Spirit would be 
blaspheming Jesus.  

We are baptized in the name of the Father, Son, and Holy 
Spirit - Matthew 28:19. 

The Father and the Son are separate and distinct persons. The Son 
is not just another name for the Father, nor just part of the Father. So 
likewise the Holy Spirit is not just another name for the Father or the 
Son, nor is He just part of the Father or the Son. The verse lists three 
distinct living spirit Beings. 

The Father and the Son sent the Holy Spirit  

John 15:26; 16:7 - Jesus was about to die and return to the Father 
in heaven (14:12,28; 16:7,10). He promised that He would then send the 
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Holy Spirit to guide the apostles. Here you have one living individual 
Being sending another individual to do a work.  

John 14:16,26; 15:26 – The Father also sent the Spirit. So both the 
Father and the Son joined in sending the Holy Spirit. But if the fact that 
the Son sent the Holy Spirit proves that the Son is a different Being from 
the Spirit, then the fact that the Father sent the Spirit must likewise 
prove that the Father is a separate Being from the Holy Spirit. 

The Spirit is another comforter besides Jesus — John 14:16. 

In sending the Holy Spirit, Jesus sent “another” Helper. [“Another” 
is from a Greek word meaning “another one of the same sort.”] 

But if the Holy Spirit is just another name for Jesus or for part of 
Jesus, then the Holy Spirit would not be “another” comforter at all.  

Ephesians 4:4-6 also lists the Spirit separately from the 
Father and from Jesus. 

This passage mentions seven things of which there is only one each 
in God’s true plan for man’s unity (v3). But each item listed is separate 
and distinct from all other items listed: The body is not the hope, the 
baptism is not the Lord, the faith is not the God, etc. Likewise, the one 
Spirit (remember, this is a name for the Holy Spirit) is distinct from the 
one Lord (Jesus) and from the one God and Father. 

So the Holy Spirit is a living spirit Being, just as surely as are the 
Father and Son. But He is not the Father nor the Son, nor is He just a 
part of the Father and Son. Rather, He is a distinct individual. If we can 
understand how the Father and the Son can exist as separate individuals, 
then we can understand how the Holy Spirit can exist as a separate 
individual. 

[2 Corinthians 13:14; 1 Peter 1:2; Acts 10:38] 

Deity of the Holy Spirit  

If the Holy Spirit is a living Spirit Being, but He is not the Father or 
the Son, then what position does He hold? What level of authority does 
He possess and how should we view Him?  

He Is Above the Demons, the Humans, and the Angels. 

The Holy Spirit is a living Spirit Being, but we have proved He is not 
a demon, a human, or an angel. The only position left is that of Deity. 

The Bible describes no other kinds of spirit beings other than those 
we have considered. Since the Holy Spirit is not any of the other kinds of 
beings, He must be Deity.  

Further, we have learned that He is above all the other levels of 
beings, so this confirms that His position must be Deity. In order to 
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believe otherwise, we would have to prove that some other level of 
authority exists. 

He Is Referred to by Terms of Deity. 

Acts 5:1-11 

Ananias lied to the Holy Spirit – v3. 
In so doing, he lied, not to men, but to God – v4. 
In lying to the Holy Spirit, Ananias did not lie just to men; it follows 

that the Holy Spirit is more than just a man. And if the lie was told to 
God, then the Holy Spirit must partake of the character and nature of 
God. He possesses Deity.  

[In this they tested the Spirit of the Lord – v9. It is wrong to test 
God – Matt. 4:7. But we are commanded to test other spirits – 1 John 
4:1.] 

He is the “Spirit of God.” 

In studying the names of the Spirit, we examined passages where 
the Holy Spirit is called “the Spirit of God.” (See Matthew 3:16, cf. Luke 
3:22; 1 Corinthians 2:11,12, cf. John 14:26; Ephesians 4:30). But how can 
He be “the Spirit of God” unless He possesses and partakes of the 
character and nature of God?  

The spirit of a man possesses and partakes of the character and 
nature of man – humanity. The spirit of a demon possesses and 
partakes of the character and nature of demons – demonic. The spirit of 
an angel possesses and partakes of the character and nature of angels 
– angelic. It follows that the Holy Spirit could be the “Spirit of God” only 
if he possesses and partakes of the nature of God – Deity.  

But we have already proved that the Holy Spirit is a living Spirit 
Being, and He is a distinct individual from the Father and the Son. So 
the Holy Spirit is a living Spirit Being who possesses the character and 
nature of Deity. He must be a third Being in the Godhead, along with the 
Father and the Son. 

[Cf. Acts 2:17,18,4,33; 1 Thessalonians 4:8; Psalm 51:11; and Isaiah 
63:10; Consider also “Spirit of Truth” in John 14:16,17; 15:26; .16:7-14; 
“Spirit of glory” in 1 Peter 4:14; “Spirit of life” in Rom, 8:2.] 

[Cf. also the expression “Son of God.” Jesus is the “Son of God” in 
the sense that He partakes of the character and nature of God, yet He is 
a separate individual from the Father. Likewise, the “wife of Dave Pratte” 
is a separate individual from me, yet our relationship is so close that we 
are said to possess one another. So the Holy Spirit is a separate spirit 
Being from the Father and Son, yet partakes of His nature and is so close 
that the Father and Son are said to possess Him.] 
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He Possesses the Character and Does the Works of Deity. 

Creation, sustaining creation, and eternal existence 

Genesis 1:2 – The Spirit of God (the Holy Spirit) was present at 
creation and was involved in it, even as were the Father and the Son. 

Psalms 104:30 – The context describes God’s provision for animals 
and the creation. He sends forth His Spirit and they are created and 
renewed. 

Job 26:13 – By His Spirit He adorned the heavens. 
So the Holy Spirit was involved in doing the work of creating and 

sustaining the universe. This is the work of Deity. 
[Job 33:4; 34:14,15] 

Everywhere present 

Psalms 139:7-12 – In describing God as all-knowing (vv 1-6) and 
present everywhere, David asked, “Where can I go from your Spirit?” He 
then describes how the Spirit would see him everywhere. 

So the Holy Spirit is omnipresent, which is a characteristic of Deity. 

All-knowing source of Divine revelation 

Mark 13:11 – When inspired men spoke for God, it was not they who 
spoke but the Holy Spirit. 

John 16:13 – He guided inspired men into all truth. He is the source 
of all knowledge. This is surely the work of Deity. What other being 
would be so described if it did not possess Deity? [14:16,17,26; 15:26; 
16:7-14] [The fact He does not speak on His own (John 16:13) does not 
prove that He does not know all things. It means that He spoke in 
agreement with the Father and Son.] 

1 Corinthians 2:10-14 – The Holy Spirit (v13) knows the mind of 
God (like a man’s spirit knows his mind) and reveals it to men. How 
could this possibly be said of anyone who is not Deity? How could any 
lower being be said to know the mind of God? 

Ephesians 3:3-5 – The Spirit made known the mystery of Christ, 
which had not been made known to men in earlier ages. 

2 Peter 1:21 – Prophecy never came by man’s will, but holy men 
spoke as they were moved by the Holy Spirit. 

The message of the Scriptures is the message of God (2 Tim. 3:16). 
But the Holy Spirit is the Source Who had the power to reveal it.  

Men acted as spokesmen or messengers, but they made clear it was 
not their message. They were not the source of origin of it, nor was it 
based on their authority. The same is true of angels. But the work of the 
Holy Spirit is contrasted to the work of the human teachers, in that the 
Spirit (along with the Father and the Son) is viewed as the source of the 
message and the authority behind it. This classes the Holy Spirit with 
Deity, not with lower beings. It attributes to the Holy Spirit the work and 
power of Deity. 
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[Acts 1:16; Mark 12:36; Acts 28:25; Heb. 3:7; Isaiah 40:13] 

Unlimited authority and power 

Miracles 

Throughout the Bible, the Holy Spirit is spoken of as the source of 
miracles. But miracles, by their very nature, are works that only God can 
do. 

Matthew 1:18-20 – In the Virgin Birth, Mary conceived by the power 
of the Holy Spirit. 

Acts 1:8; 2:4,33 – The Holy Spirit gave the apostles power to speak 
in tongues. [10:44-46; 19:6] 

Hebrews 2:3,4 – God bore witness to the message of inspired men 
by signs, wonders, miracles, and gifts of the Holy Spirit. 

1 Corinthians 12:4-11 – All miraculous powers are from the Spirit 
(the Holy Spirit – v3). He distributed these to men according to His 
own will. 

Who besides Deity is spoken of as being the source of miracles? 
What man or angel could be described as distributing miraculous powers 
according to his will?  

Miracles were often done through inspired men or angels, but they 
repeatedly denied that they were the source of the power (cf. Acts 3:12; 
4:10). The very nature and purpose of miracles demands that their 
source must be God - Deity. Yet the Holy Spirit is repeatedly spoken of 
as the source of the power. The only possible explanation for this is that 
the Holy Spirit possesses Deity. 

Baptism 

Matthew 28:19 – People of all nations are commanded to be 
baptized in the name of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. This passage 
places the Holy Spirit on equal authority with the Father and Son. 
Baptism is in the name of all three. The name or authority of the Holy 
Spirit is the basis of baptism right along with the Father and Son. 

To see the significance of this, would God ever issue a command in 
the name of the Father, the Son, and a human being or even an angel? If 
a thing must be done in the name of Deity, what significance is there in 
adding the name of a man or an angel? Such would be foolish to the point 
of blasphemy. 

Cf. 1 Corinthians 1:10-13 – The Corinthians were divided over 
preachers. Paul teaches them in chap. 1-4 to emphasize Deity, not men, 
since men are just messengers for God (3:3-11; 4:1,2). We should glory 
in the Lord (Deity), not in men (1:29,31; 2:5; 3:21). 

To illustrate, Paul asks if he was crucified for us (v13). No, so Deity 
is important, not man. It would be blasphemy to exalt a man or angel as 
if he had died for us.  
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Then he asks if we are baptized in the name of Paul (v13). No. So, 
again, we should glory in Deity, because we are baptized in the 
name of Deity.  

Note carefully: It would be blasphemy to be baptized in the name of 
any being that is not Deity. But we are baptized in the name of the Holy 
Spirit right along with the Father and Son. Therefore, the Holy Spirit 
possesses Deity as surely as do the Father and the Son. 

The Holy Spirit does work and possesses a name/authority that only 
God can possess. Therefore, the Holy Spirit possesses Deity. 

[Matt. 12:28; Rom. 15:19; 2 Corinthians 13:14] 

Forgiveness, redemption, and sanctification 

Matthew 28:19 – We are baptized in the name of the Father, Son, 
and Holy Spirit. But what is the purpose of baptism? To forgive sins! See 
Mark 16:15,16; Acts 2:38; 22:16; Romans 6:3,4; Galatians 3:27; 1 Peter 
3:21. So sins are forgiven by the power and name of the Holy Spirit, right 
along with the Father and the Son. 

But only God can forgive sins – Mark 2:5-7. Since sins are forgiven 
in baptism, then to be baptized in the name of anyone other than Deity 
would be blasphemy! But we are baptized in the name of the Holy Spirit, 
as well as the Father and the Son; so, the Holy Spirit possesses the power 
of Deity to forgive sins. [Cf. 1 Cor. 12:13] 

1 Corinthians 6:11 – Sinners are justified in the name of the Lord 
Jesus and by the Spirit of our God (the Holy Spirit). So the Holy Spirit 
justifies from sin. But only God can justify from sin, so the Holy Spirit is 
God. 

1 Peter 1:2; Romans 15:16 – We are elect according to the 
foreknowledge of the Father, in sanctification of the Spirit, for 
obedience and sprinkling of the blood of Jesus. Again, all three Beings 
are involved in our salvation. Sanctification is essential to our salvation 
as surely as election and the blood of Jesus. Only Deity can sanctify men. 
The passage involves the Spirit in our salvation as fully as the other 
Beings of Deity. 

The Holy Spirit has characteristics that only Deity possesses and 
does works that only Deity can do. Therefore, the Holy Spirit possesses 
Deity as surely as the Father and the Son do.  

[2 Thess. 2:13; Gal. 6:8; Eph. 2:18] 

Conclusion 

The purpose of this study has been to increase our understanding 
of the Holy Spirit. But that understanding should lead us to a greater 
appreciation of Who the Holy Spirit is.  

Our study has shown that the Holy Spirit is not just a force or a 
characteristic but is a living spirit Being who possesses the personal 
characteristics and does works that can only be true of Deity. We 
understand that the Father and the Son are separate and distinct living 
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Spirit Beings, yet each possesses Deity. In the same way we should 
understand that the Holy Spirit is a third distinct individual who also 
possesses Deity. So, the God we worship consists of three separate and 
distinct Beings, yet together they make up the one true and living God. 

If this is true, then we should realize that we can have a personal 
relationship with the Holy Spirit just as surely as we do with the Father 
and the Son. This is called “fellowship” with the Spirit – 2 Corinthians 
13:14. We need to love, honor, and respect the Holy Spirit even as we do 
the Father and the Son, even as He loves us - Romans 15:30. 
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The Nature of Spiritual 
Gifts 

Introduction: 

Much confusion exists about the work of the Holy Spirit. As already 
learned in previous studies, the Holy Spirit is a living spirit Being in the 
Godhead, like the Father and Jesus Christ the Son. The purpose of this 
study is to learn what the Bible says about the work of the Spirit in 
miracles and spiritual gifts, especially in the New Testament age.  

The Spirit has used miraculous gifts to reveal the will of God and 
to confirm that the message revealed really came from God (1 
Corinthians 12:1-11). In this section, we wish to study the nature of 
those gifts. What were they like and what did they empower men to do? 

The Holy Spirit has done various different works in history. 

This study concerns mainly His work in New Testament times. Prior 
to the birth of Jesus, He did the following things: 

* Active in creation and in sustaining the universe — Genesis 1:2; 
Job 33:4; 26:13; Psalm 104:30 

* Guided Old Testament prophets — 2 Peter 1:21; Mark 12:36; 2 
Samuel 23:2; Acts 1:16; 28:25; Hebrews 3:7; 10:15 

* Conceived Jesus in Mary’s womb — Matthew 1:18,20; Luke 1:35 

Many miracles, which God or the Spirit did in the past, have 
ceased and will not be repeated. 

* Creation – Gen. 1,2 (cf. 2:1,2) 
* The Flood of Noah’s day – Gen 6-9 (note 9:8-17) 
* The virgin birth – Matthew 1:18,20; Luke 1:35 
* Jesus’ resurrection  
* The work of apostles living on earth (Acts 1:21,22). 
Sometimes folks claim that the Spirit/God did miracles in the past, 

so He must do so today. They claim God is the same yesterday, today, 
and forever. If we teach that there are no miracles today, such folks claim 
we are saying God does not have the power He used to have or does not 
love us like He used to, etc.  
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To admit there are any miracles He has done but is not doing today 
is to admit all such arguments are not valid. But we just listed a number 
of miracles He has done, which we must agree He is not doing today. The 
question then becomes whether He is doing any miracles at all today. 

Note that Satan has always produced lying counterfeits in 
imitation of what God does.  

In particular, the Bible warns about: 
* False prophets — Matthew 7:15; 2 Corinthians 11:13-15; 1 John 4:1; 

2 Peter 2:1; Matthew 15:14; Acts 13:6-12; Revelation 2:2. 
* False miracles (amazing works claimed to be from God) — Acts 

8:9-13; 2 Thessalonians 2:9-12; Matthew 7:21-23; Ex. 7:8-12,20-22; 
8:6,7,17-19; Matthew 24:24 

Our study of the characteristics of true spiritual gifts will help us 
distinguish them from Satan's counterfeits. We will see that the nature 
of true spiritual gifts was such that Satan’s false workers cannot 
duplicate them. So we can distinguish the true from the fake by their 
characteristics.  

Gifts of Direct Revelation 

Until the Bible had been completed, God gradually revealed new 
revelation to people by direct guidance of the Spirit. But Satan has sent 
false prophets to mislead people. Many people claim to be “led” by the 
Spirit in addition to Bible teachings.  

1 John 4:1 – Test the prophets to see if they are from God. This is a 
Divine command. 

Matthew 7:15-21 – You can know false prophets by their fruits. The 
major fruit of a prophet is his teaching. One major way of testing 
prophets is by comparing the nature of their alleged revelations to true 
Bible revelations. 

What were true revelations like? Do people today have direct 
guidance like the Bible describes? Let us consider the nature of direct 
revelations from God and then test other prophets by comparing their 
revelations to true revelations.  

Consider some definitions: 

Prophecy 

Compare Exodus 4:10-16 to 7:1,2 as an example. Moses’ was God’s 
mouth because God told him what to say. So Aaron was Moses’ mouth 
or spokesman, because Moses’ told him what to say. But Exodus 7:1,2 
calls this the work of a “prophet.”  

 
God  Moses  Aaron  People 
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Hence, a prophet was a mouthpiece or a spokesman. Prophecy was 

the ability to speak the will of God by the direct guidance and inspiration 
of the Holy Spirit. 

[Vine on “prophecy”: “…prophecy is not necessarily, nor even 
primarily, foretelling. It is the declaration of that which cannot be known 
by natural means…it is the forth-telling of the will of God, whether with 
reference to the past, the present, or the future …”] 

[Thayer on “prophet”: “…one who, moved by the Spirit of God and 
hence his organ or spokesman, solemnly declares to men what he has 
received by inspiration…”] 

Other gifts 

* Wisdom — the supernatural ability to make practical application 
of truth. (1 Corinthians 12:8; Luke 21:14,15; 1 Corinthians 2:6,7,10-13; 2 
Peter 3:15) 

* Knowledge  — the supernatural ability to learn facts, information, 
or truths from God. (1 Cor. 12:8; 2:12; Ephesians 3:3-5) 

* Discerning of spirits — the supernatural ability to distinguish true 
prophets or teachings from false (1 Corinthians 12:10; cf. 1 John 4:1). 

Consider now the characteristics of true direct revelation. 

The Revelation Always Gave God’s Exact Will  
in Words God Selected.  

The message was divine in origin, not in any sense human. 

Direct revelation in the Bible 

General passages 

Matthew 10:19,20 — Men did not need to study what to say, because 
God would speak through them. It was not the men who would speak. 
God would give them what and how to speak. 

1 Corinthians 14:37 — What was taught was the commands of the 
Lord. 

Deuteronomy 18:18,19 — God put his words in the prophet’s mouth. 
Then the prophet spoke to the people. 

2 Peter 1:21 — Prophecy did not come by will of men, but men spoke 
as moved by the Holy Spirit. 

2 Samuel 23:1,2 — God’s word was on the prophet’s tongue. The 
Spirit spoke by him. 

[Exodus 4:10-16; 7:1,2; 1 Corinthians 2:10-13; 2:3-5; John 16:13; 
14:26; Galatians 1:8-12; 1 Thessalonians 2:13; 2 Timothy 3:16,17; Luke 
10:16; Eph. 3:3-5; Ex. 24:3,4; Deut. 30:9,10; Matthew 15:1-9; Isaiah 
51:16; 59:21; Jeremiah 1:4-9; 30:1-4; 36:1-4; Ezek. 3:4; Zech. 7:12] 

Some methods used 

* Audible voice — 1 Samuel 3:1-18 
* Vision — Acts 10:9-16 
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* Angel — Acts 10:3-8; Matthew 1:18-25; 
* Dream – Genesis 37; Daniel 2; etc. 
* Appearance of Jesus – Acts 9:3-6 
Note that every direct revelation was capable of being described in 

words: God gave the words that could be repeated to others. This could 
be done even if the one who received the revelation did not fully 
understand the lesson taught by those words. 

[Often the prophet who received the revelation, though he knew 
what had been done and said, still had to study and meditate on the 
revelation in order to understand it, just as we have to study the 
Scriptures to understand them or as people who heard the prophet speak 
would have to study what he had said to understand it — Acts 10:17; 11:1-
18; 16:10; Daniel 12:8; 1 Peter 1:10-12; Revelation 17:6] 

Modern “revelations” 

In contrast to Bible examples of direct revelation, consider the 
claims of people today who say they are led of the Spirit. 

Vague “leadings” 

Often people today have an emotional experience, a vague feeling 
or impression, or some overwhelming sense of assurance. As a result, 
they are convinced that they have been saved or that some church or 
doctrine is true or that they should follow a certain course of action. Then 
they say the Spirit has “revealed” this to them, or they were “led” by the 
Spirit, and they claim it is God’s will. 

When questioned about the nature of the revelation, they often 
cannot clearly describe what happened or how the revelation came — 
they cannot put this into words. They usually acknowledge, “It is not as 
though I heard a voice or saw an angel.” They say it is “better felt than 
told.”  

An excellent example of this is Mormon “testimony” by which they 
claim to know Mormonism is true. When asked to describe it, the best 
they can say is “burning in the bosom” and an overwhelming sense of 
assurance that Mormonism is true. This is nothing but an emotional 
experience, but they are convinced it is a revelation from the Holy Spirit. 

Such “revelations” are Satan’s counterfeits for true revelations. 
When people receive true revelations from God they are always able to 
describe exactly in what form the revelation came, and they can put into 
words the content of the message. 

“Understanding” of Scripture 

Other people claim that the Holy Spirit directly reveals to them an 
understanding of the Bible, when they study it. But this is not prophecy 
nor is any such spiritual gift described in Scripture. Prophecy and direct 
revelation did not involve study and understanding Scripture; they 
involved infallible revelation that was not learned by study.  
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[The Bible does teach us to pray for wisdom and understanding – 
James 1:5; Colossians 1:9; etc. But this comes through natural means as 
one studies the Scripture and applies it in life. Nothing about this 
involves direct revelation or supernatural spiritual gifts.] 

The Revelation Was Always True, Inerrant, and Infallible.  

Bible examples 

John 17:17 — God’s word is truth. (Psalm 119:160,142) 
Deuteronomy 18:20-22 — A prediction may claim to be from God, 

but if it does not come true, then it is not from God. [Jeremiah 28:9] 
Psalm 33:4; 119:128; 19:8 — God’s word is right. 
Revelation 21:5 – These words are true and faithful. [19:9] 
Matthew 22:32 — Even the tense of verbs must be accurate. 

(Galatians 3:16?) 
So true Divine revelations could not be false in any sense, including 

in their predictions of the future. Everything they say is accurate and 
true, and everything they predict must come true. If their predictions do 
not come true, they are not true revelations from God.  

[Titus 1:2; Hebrews 6:18; 1 Corinthians 14:33; Psalm 147:4,5; Job 
37:16; Numbers 23:19] 

Modern examples 

Modern “prophets” often make predictions that do not 
come true. 

Note that the Scriptures expressly state that we ought to test 
whether or not revelations are from God by seeing whether or not their 
predictions of the future come true. So let us do this with predictions 
some have claimed to be from God.  

* Many groups have mistakenly predicted the time of Jesus’ coming, 
etc. (Jehovah’s Witnesses, Adventists, and others).  

* Jean Dixon became famous by predicting the death of President 
Kennedy. But one rarely hears about her predictions that failed. These 
include: 

 World War III would begin in 1958. (Did it?) 
 Russia would put the first man on the moon. (A good guess since 

they led the space race at the time. But America was first; Russia still has 
not done it.) 

 Lyndon Johnson would be the democratic candidate for 
president in 1968. (Since he was already president, he would have been 
the logical choice. But he refused to run.) 

 President Ford would resign and Rockefeller would replace him. 
(Ford never resigned; Rockefeller was never president.) 

 Reagan would be the Republican candidate for president in 1976. 
(Ford won the nomination instead). 
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[Others: Red China would enter the UN in 1958 — it didn’t happen 
till much later. Vietnam war would end within 90 days of May 7, 1966 — 
it did not happen till much later. See Halbrook, 1974 Florida College 
lectures; O’Neal, Searching the Scriptures, 6/78] 

* Joseph Smith, Jr. 
 Jesus would come within 56 years of 1835 
 The temple would be rebuilt within a generation of 1832 
 Several Mormon apostles (alive in his day) would live to see 

Jesus return 
 The Civil War would be a “full end of all nations” 
 He “translated” the Book of Abraham as part of Mormon 

Scripture. Eventually it was translated by language experts and turned 
out to be a book of heathen Egyptian burial rites, totally different in 
meaning from what Smith “translated.” 

* Faith healer Robert Tilton - Beverly Crowley sued Tilton because 
he kept sending requests for donations to Mrs. Crowley’s husband and 
promising to heal him. One such letter said, “God spoke to me this 
morning specifically about you, Tom, and He’s going to heal you.” When 
the letter was written, Mrs. Crowley’s husband had been dead for five 
months! – via Greg Gwin, West Knoxville bulletin. 

* National Enquirer psychics 
 22 false predictions in 1975 (R. Harris, Contender, 1/76) 
 14 misses in second half of 1977 (O’Neal, Searching the 

Scriptures 6/78) 
 Of 58 predictions, only two were right, and these were easy 

guesses (Bob Craig, Gospel Anchor, 5/79) 
* Mohammed - He once predicted there would be 73 sects of Islam, 

of which only one would survive. But Muslims admit there have been far 
more than 73. And today many sects, not just one, still survive. 
[Encyclopedia Britannica, XII-711] 

Often people follow some “leading” that proves to be 
untrue. 

They have some urge that is just like other urges that they attribute 
to the Holy Spirit. But when they follow the “leading,” they get into 
trouble or it does not work out like they supposed it would.  

Specifically, I have had such people tell me how the Holy Spirit 
would lead them to talk to someone about the gospel. Some have said 
the Holy Spirit “led” them to study the Bible with me. However, after 
studying together they soon learned that I was presenting Bible evidence 
that contradicted their beliefs and they could not answer with Scripture. 
So they refused to continue studying with me! 

Usually, such people just forget about these “leadings” that don’t 
work out and continue to emphasize the ones that they think had a 
favorable outcome. Some even admit that the “leading” wasn’t from God. 
But then how can they trust other “leadings”? The truth is that none of 
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them are from God, because they don’t have the characteristics of true 
revelation. 

People who claim to be led of the Spirit often contradict 
one another. 

Mormons, Pentecostals, Catholics, etc., all claim that their leaders 
are led by the Spirit, but their teachings are completely contradictory, 
and often they teach that the other groups are in error. 

Remember that real Divine revelation is true and faithful with no 
errors. How can the “revelations” of these groups all be “true” when they 
disagree with one another (1 Corinthians 1:13; 14:33)?  

These examples illustrate how prophets (since the completion of 
Scripture) fail when they attempt to predict the future. When we 
compare them to Bible prophets, exactly as the Scripture tells us to do, 
we find they are not true or infallible. 

The Revelation Always Harmonized with Other Divine 
Revelation. 

Divine revelation is always harmonious. It never contradicts other 
Divine revelation. So one way to check messages that claim to be 
revealed from God is to compare them to other revelation that we 
already have. If they contradict, then they cannot be from God.  

Bible examples 

Acts 17:11,12 — The Bereans checked the new revelations by 
comparing them to old ones. 

Galatians 1:6-9 — Any new revelation, which differs from previous 
ones, is false. 

2 John 9-11 — How do we know which teachers to accept? By 
comparing what they teach to the doctrine of Christ (which is found in 
the Bible). 

In this way, New Testament prophets often used the Old Testament 
to prove they were of God - Luke 24:25-27,44-46; Acts 2:14-36; John 
5:39,46; etc. 

Teaching must be false if it contradicts other Divine teaching. We 
know the Bible is from God, so we can determine whether or not other 
teaching is true by comparing it to the Bible. 

[Matthew 7:15-27; 1 Corinthians 14:33; John 16:13; 1 John 2:3-6; 
4:1,6] 

Modern examples 

Many people today may claim direct revelation, yet they teach 
things that directly contradict the Bible. Some examples: 

(1) Some teach we are saved before or without immersion in water 
(Cf. Mark 16:15,16; Acts 2:38; 22:16; Romans 6:3,4; Galatians 3:27; I 
Peter 3:21) 
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(2) Others teach that the Old Testament law is still binding (Cf. 
Hebrews 10:1-10; 7:11-14; 8:6-13; 9:1-4; 2 Corinthians 3:6-11; Galatians 
3:24,25; 5:1-6; Romans 7:1-7; Ephesians 2:11-16; Colossians 2:13-17) 

(3) Some have women preachers (Cf. 1 Corinthians 14:34,35; 1 
Timothy 2:11,12) 

These doctrines directly contradict the Scriptures that we know are 
from God. It follows that the groups that teach them are in error. When 
such groups claim to be following direct revelations from God, we can 
know those revelations are false and the men who teach them are false 
teachers. 

A fourth characteristic of direct revelation is that it was 
always confirmed by miraculous signs. This will be discussed 
under a later point. 

God has warned us to test those who claim to have the gift of direct 
revelation to see whether or not they are from God. We should not just 
accept that they are teaching the truth. Three ways the Scriptures give us 
to test such teachers is by examining how the person claims to have 
received the revelation, by seeing whether or not their predictions of the 
future come true, and especially by comparing their teaching to the 
Scriptures we already have from God.  

Today, the result of such examinations will always be that modern 
revelations do not measure up to the characteristics of Divine revelation. 
That is because the Bible as we have it is complete, and spiritual gifts 
ceased when it was completed (1 Corinthians. 13:8-11). What is the basis 
of your faith? Do you follow the true word of God found in the 
Scriptures? 

Gifts of Miraculous Confirmation 

In order to prove that certain people had a message from God, the 
Spirit accompanied their preaching by miraculous powers. People today 
often claim to have these powers like Jesus and His apostles did. 
Remember that Satan sends counterfeit miracles to confuse people. One 
way to recognize counterfeit miracles is to compare them to true New 
Testament miracles. 

There are three terms used in the New Testament to refer to 
miracles (see Acts 2:22; 2 Cor. 12:12; Heb. 2:3,4). Consider some 
definitions of them. 

“Miracle”  

Translated “mighty work” or “power” in ASV.  
Defined “power, inherent ability … works of supernatural origin and 

character, such as could not be produced by natural agents and means…” 
— Vine.  
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This term emphasizes the power possessed by the One (God) who 
is the source of the event. 

“Sign”  

Defined “a sign consisting of a wonder or miracle, an event that is 
contrary to the usual course of nature…” — Arndt and Gingrich.  

This term emphasizes the unique nature of the event. It is 
impossible by the normal laws of nature or human ability, so that its very 
occurrence proves it happened by the power of God. 

“Wonder”  

Defined “something strange, causing the beholder to marvel” — 
Vine. This word is always used in connection with “sign,” hence it too 
refers to that which is impossible by natural law. It emphasizes the 
amazing or surprising character of the event. 

To help us understand the nature of true Biblical miracles, consider 
the following characteristics of true miracles.  

Note that every New Testament miracle possessed all 
four of these characteristics. In some cases, as with all eyewitness 
testimony, certain details are not mentioned; but when the details are 
mentioned, they always harmonize with these characteristics. As we 
proceed, we will note the differences between these true Bible miracles 
and those events which people today claim are miracles like those in the 
Bible. 

There Was Conclusive Evidence that the Event Really 
Occurred. 

The occurrence of the event was unmistakably evident to 
observers. 

Bible miracles 

There was no sleight of hand or trickery. In regard to healings, there 
was clear evidence that the people had organic disorders, and there was 
conclusive proof that the problem was removed. There were no invisible 
or undetectable diseases, no psychosomatic problems (caused by the 
person’s mental or emotional state, such that an improvement in their 
mental or emotional state would cause the removal of the problem). 

Consider some examples: 
* Lazarus — John 11:17,38,39,43-45. All the witnesses could see for 

themselves that he had been dead but came alive again. 
* Blind man — John 9:1,7,18-20,21,25 — Unquestionably the man 

was blind from birth, but then he was so healed he could see. 
* Woman bowed together — Luke 13:11,13,16 — All could see she 

was hunchbacked, but then she was straightened. 
* Lame man — Acts 3:2,7,8,10; 4:22 - Many people knew he could 

not walk, but it was obvious that he was enabled to do so. [Cf. 14:8-11] 
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[Cf. Luke 7:11-17; Acts 13:6-12; Mark 1:44; 2:1-4, 10-12; 4:35-41; 
7:32-37; Matt. 12:9,14; 14:22-33; John 6:5-14; 2:1-11.] 

Modern so-called miracles  

Often today there is no evidence the person really had a physical 
disease, or there may be no proof the disease was removed. Or the 
problem may have been the result of a person’s state of mind and was 
relieved because of his trust in the healer, combined with the emotions 
of the moment, the desire to be healed, the power of suggestion, and the 
hypnotic powers of the healer.  

Some examples: 

…a very pretty young girl limped up to the stage. She 
waved her leg brace in the air and stood, with her pelvis tilted 
badly, on one good leg and one short, withered leg … Everyone 
applauded. The girl cried. 

This scene was, to my mind, utterly revolting. This young 
girl had a withered leg, the result of polio. It was just as 
withered now as it had been ten minutes earlier, before 
Kathryn Kuhlman called for someone to remove her brace. 
Now she stood in front of ten thousand people giving praise to 
the Lord — and indirectly to Kathryn Kuhlman — for a cure that 
hadn’t occurred and wasn’t going to occur — Nolen, Healing: 
A Doctor in Search of a Miracle, p.65. 

Not once, in the hour and a half that Kathryn Kuhlman 
spent healing, did I see a patient with an obvious organic 
disease healed (i.e., a disease in which there is a structural 
alteration) — Nolen, p. 66. 

Local people were personally involved in the miracles. 

Bible examples 

When inspired men sought to convince people that they had power 
to do miracles, they did not tell testimonies of miracles they had done 
elsewhere. They simply did miracles on people in the local area. Local 
people received the effects of the miracles, and local people could 
observe the evidence for themselves.  

People could then check the matter out. They could question the 
people involved, check out whether they had really been ill, observe if 
there was a complete healing or whether there were relapses, etc. Hence, 
they could determine for themselves whether there had been a real 
miracle.  

* Lazarus — John 11:1,17-19,31,45 — Lazarus was healed in his own 
hometown, where he was known to be dead and could then be observed 
alive. People could question those who knew him. 
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* Blind man — John 9:1,7-9,18-20 — To determine the validity of 
the event, people could contact witnesses. Jesus was not afraid to have 
people check out the validity of His miracles. He did not accuse them of 
evil simply because they checked (though He did rebuke those who, 
having checked out the evidence, still did not believe). 

* Son of the widow of Nain — Luke 7:11-17. This young man was 
raised from the dead in the presence of his own funeral party — the very 
people who knew him best, knew of his death, and could see for 
themselves that he had come back to life. 

* Lame man — Acts 3:2,9,10; 4:22,16. This man was known by the 
people of the city to be lame. Multitudes of these people saw him after 
he was healed. 

[See also Acts 13:6-12; Mark 2:1-4,10-12.] 

Modern so-called miracles 

When questioned about the validity of the miracles they claim 
happened, people today want to argue and debate about it. They give 
testimonials of miracles they have done or seen. Usually the most 
impressive accounts involve people far away and/or long ago, whom no 
one locally can know or question or check out. 

Or they will argue at length about Bible passages, which they affirm 
prove miracles are for today. Why not dispense with all the testimony 
and argumentation? If people have power like Jesus and His apostles 
did, let them do like Jesus and His apostles did. Just do miracles that we 
can observe and check out for ourselves! 

Miracles were often done in the presence of unbelievers, false 
teachers, and even false miracle-workers.  

Even opponents of the truth could not deny the occurrence of the 
miracles. 

Bible miracles 

When men had true power to do miracles, they were not afraid to 
do them in the presence of people who had questions or doubts or even 
openly opposed their teaching. Often they deliberately did miracles in 
the presence of those who did false miracles, so that people could see the 
difference. Opponents could not deny that God’s prophets could do 
miracles; often they even admitted the power. 

* Ten plagues — Exodus 8:17-19. Pharaoh’s magicians tried to 
duplicate Moses’ miracles, but eventually they admitted Moses did 
miracles by the power of God.  

* Crossing the Red Sea – Exodus 14:21-31. The sea parted so Israel 
could cross on dry ground. When Pharaoh’s army tried to cross, the sea 
collapsed and they drowned. 

* Elijah on Mt. Carmel — 1 Kings 18:20-40 — Elijah challenged the 
prophets of Baal to a showdown to see who had real power of miracles. 
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* High priest’s servant - Luke 22:50,51. In the presence of the men 
who came to arrest Him, Jesus restored the ear that had been cut off one 
of those who arrested Him! 

* Lazarus — John 11:47,48. After Jesus raised Lazarus, His enemies 
admitted His miracles. 

* Jesus’ miracles – Acts 2:22. Peter said the people who killed Jesus 
knew of His miracles. 

* Lame man — Acts 4:10,14-16. After Peter and John healed the 
lame man (3:1-10), the Jewish opponents admitted it was a great miracle 
known to all the people. 

* Philip and Simon — Acts 8:5-13. Simon did works claimed to be 
from God. But when Philip did true miracles in his presences, Simon was 
so amazed he was converted. 

* Saul of Tarsus — Acts 9:1-9 — After His resurrection, Jesus 
appeared to the persecutor Saul to convince Him of the resurrection. 

* Paul and Elymas — Acts 13:6-12. When Elymas opposed the truth, 
Paul struck him blind. Elymas could neither prevent nor overcome it. He 
admitted the miracle by seeking a guide. 

These examples show that one way to recognize counterfeit 
“miracles” is to compare them to the characteristics of true miracles in 
the Bible. When people claim to do miracles but those “miracles” do not 
measure up to the character of Bible miracles, then those teachers are 
false teachers, just like people in the Bible who claimed to do miracles 
but could not do as true miracle-workers did. 

[Num. 16:28-35 & chap. 17; Matt. 12:22-24; Luke 5:17-26; 6:6-11; 
13:10-17; 1 Kings 13:1-6; chap. 22; 2 Kings 1 & 6; Dan. 2,3,&5; Jer. 28; 
Acts 19:11-17] 

[Note: at Nazareth Jesus refused to do many miracles because of the 
unbelief of the people (Matt. 13:54-58; Mark 6:1-6). In light of the above 
evidence, this does not mean He was afraid or unable to do them, but 
simply He saw no purpose to it. He knew people would not believe 
anyway, because they had seen His miracles and still disbelieved. Even 
so He did do a few miracles there, and He gave the greater sign of His 
resurrection. In the above cases, miracles were done to convince either 
the false teachers or else the audience to believe. When no such outcome 
was possible, miracles were not done. Jesus refused to cast pearls before 
swine – Matt. 7:6] 

Modern so-called miracles 

Today, those who claim miracle power often refuse to even attempt 
them if opponents are present. They may say they cannot do them 
because of the unbelief in the audience.  

Whereas even the opponents of God’s teachers often admitted that 
Bible miracles occurred, today many of us deny they are occurring (see 
again Nolen, p. 66 above and p. 90 below). And when we do, none of us 
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suffer consequences such as happened to Elymas, Pharaoh, etc. Who 
today will do to false teachers what Paul did to Elymas? 

Their false claims regarding miracles demonstrate them to be false 
teachers. 

True Miracles Were Sudden. 

True miracles 

The miraculous event took place quickly at precisely the time the 
inspired man attempted to do it or said it would occur. It did not take 
days, weeks, or months to gradually develop. 

* Acts 3:7 — The lame man immediately leaped and walked. 
* Luke 13:11-13 — The hunchbacked woman was immediately made 

straight. 
* Mark 2:10-12 — The paralyzed man got up immediately. 
* Mark 5:25-29 — The woman who had bled for 12 years was healed 

immediately. 
* Mark 5:35-42 — Jairus’ dead daughter arose immediately when 

Jesus raised her. 
[Acts 13:11; 14:8-11; John 9:1,6,7; Mark 1:42; Luke 7:14,15; 1 Kings 

18:25-30,35-39; etc.] 

Modern “miracles” 

In most modern cases, if healing occurs at all, it takes days, weeks, 
or months. Such gradual healings could be explained as simply natural 
processes, yet they are claimed as miracles.  

Examples from Oral Roberts’ Abundant Life magazine, Sept., 1974: 

She phoned the Prayer Tower and requested prayer for me 
… 3 days went by, and to everyone’s amazement I was not only 
still alive, but improving. And as the days passed I kept 
improving. Although my healing was slow, I now realize God 
might have planned it that way… — Abundant Life, p. 17 

I can’t say the miracle I needed came right away, or even 
that the year of 1973 wasn’t a nightmare at times. Immediately 
following surgery, Joe went through 6 months of extensive 
chemotherapy. Then came the radiation treatments … By the 
end of the year, I believe the doctors can pronounce him cured 
— Abundant Life, p. 20. 

Another Christian and I visited the “Hallelujah House” in Ft. 
Wayne, IN, where a leader testified of his “miracle.” He broke his back 
but decided the Lord would heal him, so he left the hospital despite the 
doctors’ warnings. I asked if he jumped out of bed and ran home. He said 
he couldn’t with a broken back! They wheeled him out, he went home 
and 15 weeks later he was well. He offered to have us feel on his back the 
place where it had been broken but healed. I said it was not a miracle 
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because it was not immediate, and a miracle would leave no sign the 
problem ever existed.  

On a radio program in Louisville, KY, Ken Green challenged a healer 
to come on his program and do a miracle. A preacher accepted the 
challenge, so Ken had a blind man come to be healed. The preacher tried 
to heal him, but the man still could not see. The preacher said, “It may 
happen tomorrow, next week, or next month. If it ever happens, it’s a 
miracle.” (Can you imagine Jesus ever saying this?) 

Remember, when modern “miracles” lack the characteristics of 
Bible miracles, we can know they are frauds, and those who perpetrate 
them are false teachers. 

True Miracles Were Always Successful. 

True miracles 

Neither Jesus nor His apostles (after they received Holy 
Spirit baptism) ever attempted a miracle and failed. There was 
no kind of disease they were unable to heal.  

Matthew 4:23,24 — Jesus healed all manner of diseases. 
Matthew 14:34-36 — All were healed. 
Acts 5:12,15,16 — They were healed every one. 
Jesus and His apostles healed people born blind (John 9:1), born 

lame (Acts 3:2; 4:22), lepers (Mark 1:40-45), raised the dead (John 11; 
Luke 7:11-17; Acts 9:36-42), missing or withered body parts (Luke 
22:49-51; Mark 3:1-5), turned water to wine (John 2:1ff), walked on 
water (Matt. 14:25-33), calmed storms (Mark 4:25-41), and fed 
thousands with a few loaves and fishes and had more left over than they 
started with (Matthew 8:16,17; 10:1; 9:35; 12:15; Mark 7:32-37; 
16:17,18).  

They did not fail even when unbelievers were present (see 
previous notes), or when the person who received the effect of 
the miracles had no faith. 

* Pharaoh, his magicians, and the Egyptians suffered the plagues 
exactly because of their lack of faith — Exodus 8:17-19; 14:21-31.  

* Elijah called fire from heaven when the people lacked faith – 1 
Kings 18:20-40. 

* Peter was rescued though he lacked faith — Matthew 14:25-33. 
* Jesus calmed a storm though the disciples lacked faith – Mark 

4:35-41. 
* Dead people have no faith — Luke 7:11-17; John 11:38-44. 
* Surely the high priest’s servant who came to arrest Jesus lacked 

faith- Luke 22:50,51. 
* Elymas received a miracle because he lacked faith — Acts 13:6-12. 
People did not need faith to receive a miracle, but sometimes 

miracles were done as a reward for faith. In these cases, the man of God 
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knew miraculously that the faith existed (Acts 14:8-10; Mark 6:1-6). In 
any case, they never attempted a miracle, failed, and blamed it on the 
people’s lack of faith. 

[Cf. John 9:1,6-8,35-38; Acts 3:1-12; 8:5-13.] 
[In two cases, the apostles failed — Matt. 17:14-20; 14:25-33. But 

this was before they received Holy Spirit baptism, and in both cases it is 
stated that they failed because they – the ones attempting to do the 
miracle – lacked faith, not because the people wanting to receive the 
miracle lacked faith.] 

Modern “miracles” 

Modern “miracle-workers” never cure all the people who come, they 
often attempt and fail, and often there are certain kinds of cases they will 
not even attempt to heal. Sometimes when they fail, they blame the 
failure on a lack of faith of those who want the miracle.  

Examples: 

…I can detect the presence of the evil spirit, to know what 
his name is, or the number of them. Now sometimes it doesn’t 
work that clearly, but when it does work that clearly I know 
their number and their name, and usually have the power to 
cast them out. I don’t always. — Oral Roberts, Twelve Greatest 
Miracles of My Ministry, p. 116. 

Our daughter Sharon knew a Christian who had lost an eye and 
wore a patch over the empty socket. He attended a service of a woman 
healer. As the service progressed, she called on him to stand up. No 
doubt thinking he just had a diseased eye, she said the Lord had healed 
him so he should take off that eye patch! He turned to the audience 
displaying his empty socket, saying, “What has she done to my eye? 
Make her give me back my eye!” The meeting broke up and the woman 
had to leave town! 

At one point the young man with liver cancer staggered 
down the aisle in a vain attempt to claim a ‘cure.’ He was turned 
away, gently, by Maggie. When he collapsed into a chair I could 
see his bulging abdomen — as tumor-laden as it had been 
earlier — Nolen, p. 66. 

Finally it was over … I spent a few minutes watching the 
wheelchair patients leave. All the desperately ill patients who 
had been in wheelchairs were still in wheelchairs … I stood in 
the corridor watching the hopeless cases leave, seeing the tears 
of the parents as they pushed their crippled children to the 
elevators — Nolen, p. 67. 

Remember, when people claim to do miracles but do not measure 
up to the characteristics of Bible miracles, they are frauds like the false 
miracle workers in the Bible.  
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True Miracles Were Complete and Perfect 

True Miracles 

True miracles always completely accomplished what the inspired 
man said they would and always completely satisfied the need. In 
healings, people returned immediately to complete and normal health. 
Every symptom of the disease was removed. There were no partial 
improvements, no relapses, and no need for further medical care and 
treatment. 

* Matthew 12:10,13 — A man’s withered hand was restored whole as 
the other hand. 

* Mark 1:40-45 — A leper showed himself to the priest as testimony 
of a complete healing.   

* Mark 2:10-12 — The paralyzed man could walk and carry his bed. 
* Acts 3:8 — The lame man leaped and walked. 
[Cf. Matt. 14:36; 1 Kings 18; John 9:7,11; Acts 13:11; Luke 13:11-13; 

7:14,15; Mk. 7:32-37.] 

Modern “miracles” 

Modern healers claim miracles in cases where there is only slight 
apparent improvement or temporary gain, even if recovery is not 
complete, even if further medical treatment is required, or even if people 
soon have a relapse.  

Examples: 

…the man with kidney cancer in his spine and hip … and 
who had his borrowed wheelchair brought to the stage and 
shown to the audience when he had claimed a cure, was now 
back in his wheelchair. His ‘cure,’ even if only a hysterical one, 
had been extremely short-lived — Nolen, p. 67. 

[Mrs. Sullivan had claimed a cure of back cancer.] ‘At four 
o’clock the next morning, I woke up with a horrible pain in my 
back. It was so bad that I … didn’t dare move … In the morning 
we called the doctor. He took me to the hospital and got some 
X-rays that showed one of my vertebrae had partially 
collapsed. He said it was probably from the bending and 
running I had done [at the healing service]. I stayed in the 
hospital, in traction, for a week. When I went home I was back 
in my brace’… Mrs. Sullivan died of cancer four months after 
she had been ‘cured’ at Kathryn Kuhlman’s miracle service — 
Nolen, p. 99. 

Again, when people claim to do miracles but cannot duplicate the 
characteristics of true Bible miracles, then they are frauds like those in 
the Bible who falsely claimed to do miracles. 
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Summary: True Miracles Are Impossible by Natural Law 

Every true miracle possessed all four of the above 
characteristics.  

This demonstrated that the event was impossible by natural law, but 
had to be God’s intervention. We will see that this was necessary in order 
for miracles to accomplish their purpose of confirming the word. When 
people today claim as miracles events that do not possess all these 
characteristics, they demonstrate: (1) either they misunderstand Bible 
miracles, or (2) they are false miracle workers, like those in the Bible 
whose works could not measure up to true miracles. 

We have already given many examples in which modern preachers 
claim to do miracles yet their works lack the needed characteristics. 
Many other examples can be given of events clearly not impossible by 
natural law, yet which are claimed as miracles.  

With my next letter to Brother Roberts I included an 
increased Seed-Faith amount … First, my husband got a raise 
in salary. Then the Lord threw the miracle-doors wide open. 
We were able to build a new home! — Abundant Life, p. 17. 

This University is one of the few colleges ever to have 
achieved full accreditation in [six years] — and … granted the 
full ten-year term when first accredited … Another miracle! — 
Roberts, Twelve Greatest Miracles …, p. 131 

“The Miracle of Our Athletic Programs” — In 6 years ORU’s 
basketball team set an NCAA scoring record, led the nation in 
rebounding, went to the NIT and won a game! It “was unbelievable 
unless you believe in miracles.” — Roberts, Twelve Greatest Miracles …, 
p. 133. 

The Bible distinguishes miracles from events that happen in 
answer to prayer according to natural law. 

We have already described the distinction between true miracles 
and false miracles. But there is a third category of events in which God 
answers prayer, but does so by working through natural law. These 
events are blessings from God for which He should be thanked, but they 
are not properly classed as miracles because they are capable of 
occurring according to natural law. They do not have the characteristics 
nor accomplish the purposes of miracles. 

Consider some examples that show the difference between miracles 
and answers to prayer through natural law: 

Obtaining food 

If we pray for daily bread (Matt. 6:11), then get a job and work for it 
(Eph. 4:28) or grow it from the ground, that is a blessing from God in 
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answer to prayer through natural law. But is not a miracle in the Bible 
sense of the term.  

But a miracle would be: (1) using a boy’s lunch to feed thousands of 
people and having more food left over than you started with (Matt. 14:13-
21), or (2) manna coming directly from heaven and lying on the ground 
to be picked up (Ex. 16:14-16), or (3) turning water to wine (John 2:1ff). 

Conception of a child 

If a man and his wife conceive a child by natural procreation (Gen. 
4:1,2), that is a blessing from God (Psa. 127 & 128). If they prayed for a 
child, it would be an answer to prayer. But it is not a miracle, since it 
happened according to natural law.  

But miracles would be as when God created woman from the man’s 
rib (Gen. 2:21,22) or caused Jesus to be conceived in the womb of a virgin 
(Matt. 1:18-25). 

Healing from disease 

If we pray for good health (3 John 2), God may bless us by healing 
in accordance with the gradual natural body process of healing, perhaps 
aided by medical or surgical treatment, diet, exercise, etc. This would be 
a blessing from God in answer to prayer, but it is not a miracle since it is 
in accord with natural law.  

Miraculous healings, however, had the characteristics we have 
described and therefore did not occur according to natural law. 

We should believe that God does answer prayer and meet our needs 
today through natural law. This does not mean, however, that these 
events are miracles. They do not fit the characteristics of miracles, nor 
do they accomplish the purpose of miracles. The Bible never calls such 
things as these miracles. 

Conclusion 

At the end of his investigations of Kuhlman’s miracles, Dr. Nolen 
concluded:  

In talking to these patients I tried to be as honest, 
understanding and objective as possible. The only things I 
refused to dispense with — couldn’t have dispensed with even 
if I had tried — were my medical knowledge and my common 
sense. I listened carefully to everything they told me and 
followed up every lead which might, even remotely, have led to 
a confirmation of a miracle. When I had done all this I was led 
to an inescapable conclusion: none of the patients who had 
returned ... to reaffirm the cures they had claimed at the 
miracle service had, in fact, been miraculously cured of 
anything, by either Kathryn Kuhlman or the Holy Spirit. 

We believe God can and does heal people today in answer to prayer 
through natural law. But we thoroughly deny that modern miracle-
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workers are doing the kind of true miracles done by Jesus and His 
apostles. They deceive the people and are really doing counterfeits.  

Speaking in Tongues 

The Bible contains several examples of the gift of speaking in 
tongues — Acts 2:1-13; 10:44-46; 19:1-7; 1 Corinthians 12-14; Mark 
16:17-20. This gift served both the purpose of revelation and the purpose 
of confirmation.  

People often claim this gift today saying they want to receive the 
“Pentecost experience.” Do these people possess the same gift as 
recorded in the Bible, or do they have a counterfeit? Remember that 
Satan often sends false miracles to try to mislead people.  

One way to determine whether or not modern “tongues” are 
genuine is to compare them to Bible examples of tongue speaking. Are 
they the same or different? 

Notice carefully the characteristics of tongue speaking. 

Tongues Were Existing Native Languages. 

One definition of the English word “tongue” is: “the language or 
dialect of a particular people” (Random House College Dictionary). We 
often say people speak “their native tongue.” 

[Vine defines the Greek word () “…(3) (a) a language … (b) 
the supernatural gift of speaking in another language without it having 
been learnt.”] 

Natural “tongues” refer to existing native languages 

New Testament  

Revelation 5:9 — Jesus redeemed people of every tribe and tongue 
() and nation.  

Revelation 14:6 — An angel preached to every nation, tribe, tongue 

() and people.  
[See also Revelation 7:9; 10:11; 11:9; 13:7; 17:15; etc.] 

Old Testament  

1 Corinthians 14:21, discussing the gift of tongues, quotes Isaiah 
28:11 about people speaking other “tongues.” The Hebrew word for 
“tongue” in Isaiah 28:11 is LASHON, which is used for native, natural, 
human languages in several passages. 

Deuteronomy 28:49 — The Lord will bring a nation against you 
from afar, … a nation whose language (tongue) you will not 
understand. 
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Daniel 1:4 — Daniel and his friends were taught the language 
(tongue) of the Chaldeans. Note that tongues were languages that could 
be learned by natural means. 

Hence, tongues were languages, such as English, French, Spanish, 
German, Russian, etc. 

Supernatural tongues also refer to existing native languages 
– Acts 2 

This is the first and the clearest Bible example of tongues.  
V4 – The Holy Spirit empowered the apostles to speak in other 

“tongues” (). [The NKJV Greek-English Interlinear New 
Testament gives an alternative translation: “different languages.”] 

Vv 5,9-11 – Men from different nations were gathered in Jerusalem. 
These men would speak different natural, native languages. 

Vv 6,8,11 – These people heard the apostles speak in the 
languages or tongues in which they were born. [Vv 6,8 use the word 
, but v11 uses .] 

The passage defines “tongues” for us. They were the native 
“languages” of the hearers. The true “Pentecost experience” involved 
speaking existing native languages. 

[Note: The gift that came on Cornelius’ household in Acts 10 was a 
“like gift” (see 11:15-17).] 

Do modern “tongues” refer to existing native languages? 

1 John 4:1 – Many false prophets exist, so we should try the 
prophets. It is right for us to put to the test those who claim to have the 
Bible gift of tongues today. 

John 8:17 – Jesus said facts regarding historical events (such as 
what people have or have not done) can be determined on the basis of 
the testimony of witnesses. [Matthew 18:16; 2 Corinthians 13:1; 1 
Timothy 5:19; Hebrews 10:28; Deuteronomy 17:6; 19:15] 

We determine what is pleasing or displeasing to God, not on the 
basis of the testimony of witnesses, but on the basis of God’s word. But 
witnesses can testify regarding what people have done. We quote 
witnesses here to show what modern so-called tongue-speakers practice; 
then we compare that to the Bible, to determine whether their practice 
is right and wrong. 

[Note: Many quotations below are from Handbook of Religious 
Quotations by Dawson and MacArthur (abbreviated HRQ).] 

Most modern “tongue-speakers” do not claim to speak 
human languages.  

Since Bible tongues were languages and people today claim to have 
the same gift, it is reasonable to ask them: “What language do you 
speak?” Most make no claim to speak a language, until they are shown 
the above evidence (and many will not claim it even then). 
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One “tongue-speaker,” shown the above evidence, thought he was 
speaking Korean. I offered to find some Koreans to listen to his speech 
and tell us what he was saying. He refused! 

The apostles deliberately used their tongues to communicate to 
people who knew the languages. If modern tongue-speakers have the 
real “Pentecost experience,” they too should speak known, existing, 
native languages and should be glad to use them to communicate to 
people who know the languages. Why would they refuse?  

Evidence shows that modern tongues are not languages. 

Language experts were given recordings of modern tongue-
speakers. Consider the results: 

“The types of inventory and distribution would indicate clearly that 
this recording bears no resemblance to any actual language which has 
ever been treated by linguists” — Eugene Nida as cited by V. Raymond 
Edman, “Divine or Devilish?” Christian Herald, May 1964, p16 (via 
HRQ, p. 169). 

“And I must report without reservation that my sample does not 
sound like a language structurally” — Wm. Welmes, Professor of African 
Languages at UCLA, Letter to the Editor, Christianity Today, Nov. 8, 
1963, pp. 19-20 (via HRQ, p. 168f). 

Language experts recognize the sound patterns of languages. They 
conclude that modern “tongues” are not languages. Regardless of 
the sincerity of those who seek to practice them, they do not constitute 
the “Pentecost experience” at all! 

Tongues Conveyed a Message  
with an Understandable Meaning  

Natural languages exist to convey a message: a meaning capable of 
being understood by those who know the language. The same is true of 
supernatural tongues. 

Bible tongue speaking conveyed a message capable of being 
understood. 

Those who knew the language could understand the meaning of 
what was said in such a way that they could be instructed or informed by 
it. 

Acts 2:11 - Those who heard the tongues, not only recognized the 
language, but understood the message as expressions of praise to God. 
As with other Divine revelation, tongues conveyed a true message or 
meaning that gave instruction or information to those who knew the 
language. 

1 Corinthians 14:5-12,19,26 – In church meetings speakers should 
convey messages that all could understand and be edified. So tongues 
could only be used in church meetings only if they spoke a message 
people could understand. Note v9 – Those who spoke in tongues were 
required to give a message easy to understand.  
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1 Corinthians 14:28 — But if no one understood the message so as 
to interpret it to others, the tongue speaker should keep silent in church. 

So, the true “Pentecost experience” involved speaking a message 
capable of being understood, so as to edify.  

Do modern tongue-speakers convey a message capable of 
being understood? 

The language experts cited earlier said that modern “tongues” are 
not languages. It follows that they are not likely to convey an 
understandable message. Then what are they? 

The consonants and vowels do not all sound like English 
(the speaker’s native language), but the intonation patterns are 
so completely American English that the total effect is a bit 
ludicrous — Wm. Welmes, Professor of African Languages at 
UCLA, Letter to the Editor, Christianity Today, Nov. 8, 1963, 
pp. 19-20 (via HRQ, p. 168f). 

On the basis of what I have learned about this type of 
phenomena of ‘tongues’ in other parts of the world, apparently 
there is the same tendency to employ one’s own inventory of 
sounds, in nonsense combinations, but with simulated ‘foreign’ 
features — Eugene Nida as cited by V. Raymond Edman, 
“Divine or Devilish?” Christian Herald, May 1964, p16 (via 
HRQ, p. 169). 

So language experts recognize the sound patterns of languages. 
They not only concluded that modern “tongues” are not languages, but 
they know what they are. “Tongues” are the speakers’ “own inventory 
of sounds, in nonsense combinations, but with simulated ‘foreign’ 
features.” The speaker does not make the sound patterns of foreign 
languages; instead, subconsciously he takes the speech patterns that he 
already knows and combines them to imitate what he thinks sounds like 
a foreign language. 

In short, subconsciously or unknowingly, modern tongue-speakers 
speak nonsense gibberish. They are like little kids making meaningless 
sounds to imitate a “foreign language.” So not only do tongue-speakers 
not know what language they are speaking, but the fact is that we can 
know what they are speaking. It is nonsense gibberish and not a 
language at all! 

On Pentecost the apostles spoke existing languages with a message 
capable of being understood by those who knew the language. No matter 
how sincere they may be, people who claim to speak in tongues today do 
not do what the apostles did.  
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Tongues Revealed a Message Capable Of Interpretation. 

Natural tongues convey a message that can be interpreted 
into other languages. 

Acts 9:36 — A certain disciple was named Tabitha, which is 
translated Dorcas. [

John 1:38 — They called Jesus “Rabbi” (which is translated, 
Teacher)… [`

John 1:42 — Jesus called Peter “Cephas” (which is translated, A 

Stone). [`
John 9:7 — The pool of Siloam (which is translated, Sent). 

[`
Hebrews 7:2 — Melchizedek is translated [`] “king of 

righteousness,” and also king of Salem, meaning “king of peace.” 
So, the message spoken in the tongue could be translated to other 

languages. 

Supernatural tongues conveyed a message or meaning that 
was capable of interpretation or translation to another 
language. 

1 Corinthians 14:5 – He who prophesies is greater than he who 

speaks with tongues, unless he interprets ( so the church 
may receive edification. 

1 Corinthians 14:27 — If anyone speaks in a tongue, let there be two 

or at the most three, each in turn, and let one interpret. (
[1 Cor. 12:10; 14:13,26] 
[The word for “interpretation” in these passages is the same or 

closely related word to the words used in the Bible for translating one 
language into another by natural means: Greek: ` and related 
verbs ` and 

Some claim “tongues” in 1 Corinthians 12-14 are different 
from Acts 2. 

They say these “tongues” are not human languages but an emotional 
prayer language or “the tongues of angels” (1 Cor. 13:1), which no one 
understands (14:2,14,19).  

* If people do not speak languages capable of being understood, 
then they do not have the “Pentecost experience”! The apostles 
on Pentecost spoke understandable languages. Why do people claim to 
have the “Pentecost experience,” but when examined they claim that 
what they have is different from Pentecost? 

* “Tongues” in 1 Cor. 14 refers to a miraculous spiritual gift, just as 
in Acts 2. Why assume it is a different gift unless we have some 
compelling reason? 

* As in Acts 2, tongues in 1 Corinthians contained an 
understandable message which could be interpreted, provided someone 
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knew the language (1 Cor. 12:10; 14:5,13,27f). The reason they could 
not be understood, the way Corinth was using them, was that 
no one present knew the language (14:2). And Paul said, in that 
case, to quit using them! 

* When Paul mentioned “tongues of men and of angels,” the word 
“tongues” must mean the same for “angels” as it does for “men”: 
languages capable of translation. Whether used by men or by angels, 
tongues were existing languages used to convey a message with 
meaning. They were never a special prayer language that no one can 
understand.  

* Paul’s expression implies that speaking the tongues of angels 
would be rare. “Though I speak” implies an extreme case, which 
probably even he had not done. Had he given all his goods to feed the 
poor and his body to be burned (v3)? He means that, even if one were to 
go to the unusual extremes he described, it would do no good if not 
motivated by love. So speaking the tongues of angels would be a rare 
extreme.  

So why do people today almost never speak the “tongues of men” 
(the usual gift), but claim to speak the tongues of angels (the rare gift)? 
The example of Acts 2 shows God’s intended purpose for tongues: 
speaking languages so men could understand and be instructed. Even 
the tongues of 1 Cor. 14 could be interpreted. Why do people today 
almost always speak that which no one can understand?  

* We have already shown that modern tongue speakers do not speak 
any language at all, human or angelic. Language students recognize what 
it is: sounds the speaker already knows, but combined in nonsense ways. 
It is recognizable as gibberish! 

* We will further see that modern tongues do not fit 1 Cor. 14 
because they have no consistent interpretation.  

So the tongues in 1 Cor. 14 were not different in nature from those 
in Acts 2, they were just being used differently. And Paul, by inspiration, 
said to stop it in church meetings! 

Do modern “tongues” convey a message that can be 
interpreted accurately? 

Modern “tongues” are often used in assemblies without 
interpretation, so there is no understandable message and no one is 
edified. This clearly violates 1 Cor. 14. 

Again, “tongues” have been studied and proved to be incapable of 
interpretation, because they are not languages. They are gibberish with 
no real meaning. 

We attended many meetings where glossolalia both 
occurred and was interpreted, and noted that the 
interpretations were usually of a very general nature. After a 
segment of tongue-speech, an interpreter commonly offered 
the explanation that the speaker had been thanking and 
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praising God for many blessings. Another frequent theme was 
that the speaker was asking for strength and guidance for 
himself and for others. 

However, perhaps a third of the time, the interpreter 
offered specific interpretation of what glossolalists said. More 
rarely, an interpreter ‘translated’ phrase by phrase and 
sentence by sentence. In order in investigate the accuracy of 
these interpretations, we undertook to play a taped example of 
tongue speech privately for several different interpreters of 
tongues. In no instance was there any similarity in the several 
interpretations. The following typified our results: one 
interpreter said the tongue-speaker was praying for the health 
of his children; another that the same tongue-speech was an 
expression of gratitude for a recently successful church fund-
raising effort. 

We know of a man who was raised in Africa, the son of 
missionary parents, who decided to test the interpretation of 
tongues. He attended a tongue-speaking meeting where he was 
a complete stranger. At the appropriate moment, he arose and 
spoke the Lord’s Prayer in the African dialect he had learned in 
his youth. When he sat down, an interpreter of tongues at once 
offered the meaning of what he had said. He interpreted it as a 
message about the imminent second coming of Christ. — Dr. 
John Kildahl, The Psychology of Speaking in Tongues, Harper 
and Row, 1972, p. 62f (via Handbook of Religious Quotations, 
p. 169f). 

Hence, modern “tongues” are not languages of any kind (men or 
angels), they do not contain a consistent message, and they are not 
capable of interpretation. Therefore, they are not the true gift of tongues 
as in the Bible. They are a counterfeit. 

Tongues Were Not Learned by Those Who Spoke Them.  

Supernatural tongues came suddenly without training. 

People were never taught how to speak in “tongues.” The power 
came upon them suddenly and instantaneously. 

Acts 2 – The apostles were “suddenly” empowered by the Spirit to 
speak in tongues (vv 2-4). The men who spoke were all of one place 
(Galilee — v7), but they spoke in the languages of men from all over the 
world (vv 5,8-12). The hearers were amazed, because they knew these 
men were speaking languages they could not have learned. [Acts 4:13 – 
These men were “ignorant and unlearned.” This confirms that they had 
not learned these languages by natural means.] 

Acts 10:44-46; 19:6 – People began speaking in tongues suddenly 
with no preparation. 
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The true gift of tongue speaking was not learned or taught by any 
form of training. Like miraculous healings, it came suddenly. Generally, 
people had no idea it was coming, were not expecting it, and had no 
control over when it came. 

The miracle of tongues was that people could speak existing 
languages, which they had never studied. And they could speak them so 
well that people who knew the language, as their own native tongue, 
could recognize the language and understand the message!  

Do modern tongues come suddenly with no training? 

Modern so-called tongue speakers often “learn” to speak in tongues 
by listening to others, trying to do it, and even being trained. Whether 
consciously or subconsciously, they are taught. 

Harold Bredesen instructs tongue-seekers: 

(1) To think visually and concretely, rather than 
abstractedly; for example, to try to visualize Jesus as a person; 
(2) consciously to yeild [sic] their voices and organs of speeck 
[sic] to the Holy Spirit; (3) to repeat certain elementary sounds 
which he told them, such as “bah-bah-bah,” or something 
similar. He then laid his hands on the head of each seeker, 
prayed for him, and the seeker did actually speak in tongues – 
Cited by Stanley D. Walters, Youth in Action, May, 1964, p. 11 
(via HRQ, p. 167). 

I have observed the same routine everywhere I have been: 
(1) a meeting devoted to intense concentration on tongue-
speaking, followed by (2) an atmosphere of heightened 
suggestibility to the word of the tongue-speaking leader, after 
which (3) the initiate is able to make the sounds he is instructed 
to make. – Kildahl, op cit, p 74 (via HRQ, p 171). 

If people today were really speaking in tongues, they would 
suddenly be able to speak French, Spanish, Russian, etc., without ever 
having studied the languages or practiced them. That is not what 
happens in modern tongues. They do not speak real languages, and what 
they do speak is learned by observing others and even by being 
instructed how to do it.  

Tongues Were Impossible by Natural Law 

Supernatural tongues occur in a way impossible by natural 
law. 

Many Bible miracles consisted of acts that might occur naturally, if 
done in a different way. What made them supernatural or miraculous 
was the way they occurred. 

Examples: 
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* People can be healed of many diseases naturally (by medicines, 
exercise, etc.), but Jesus and the apostles healed instantaneously just by 
speaking, etc. 

* Storms can calm naturally (by change of weather), but Jesus 
calmed a storm immediately by speaking to it. 

* Food can grow over a period of months from seeds planted in the 
earth, but God provided manna from heaven that lay on the ground, and 
Jesus fed thousands from a boys’ lunch. 

* People can learn God’s word when taught it, but supernatural gifts 
of revelation involved direct knowledge of things one had not studied.  

* God today can work by providence through natural processes to 
bless people, answer prayer, etc. It is God’s power, but involves no 
miracles. Miracles were acts impossible by natural law. 

In the same way, the word “tongue” refers to native languages that 
can be learned naturally. But what made them miraculous was the fact 
the Spirit empowered people to speak them suddenly without ever 
studying or learning the language.  

Modern tongues can be explained by natural processes. 

One does not have to be a glossolalist to produce 
glossolalic speech. Al Carlson at the University of California 
recorded the speech of glossolalists during their spiritual 
exercise; Later he recorded the speech of non-glossolalist 
volunteers whom he asked to speak spontaneously in an 
unknown language. Glossolalists were asked to rate the 
different recordings. They were unable to distinguish them. A 
similar test was made by Werner Cohn of the University of 
British Columbia with identical results — Glossolalia, Jividen, 
p 163 

Incidents of glossolalia can be multiplied from religions 
ancient and modern; eastern and western; established and 
heretical. The glossolalia experience is to be found in all 
different cultural strata from non-Christian priests to medicine 
men. The experience is to be found among the Hudson Bay 
Eskimos, North Boreno pagans, ‘demoniacs’ in China and east 
Africa as well as Christianity. Burdick concludes: 

“This survey has shown that speaking-in-tongues is 
widespread and very ancient. Indeed, it is probable that as long 
as man has had divination, curing, sorcery, and propitiation of 
spirits, he has had glossolalia … Whatever the explanation, it is 
clear that pagans as well as Christians have their glossolalia 
experiences.” — Jividen, p. 74,75 

I have observed the same routine everywhere I have been: 
(1) a meeting devoted to intense concentration on tongue-
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speaking, followed by (2) an atmosphere of heightened 
suggestibility to the word of the tongue-speaking leader, after 
which (3) the initiate is able to make the sounds he is instructed 
to make. It is the same procedure that a competent hypnotist 
employs. Like the hypnotist, the tongue speaking leader 
succeeds with some subjects and with others does not – 
Kildahl, op cit, p 74 (via HRQ, p 171). 

The Moslem claims miracles. He believes that these 
miracles show God’s favor and confirms the correctness of his 
faith. Tongue speaking is one of the miracles which is claimed. 
Hudjwiri describes the miraculous powers of an Islamic saint. 
He says that “he can transform himself, transport himself to a 
distance, speak diverse tongues, revive the dead…” Other 
examples are cited in Kenneth Morgan’s book entitled, Islam 
the Straight Path. — Jividen, p.75 

All these experiences have left me with the conviction that 
glossolalia especially can be psychologically explained, and is 
not, in general, a “spiritual” phenomenon – Stuart Bergsma, 
“Speaking with Tongues, Part II,” Torch and Trumpet, XIV, 
No. 10, p.10 (via HRQ, p. 170). 

As far as I know, there is no case of speaking in strange 
tongues which has been strictly and scientifically investigated 
that cannot be explained by recognized psychological laws — 
George B. Cutten, Speaking with Tongues: Historically and 
Psychologically Considered, New Haven, Yale University 
Press, 1927, p. 181 (via HRQ, p. 170). 

So modern tongue speaking is not a supernatural phenomenon 
incapable of natural explanation. Speakers do not speak an existing 
language. What they do speak is based on what they have learned, and 
the means used to teach it are known. The methods are similar to 
hypnotism.  

The same conduct has been duplicated around the world by people 
who are clearly in error, including pagans and people who are 
deliberately “faking it.” If what tongue speakers do can be duplicated by 
people in error, then how can the tongue speakers know they have a 
genuine gift? How can they use their gift (as they often do) to prove they 
are pleasing to God? 

Clearly modern “tongues” are not supernatural or miraculous. 

Conclusion 

A topic for future study would be the purpose of miracles. We will 
see that modern tongues also fail to accomplish the Biblical purpose of 
true tongue speaking.  
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When compared to true Bible tongues, modern “tongue speaking” 
fails on every count. It is a counterfeit, a fake, sent by Satan to fool people 
into accepting false doctrines. So why study it?  

First, so we are not misled to accept false practices or false doctrines 
(1 John 4:1). 

Second, so we can help other people avoid false practices and false 
doctrines. 

Third, by understanding what the Bible says, we can appreciate the 
nature and purpose of true spiritual gifts. These gifts existed to reveal 
God’s will and give proof the message was from God. That message is 
now recorded in the Bible, so we today can learn the truth by studying it. 
And we can know that it is the truth from the eyewitness testimony of 
the miracles recorded in the Bible to confirm that it truly is from God. 
Fake “miracles” undermine the power of true miracles. 

Studies like this should help us avoid error and at the same time 
appreciate truth. 
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The Purpose of Spiritual 
Gifts 

Earlier we observed the undeniable fact that many of God’s 
miraculous works have ceased and will not be repeated (creation, the 
flood, etc.). A major question we must consider is whether or not all of 
His miraculous works have ceased so that He is not doing any miracles 
today at all. 

We then studied the characteristics of gifts of direct revelation, 
miraculous signs, and tongues. We pointed out that one way to know 
whether or not events today are true miracles is by comparing them to 
the characteristics of Bible miracles. Observing modern so-called gifts of 
the Spirit shows that they do not possess the characteristics of true 
miracles and so are not valid, legitimate miracles.  

Now consider what spiritual gifts were for. What purpose did the 
Spirit intend for them to accomplish? Do we need miraculous spiritual 
gifts today to accomplish these purposes? 

We emphasize that the reason for studying such subjects is not just 
to win an argument or to make someone look bad. The purpose is to help 
people serve God faithfully and avoid being misled by error and false 
teaching. At the same time we can come to a fuller appreciation of the 
purpose of true spiritual gifts and see how fully they have accomplished 
their purpose. 

Gifts of Direct Revelation 

The Purpose of Gifts of Prophecy Was to Make Known 
God’s Will to Man. 

Today we have the Bible to teach us God’s will. But how did the 
people who wrote it know what to write? And how did people know God’s 
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will while the Bible was being written but was not yet complete? The 
purpose of direct revelation was to meet these needs. 

Deuteronomy 18:18,19 – God predicted He would raise up another 
prophet like Moses. He would put His words in the prophet’s mouth, so 
the prophet would speak what God commanded. The purpose of 
prophecy was to reveal God’s will. (This was fulfilled in Jesus – Acts 
3:22,23.) 

Matthew 10:19,20 — The Spirit spoke directly through inspired 
men. (Note that this promise was directed to the twelve apostles – v5.) 

John 16:13 [14:26] — The Spirit would guide the apostles into all 
truth. 15:27 shows that this too was addressed to the apostles (without 
Judas). [See 13:1,2 and 18:1ff with Matt. 26:20; Mark 14:17; Luke 22:14; 
Acts 1:21,22.] 

Ephesians 3:3-5 — The Spirit revealed to the apostles and prophets 
the mystery of the gospel which had previously been unknown. These 
men then wrote it down so others could know. 

2 Peter 1:21 – Holy men of God spoke as they were moved by the 
Holy Spirit. This is the origin of Scripture (v20).  

So the purpose, served by gifts of prophecy and direct revelation, 
was to reveal the very will of God to inspired men. These men taught that 
message by word of mouth to people in their own day. Then they wrote 
it down so it could be preserved for future generations (1 Corinthians 
14:37; Ephesians 3:3-5; 2 Timothy 3:16,17; etc.). This is how we received 
the Bible to guide us today and how people knew the will of God in the 
age before the Bible had been completely written. 

[1 Corinthians 14:37; 2:10-13; Galatians 1:8-12; 1 Thessalonians 
2:13; 2 Timothy 3:16,17; Luke 10:16; See part I for other passages.] 

The Purpose of These Gifts Has Been Accomplished. 

Note that the purpose of gifts of direct revelation pertained to the 
age before the Bible was complete. These gifts enabled inspired men to 
write the Bible and to know God’s will until the Bible was complete. Now 
that we have the Bible, do we still need these gifts, or is our need for 
revelation completely met by Scripture?  

Notice what the Bible itself says about the revelation we have in 
Scripture: 

1. It is complete. 

John 16:13; 14:26 — The Spirit guided apostles into all truth. 
(Matthew 28:20) 

Acts 20:20,27 — Paul declared the “whole counsel of God,” 
keeping back nothing that was profitable. 

2 Peter 1:3 — God’s power granted to them all things that pertain 
to life and godliness. 
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2 Timothy 3:16,17 — This inspired message from God was then 
written in the Scriptures. As a result, the Scriptures now provide us 
completely to all good works. 

All spiritual truth that God intended for men to ever receive was 
delivered to inspired men in the first century and then recorded in the 
Scriptures. There is absolutely no new truth left to be delivered to men 
from God today. 

Galatians 1:6-9; 2 John 9-11 – This is why no one may teach 
anything different from the gospel delivered in the first century. There 
simply is no more truth to be revealed from God. To teach as doctrine 
things that the apostles did not receive would be to imply that they did 
not receive all truth. [Matthew 15:1-14; Revelation 22:18,19] 

So we do not need direct revelation today to reveal new truth from 
God. There are no new truths to be revealed. The Scriptures completely 
meet out need for revelation from God. 

2. It is understandable. 

The teaching of Jesus and His apostles was directed to the 
multitudes of common people, not to an elite, specially educated clergy. 
Those to whom it was addressed were expected to understand it. 

Mark 7:14 – Jesus addressed the multitude and said that every one 
of them should understand what He taught. 

1 Corinthians 14:33 — God is not the author of confusion. But He is 
the author of the record written by inspired men (v37). It follows that 
the Bible is not the cause of confusion. It can be understood. 

Ephesians 3:3-5 — Paul wrote so men who read can understand. 
2 Timothy 3:16,17 — The Scriptures are profitable to teach and 

instruct us in righteousness and provide us to all good works. The 
Scriptures would not be profitable to us if we could not understand them. 

Acts 17:11 – Those who do study the Bible diligently (“daily”) with 
an open or ready mind can and will understand it sufficiently to 
distinguish truth from error. 

So we do not need direct revelation today to in order to help men 
understand God’s will for us. All truth has already been revealed in a way 
that honest people can understand. The Scriptures completely meet our 
need for revelation that we can understand. 

[Ephesians 5:17; Isaiah 55:11; 2 Timothy 2:7; Colossians 1:9ff; 
Matthew 13:23; Psalm 119:104,105,130; 1 Timothy 2:4] 

3. It is eternal and indestructible. 

2 Peter 1:12-15 – The Scriptures were written so that, even after 
inspired men died, people would have available to them the message 
those men revealed. The revelation they received was written down to 
guide future generations.  

1 Peter 1:22-25 — The word given us in the gospel will live and abide 
forever. It is not like plants that spring up and then die. 
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2 John 2 — The truth will be with us forever.  
John 12:48 – Jesus’ words will be present even at the Judgment as 

the standard by which our destinies will be determined. 
Psalm 119:152,160; Isaiah 40:8; 30:8 – These same promises were 

made regarding the Old Testament. The promises were fulfilled so 
completely that the message was preserved hundreds of years till Jesus’ 
lifetime. It was so perfect then that He and His apostles repeatedly cited 
Scripture as Divine authority without ever once implying anything was 
missing or inaccurate. 

These same promises have now been made regarding the entire 
written word; so we can be sure that God, by His power has likewise kept 
this promise. The record written by the inspired men will always exist 
and be available to guide honest people. 

So we do not need direct revelation today to renew to us truths that 
have been lost over the years. No truth has been lost. All the truth that 
was revealed to the apostles has now been preserved for us today in the 
Scriptures. The Bible completely meets our need for accurate revelation 
today. 

[Matthew 24:35; Psalm 12:6,7; Jude 3] 

4. It is powerful. 

Romans 1:16 – The revealed word has the strength to lead to eternal 
life all who believe and obey it.  

James 1:25 – God’s word is perfect. It reveals the message of God 
that perfectly meets our need in every way. 

Scripture provides a complete and perfect guide that reveals all we 
need to know to be saved and have eternal life. What more could we 
need? 

The gifts of revelation were needed until the Bible was completed. 
Now that the Bible has been completed, it serves as a thoroughly 
adequate and sufficient guide. No gifts of direct revelation are needed 
any longer. When people today seek or claim direct revelation, they show 
a lack of faith in the perfection of Scripture. 

Do you and I appreciate the Scriptures as God’s complete and 
perfect revelation for us today? Do we trust it as our perfect guide from 
earth to heaven? If so, then we will not seek for further Divine revelation. 

[1 Peter 1:22-25; Ephesians 6:10-18; Hebrews 4:12; John 20:30,31; 
Acts 20:32] 
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Gifts of Miraculous Confirmation 
(Signs) 

The Primary Purpose of Miraculous Signs Was to Confirm 
God’s Truth. 

As discussed earlier, Satan always offers lying counterfeits for every 
good thing God gives. Specifically, Satan has sent false prophets who 
claimed to have messages from God when they did not really. 

When a man claimed to be inspired of God, how could listeners 
determine whether the message really was from God or was a 
counterfeit? This was the main purpose of miraculous signs (though 
other benefits sometimes occurred). If a man had power to accomplish 
supernatural acts, people would know God was working through him, so 
they should believe his message. 

Evidence for the main purpose of miracles 

Exodus 4:1-9,29-31 – When Moses wanted evidence to convince the 
people that God had really sent Him, God empowered him with 
miraculous signs. 

Deuteronomy 4:32-40 – God did great signs and wonders among 
the Israelites, so they would know He is the true God and would obey the 
commands given through Moses. 

1 Kings 17:24 – When Elijah raised the son of the widow of 
Zarephath from the dead, she said that by this she knew he was a man of 
God and that the word of the Lord was in his mouth. 

1 Kings 18:36-39 – Elijah called down fire from heaven (which the 
prophets of Baal could not do) so people would know to believe in the 
true God and that Elijah was acting by God’s authority. 

John 20:29-31 — Jesus’ signs give people reason to believe that He 
is God’s Son, so we can have life in His name. [John 5:36; Acts 2:22; 
Matthew 9:6] 

Mark 16:20 — Jesus sent apostles to preach (vv 14,15); and as they 
did so, He worked with them, confirming the word by the signs He 
gave them (vv 17,18). 

Acts 14:3 – As prophets taught, God bore witness to the word, 
granting signs and wonders to be done by their hands. 

2 Corinthians 12:11,12 — Signs, wonders, and miracles were signs 
to confirm that one was an apostle. 

Hebrews 2:3,4 — God bore witness to the message of salvation by 
signs, wonders, etc. 

This purpose became especially clear when a prophet from God did 
miracles that a false prophet could not duplicate (as discussed 
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previously). See Acts 8:5-13; 13:6-12; Exodus 8:17-19; 1 Kings 18:20-40; 
Daniel 2; Acts 19:11-17. 

Some folks claim that miracles served primarily as acts of 
“compassion” to provide some blessing or benefit for people in need. We 
will see later that, while some miracles did have this effect, not all did. If 
the primary purpose of miracles was to bring blessings on people in 
need, how do we explain miracles that actually harmed or punished 
people? But all miracles accomplished the purpose of confirming some 
truth about God or some message from God. 

Confirming God and His revelation was the primary purpose of 
miracles in that every miracle served to accomplish this purpose, and it 
was the determining purpose as to whether a miracle would or would not 
be done. 

[John 10:37,38; 14:10,11; 4:48; 3:1; 1:47-51; 2:11,23; 6:14; 9:16,25-
38; 11:4,15,40-48; 12:9-11; Matthew 11:l-6; 14:32,33; Acts 1:3; 10:1-11:18; 
9:1-19, 33-42; Romans 1:4; Joshua 3:5-17; 2 Peter 1:16-21; Num. 16:28-
35; chap. 17; Exodus 7:1-5,17; 8:10; 9:14-16; 10:1,2; 14:4,14-18,21-31] 

Tongue speaking served a dual purpose.  

Tongue speaking involved teaching an understandable message in 
a language that the speaker had never learned but that people who knew 
the language could recognize and understand.  

Since the tongue conveyed a meaningful message, when the 
message was properly interpreted, it would serve to instruct and edify by 
giving revelation from God (1 Corinthians 14:5,12-14,26-28; Acts 2:11).  

When people knew the language so they could tell it was accurately 
spoken though the speaker had never learned it, the tongue would serve 
as a sign to confirm the message was from God (Acts 2:4-11; 1 
Corinthians 14:22). 

So miraculous tongues served both as direct revelation and as a sign 
to confirm that the revelation was from God. 

Note that miracles were needed to confirm a new covenant or 
further revelation, not to reconfirm a previous covenant 
that was already confirmed.  

Luke 16:27-31 – By the time Jesus lived, the Old Testament had 
been adequately confirmed and did not need reconfirming. No further 
miracles were needed to convince people to believe it, so God refused to 
give them. People were expected to believe on the basis of the proof that 
had been given. It follows that the miracles done by Jesus and the 
apostles were intended to confirm, not the Old Testament, but the New 
Testament.  

John 20:30,31; Mark 16:15,20; Ephesians 3:3-5 – So, Jesus and 
apostles plainly stated that their miracles served to confirm who Jesus 
was and that His gospel really was a message from God. This was a new 
covenant with new commands and truths not previously revealed. 
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There comes a time when a Divine covenant has been adequately 
revealed and confirmed by miracles. When that time comes, no further 
miracles are needed to confirm it. Further miracles would be needed 
only if God sent new revelation. 

[John 5:36; Hebrews 2:2-4; Acts 14:3,7; 2 Cor. 12:11,21] 

The Purpose of These Gifts Has Been Completely 
Accomplished. 

Even for us today, the gospel message stands completely confirmed 
as being from God by means of the miracles of Jesus and His apostles 
and prophets in the first century. 

Eyewitness testimony is sufficient evidence to confirm 
historical events. 

John 8:17 – Satisfactory testimony of several witnesses is sufficient 
evidence. Compare this to witnesses in a court trial or witnesses to a will 
or a wedding, etc. Several witnesses may be needed to confirm that an 
event truly occurred; but once we have a number of witnesses, more 
witnesses are not needed.  

[Matthew 18:16; Deut. 19:15; 17:6; 2 Corinthians 13:1; 1 Timothy 
5:19] 

Once a covenant or contract has been written and confirmed, 
it does not need to be reconfirmed throughout its 
existence. 

Galatians 3:15 – This is true both of human and Divine covenants. 
* Suppose you sign a document such as a contract to buy a house. 

When it has been notarized (attested by witnesses), you don’t need to 
sign it again every year or so. The original confirmation remains valid till 
the contract has been fulfilled. 

* Suppose a man makes a “last will and testament” and has it 
confirmed by witnesses. Afterward, it need not be reconfirmed yearly to 
remain valid. The will would need further confirmation only if he 
decided to change it. 

* When a couple marries, their marriage is legally attested by the 
witnesses. The couple does not need to renew their vows from time to 
time to make them binding. They remain valid on the basis of their 
original vows, and any who seek proof can refer to the testimony of 
witnesses. 

* Do you believe the Constitution is the fundamental law of this 
country? Were you there when it was written? Do we need to vote to 
reconfirm it every year? It was written and confirmed centuries ago; we 
believe on the testimony of witnesses recorded in history. If we amend 
or change it, then the changes need to be ratified; but only the changes 
need to be ratified, not the main document.  

Galatians 3 says these examples illustrate how God deals with His 
covenants and promises. Once they have been revealed and adequately 
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confirmed by miracles, they need not be repeatedly reconfirmed. If we 
can accept this for human covenants, why not Divine covenants? 

So the Old Testament was delivered and then confirmed by 
miracles.  

Luke 16:27-31 – By the time Jesus lived, the Old Testament had 
been adequately confirmed and did not need reconfirming. Jesus said 
that the written record of what prophets wrote was as good as having the 
living prophets themselves. He and His apostles quoted it as valid 
authority. 

Adequate miraculous evidence had occurred during the Old 
Testament period to confirm that Old Testament covenant. This 
evidence was recorded in the Scriptures. No further miracles were 
needed to convince people to believe it, so God refused to give further 
evidence.  

This principle demonstrates that there comes a time when a Divine 
message has been adequately revealed and confirmed. When that time 
comes, no further miracles will be given to confirm it. People are 
expected to believe on the basis of the proof already given. If they will 
not believe, then they would not really believe if more evidence were 
given. 

Likewise with the gospel, we have established that all truth 
was revealed and confirmed in the first century.  

Consider the eyewitness testimony recorded by the following 
writers: 

Luke 

Luke 1:1-4 - Luke appealed to this principle of witnesses to 
demonstrate the trustworthiness of His account of Jesus’ life. He said he 
wrote an orderly account of what had been delivered to him from 
eyewitnesses; therefore, we may know the certainty of the things 
instructed. It follows that miracles are needed to confirm new revelation. 
But once sufficient evidence has been given, no further evidence is 
needed; people are expected to believe on the basis of the eyewitness 
testimony. 

Other New Testament writers 

Paul - 1 Corinthians 15:1-8 
Peter - 2 Peter 1:12-18 
Matthew – Gospel of Matthew  
Luke – Book of Acts. 
And these are just New Testament examples. Many others are found 

in the Old Testament.  

Old Testament prophecies  

These also served to confirm New Testament events — John 5:39; 
Acts 2; etc. 
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John 

Note especially John 20:29-31 — We do not need to be personal 
eyewitnesses of the miracles (like Thomas was) in order that we may 
believe. We are blessed if we believe on the basis of the written record 
of those who were eyewitnesses. This is adequate evidence to lead to 
faith in Christ and thereby to eternal life. What more is needed? 

Conclusions 

Men who could do miraculous signs never argued or used 
testimony as proof they had the power. They just did the signs. 

Eyewitness testimony as evidence is needed only after sufficient 
miracles have been done and have ceased. You and I need eyewitness 
testimony or miracles today because miraculous confirmation has 
accomplished its purpose and ceased. But if people claim miracles still 
exist today, they should convince us by performing them like apostles 
did. If they attempt to prove their miracles by offering testimony instead 
of doing miracles, they are in effect admitting that miracles have ceased. 
If we have the miracles, eyewitness testimony is not needed! 

Since the time of the apostles no miracles are needed 
because no new truths have been revealed from God.  

The apostles received all truth in the first century. Further miracles 
would be needed today only if God changed His testament and revealed 
new truth. But God has already completely revealed His will, so He will 
not send new truth. And the truth we have received has been abundantly 
confirmed by the miracles of the first century. It follows that we need no 
further miracles to confirm that the gospel is from God. Now we must 
believe on the basis of the written record of the eyewitness testimony in 
the Scriptures. 

Do we appreciate the fact that, not only has God completely revealed 
His will for us in the Scriptures, but that we have abundant miraculous 
proof that it is from God? God has provided everything needed in order 
for us to know His will and to know that it really is His inspired message. 
When we understand that, we will accept His message based on the 
evidence we have received. To demand further miracles as evidence 
today is to deny the sufficiency of the revelation God has given in the 
Scriptures. 

Yet Some Hold Mistaken Views of the Purpose of Miracles. 

These views are often defended in an effort to prove that we still 
need miracles today. 
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1. Some people claim miracles are still needed today to 
persuade people to believe in Christ or to confirm that 
their church or doctrine is true, etc. 

But all truth was revealed and adequately confirmed in 
the first century.  

Therefore, no new revelation will occur, and no further 
confirmation is needed. Remember, miracles confirm new revelation 
(see above). Miracles are needed today only if God is giving a new 
covenant or adding to His covenant. But we have already proved that He 
gave it all in the first century. 

Contradictory groups base their claims on 
indistinguishable “miracles.” 

Mormons, Catholics, Pentecostals, Charismatics of all 
denominations, Christian Science practitioners, etc., thoroughly 
contradict one another in doctrine; yet all claim miracles on the basis of 
“testimonies,” and their “miracles” cannot be distinguished. 

Galatians 1:8,9; 2 John 9-11 – It follows that some of these groups 
must be teaching error. Is the Spirit confirming all these false and 
contradictory doctrines?  

1 Corinthians 1:10,13; 14:33; John 17:20,21 – These groups are 
divided from one another, contributing to religious confusion. If the 
Spirit confirmed them all, wouldn’t this make the Spirit the author of 
confusion and division? 

In Bible examples, true prophets were distinguished from false 
prophets in that false prophets could not do works as great as those of 
inspired men. But there is no way to distinguish the “miracles” of various 
modern groups. All make identical claims and give similar testimonies, 
but none actually do miracles like those in the Bible. Whose teaching is 
being confirmed? The conclusion must be that none are being confirmed 
and none are making true claims! 

Some admit their miracles are not greater than those of 
false teachers. But they say you can tell which miracles are 
true by comparing their teaching to Bible. 

This is just backward from true miracles! In the Bible, miracles 
confirmed that the message was from God in an age when the Bible 
had not been written. Today the Bible has been written, and people use 
the message to confirm the miracle! 

By appealing to the Bible to prove they are right, modern “miracle 
workers” are admitting that the Bible is an adequate guide. If so, then 
their revelations and miracles are useless. 

Since modern “miracles” do not distinguish true teachers from false 
teachers, to claim that they are still needed to “confirm the word” is to 
misuse the purpose of miracles. 
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2. Others claim that miracles are needed today to produce 
unity.  

They say people in different groups will be drawn closer together 
because they all have “charismatic gifts.” 

Possession of spiritual gifts did not lead to unity in 
Corinth! 

1 Corinthians 1:10-13; 3:3,4; 11:18,19 – The Corinthian church had 
abundant gifts (1 Corinthians 12-14), yet it was one of the most divided 
churches in the Bible.  

In fact, they had major division over the use of miraculous gifts — 1 
Corinthians 12-14! 

So even when people did possess miraculous powers, they did not 
necessarily produce unity. 

Bible unity requires understanding and obedience to 
God’s word. 

Ephesians 4:3-6 – True “unity of the Spirit” is based on one faith 
and one body, just like there is one God and Father. 

1 Corinthians 1:10-13; Galatians 1:6-9 – There must be no division, 
but all speak the same doctrine. We must teach the doctrine delivered by 
inspired men, not another doctrine.  

John 17:17,20,21 – We are sanctified and made one by the truth, 
God’s word. 

The “unity” of the Charismatic movement is not Bible unity at all. 
People worship differently, teach different plans of salvation, have 
different forms of organization, etc. And all of them contradict the Bible 
on one or more of these points. If all of them had gifts of the Spirit, then 
the Spirit would not be producing true unity, but would be confirming 
and justifying division! This is a false concept of unity. 

In fact, one of the most divisive controversies of our day is 
the question of whether or not people today have miraculous 
powers!  

The very fact some people claim to have these powers is one thing 
that divides them from those who deny the existence of the powers! 

So despite their claims, various groups that claim to have 
miraculous powers still remain greatly divided from one another and 
from those who don’t claim to have the gifts. Unity is based on studying 
and accepting God’s word, not on claiming miracles, especially when 
those claims don’t measure up to Bible miracles. 

3. Others claim miracles are needed today to help people with 
their problems. 

We are told that God gave miracles to help people with their 
problems because of His love and compassion (Matthew 14:14; 15:32; 
etc.). God still loves people and He is no respecter of persons (Acts 
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10:34,35), so He must still work miracles. So when people today have 
illness, financial debts, lack of job, family problems, or perhaps some 
deep emotional need in their lives, they are taught to “expect a miracle.” 
However: 

Even in the age when miracles were being worked, 
problems were not solved for all believers. 

2 Timothy 4:20 – Paul left Trophimus sick at Miletus.  
Philippians 2:26,27 – Epaphroditus was sick nearly to death - so 

sick that people far away heard about it.  
1 Timothy 5:23 – Timothy often had stomach infirmities. Why 

didn’t Paul do a miracle and heal him? Why recommend a natural 
remedy? 

2 Corinthians 12:7-9 – Paul himself had a thorn in the flesh, which 
he even prayed to God to remove. But God decided to leave it.  

If compassion and love were the main reasons for miracles, why 
weren’t these people all miraculously healed? Didn’t God love these 
people? Was He a respecter of persons in these cases?  

We have learned that the primary purpose of miracles was 
to meet a need greater than physical needs.  

We have proved that the main purpose of miracles was to confirm 
God’s word, so people could believe and be saved. This was more 
important than physical needs. No miracle was performed unless this 
greater need would be met. 

* Many miracles solved no physical need at all.  
Exodus 7:10-12 – Aaron’s rod turned into a serpent and back again. 
Numbers 17 – Later his rod produced blossoms and almonds. 
Matthew 14:22-31 – Jesus and Peter walked on the water. 
1 Kings 18:30-39 – Elijah called down fire to consume a sacrifice. 
What physical problem did these miracles solve? None! But they did 

serve confirm truth that had been revealed from God. 
* When it was clear that miracles would not lead to faith, they were 

not performed, even though physical needs would have been met. 
We already listed cases of sick people who were not healed. 

Consider other cases: 
John 6:26-31,36 – Jesus refused to miraculously feed people when 

He realized they did not appreciate the miracle as proof of who He was. 
Matthew 4:1-7 – When tempted by Satan, Jesus refused to do 

miracles for His own physical benefit. 
Matthew 13:58 – Jesus refused to do miracles in His own 

hometown, because He knew already that no one would believe. [Cf. 
12:38-42] 

Luke 4:23-27 – Jesus expressly cited Old Testament examples in 
which miracles were not done, though they would have produced 
physical benefits for people in need. 
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Again, did God not love these people? Do these cases prove God is 
a respecter of persons? If not, then why would it show lack of love or 
respect of persons if He refuses to do miracles today? 

* In fact, some miracles even caused physical problems or 
punished people for sin. 

Numbers 16:28-35; 2 Kings 1:9-12; Acts 5:1-11 – Sometimes people 
were struck dead.  

Acts 9:8,9; 13:6-12 – Some people were struck blind. 
Exodus 7-12 – God miraculously brought the ten plagues on Egypt. 
Were these acts of compassion to relieve peoples’ physical 

problems? Clearly not, but all did serve the purpose of confirming truth 
that had been revealed from God. 

God still does meet His children’s needs, according to 
natural law. 

Consider some examples that show the difference between miracles 
and answers to prayer through natural law: 

* Food: A blessing from God through natural law would be praying 
for daily bread (Matt. 6:11) then getting a job and working for it (Eph. 
4:28). But a miracle would be: (1) using a boy’s lunch to feed thousands 
of people and having more food left over than you started with (Matt. 
14:13-21), or (2) manna coming directly from heaven (Ex. 16:14-16), or 
(3) turning water to wine (John 2:1ff). 

* Human reproduction: Natural law would be a man and his wife 
conceiving a child by natural procreation (Gen. 4:1,2). If they had prayed 
for a child, that would be a blessing from God in answer to prayer 
through natural law (1 Samuel 1). A miracle would be making a woman 
from a man’s rib (Gen. 2:21,22), or causing someone to be conceived in 
the womb of a virgin (Matt. 1:18-25). 

* Health: Likewise, if we pray for good health (3 John 2), we may 
heal by natural body processes, perhaps aided by medical treatment, 
diet, exercise, etc. (2 Kings 20:1-7) This would be a blessing from God in 
answer to prayer through natural law. Miraculous healings, however, are 
those we have described, which clearly did not occur according to natural 
law. 

The fact God does not do miracles today would not prove that He 
lacks love or compassion nor that He is a respecter of persons. He still 
helps His children in answer to prayer (Matthew 6:33; James 1:17). But 
He answers through natural processes, not by miracles. 

When we pray, sometimes God gives what we asked for, and 
sometimes He does not, just like some people were healed by miracles 
and others were not. This is because sin in is the world, and all must 
suffer as a consequence. (References saying God is no respecter of 
persons are talking about salvation, not physical blessings. Otherwise, 
God would have to physically bless all His people exactly the same. See 
Matt. 5:45.) 
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When the primary need is caring for His children’s physical 
problems, God can meet that need by natural processes in answer to 
prayer. Miracles were used only when the primary need was to confirm 
truth revealed from God (though physical blessings often occurred 
as a secondary benefit). The determining factor in whether or not a 
miracle would be done was whether or not the word needed to be 
confirmed.  

But the word today has been completely confirmed, so miracles are 
not needed at all. To claim miracles just to meet physical needs is to 
misuse the purpose of miracles. 

4. Some want spiritual gifts to prove they are spiritually 
acceptable or mature. 

Whether they consciously realize it or not, one of the main reasons 
people want to experience “miracles,” esp. tongue-speaking, is to 
provide them some tangible sign that convinces them they are 
acceptable to God. Time and again I have seen people who are shown by 
the Bible to be in error on some point (even on the conditions of 
salvation), yet they respond that they must be right with God else why 
would He give them these miraculous powers? 

“Miracles” convince other people that they are spiritually mature, 
because they have something other people don’t have.  

But spiritual gifts have never been a sign of spiritual 
acceptability or maturity. 

The Bible contains many examples of people who received or did 
real miracles, yet they were neither acceptable nor mature spiritually. 
Surely not everyone who received a miracle in his life was pleasing to 
God. As described earlier, many did not even have faith.  

Numbers 22:28-33 -- God spoke through Balaam’s donkey. Was the 
donkey in God’s fellowship? Was it spiritually mature? Later God spoke 
through Balaam, though he was displeasing to God. (Cf. Num. 24:1; 
31:8,16; 2 Peter 2:15,16; Rev. 2:14; 1 Sam. 19:18-24; John 11:49-53). 

The Corinthian church had abundant gifts (1 Corinthians 12-14) but 
was one of the most displeasing and immature churches in the New 
Testament (1 Corinthians 12-14; cf. chap. 1-4,5,11, etc.). In fact, the way 
they used their spiritual gifts was one of the main areas in which they 
displeased God and demonstrated immaturity (1 Cor 12-14). Many of 
them were rebuked for using their gifts as the basis of an ego trip, just 
like many today view them. 

[King Saul – 1 Samuel 19:18-24; Caiaphas – John 11:49-53] 

As previously described, people of all different faiths 
claim to have miracles and give similar testimonies.  

Yet in doctrine and practice they contradict one another and even 
contradict the Bible (such as on the requirements of salvation as per 
Mark 16:16; Acts 2:38; 22:16; etc.).  
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Galatians 1:8,9; 2 John 9-11 – Again, it must be that some of these 
groups are teaching error. Is the Spirit confirming the salvation of 
members of all these false and contradictory groups?  

1 Corinthians 14:33; 1:10,13; John 17:20,21 – Obviously, these 
groups are divided from one another, contributing to religious 
confusion. If the Spirit confirmed the salvation of them all, wouldn’t this 
make the Spirit the author of confusion and division? 

Not all saved people had miraculous gifts. 

1 Corinthians 12:29,30 — Some did not speak in tongues, some had 
illnesses that were not healed, etc. (see above).  

If miracles were a sign of God’s favor, why did He not give the sign 
to all saved people? This would make God a respecter of persons in an 
area that pertains to salvation! 

The true way to know whether or not God accepts us is by 
comparing our lives to Bible teaching.  

1 John 2:3-6 – We know whether or not we know God, not by 
experiencing miracles, but by our obedience to God (revealed in His 
word – 1 Corinthians 14:37). 

Matthew 7:21-28 – Like some today, these people claimed that their 
miraculous powers proved they were pleasing to God. But Jesus said he 
never knew them, because they worked iniquity. Those who enter the 
kingdom will be those who do the will of the Father.  

2 Timothy 3:15-17 – The Scriptures make us wise to salvation, 
instruct us in righteousness, and provide us to all good works. [Acts 
17:11] 

Galatians 1:6-9 – We know whether or not we are following true 
doctrine by whether or not it agrees with the gospel taught by inspired 
men, recorded in the Scriptures. [1 John 4:1-6] 

2 Corinthians 5:7; Romans 10:17 – We walk by faith, not by sight. 
Faith comes by hearing God’s word, not by receiving miraculous powers. 
To seek some personal experience as our assurance is to fail to trust 
God’s word: it is walking by sight, rather than by faith. This kind of 
thinking characterizes other people, such as those who worship idols: 
instead of being satisfied with God’s word, they want some visible proof 
of God. 

John 20:29-31 – When Thomas demanded personal evidence of a 
miracle, Jesus responded that, in the future, this would not be the way 
people would develop faith. Spiritual assurance today – real faith and 
real spiritual maturity – come by faith based on the written word, not on 
personally seeing signs! 

To view miracles as a sign of God’s favor again is to misuse the 
purpose of spiritual gifts.  
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5. Some view miraculous powers as a source of financial 
profit.  

Most “faith healers” frequently beg for money — usually before the 
“healing” begins. The doctrine of “seed faith” and similar tactics imply 
that one must give a gift before he can expect a miracle, or that larger 
gifts will lead to greater miracles. Many faith healers have become 
fabulously wealthy as a result. 

When did Jesus, His apostles, or any Bible prophet ever ask for a 
contribution from those they healed or take up a collection at a healing 
service?  

2 Peter 2:3,15 – God warned about covetous false teachers who 
exploit those they teach. Like Balaam, they love the hire of wrongdoing.  

2 Kings 5:14-16,20-27 – Having miraculously healed Naaman of 
leprosy, the true prophet Elisha refused to accept a gift from him. When 
Elisha’s servant used the healing to take a gift, the servant was struck 
with leprosy. 

Acts 3:6 — Peter said he had no silver or gold, nor did he ask for any. 
Yet he healed a man who had never walked. 

Acts 8:18-21 – Peter was offered money in exchange for power to 
give miraculous gifts. He not only refused the money, he rebuked the 
man who offered it saying his heart was not right. 

Matthew 8:20 — Jesus did great miracles, but never asked for 
money from those He healed, nor did He become wealthy as a result. 

It is a shame that many “faith healers” have become fabulously 
wealthy by taking money from those who can least afford to give it, 
including people whose diseases have already driven them into poverty. 
Such preachers are guilty of materialism and greed. They leave the 
impression that God’s blessings are for sale. This is a gross perversion of 
the purpose of spiritual gifts and illustrates why this subject really 
matters. 

[Faithful preachers often did accept financial income as payment 
for the spiritual work they did in preaching the gospel, but never in 
return for doing miracles. See 1 Cor. 9:4-14; 2 Cor. 11:7-9; Phil. 4:14-18; 
1 Tim. 5:18; Luke 10:7.] 

Conclusion 

A lack of appreciation for the all-sufficiency of the Scriptures is at 
the heart and core of the desire for modern-day miracles. When one 
understands that the Bible gives a complete and perfect revelation and 
confirmation of God’s will, then one will see that modern miracles are 
not needed. People desire miracles today only when they fail to 
understand the purpose of miracles and so lose faith in the adequacy of 
the Bible. 

Do you trust the Bible as evidence for your salvation and eternal 
hope? 
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The Imparting of 
Spiritual Gifts 

By what means did people receive spiritual gifts? How were the gifts 
bestowed?  

As we study note carefully: (1) There are only two possible methods 
mentioned anywhere in the New Testament by which anyone could 
receive miraculous gifts of the Spirit. (2) Both methods required the 
personal involvement of apostles. (3) Neither method exists today. 

Holy Spirit Baptism 

By definition, Holy Spirit baptism was a complete immersion or 
overwhelming in the power of the Holy Spirit (not really in the Spirit 
Himself, since the Spirit is a person).  

The New Testament often mentions the Holy Spirit, but remember 
that the Spirit did many things and gave many different gifts. Whenever 
some people see the Holy Spirit mentioned, they assume without proof 
that it refers to Holy Spirit baptism or spiritual gifts. But not all 
references to the Spirit refer to Holy Spirit baptism. Also, the Bible 
refers to several kinds of baptisms, but not all references to baptism refer 
to Holy Spirit baptism. 

Who Received Holy Spirit Baptism? 

The Bible describes two and only two events as Holy Spirit 
baptism: 

1. The apostles on the occasion of the first Jewish converts — 
Acts 1 and 2. 

Note Acts 1:2-8. 

* Jesus spoke to the apostles (v2). Note that they are called “men 
of Galilee” (v11). 
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* He said they would be baptized in the Holy Spirit, as God 
promised through John the Baptist (vv 4,5). Note that Holy Spirit 
baptism is separate and distinct from water baptism (v5). 

* This promise would be fulfilled in Jerusalem “not many days 
hence” (vv 4,5). 

* The Holy Spirit would give them power to bear witness for Jesus 
(v8). 

* He told them to “wait” for the promise to be fulfilled (v4).  
* All this was decided by God (vv 4,5,7,8). Note that those who 

received the baptism had no control over when, where, how, or on whom 
it came.  

This was a promise to a specific group of people to be fulfilled at a 
specific time and place. No one today can claim that this promise is 
addressed to them; it was only for apostles waiting in Jerusalem, 
“not many days” after Jesus’ ascension.  

We may as well build arks like Noah or sacrifice our sons like 
Abraham as to claim Holy Spirit baptism today based on this passage. 
God surely could choose to give Holy Spirit baptism to others if He so 
chose, but no one else can claim this promise for himself or herself. 

Now note Acts 2:1-21,33. 

On the day of Pentecost the Holy Spirit came on the apostles as 
promised (vv 4,33). As a result they received power to speak in tongues 
(vv 4-11) and to preach and bear witness to the people (vv 14ff). This 
must be the fulfillment of the promise of Acts 1, since it came on the 
apostles in Jerusalem not many days after Jesus’ ascension, just like 
Jesus promised (2:1,5,14; cf. 1:12). Peter said it fulfilled the Father’s 
promise to send the Spirit (v33; cf. 1:4,5). 

Some refer to the 120 disciples in 1:15 and claim that, in addition to 
the apostles, all of the 120 received Holy Spirit baptism. But note: 

* As already mentioned, the promise was addressed to the apostles 
(1:2-8), no one else. 

* The pronoun “they” in 2:1-4 should refer to the nearest antecedent 
(unless there is clear evidence otherwise), and that would be the 11 
apostles plus Matthias (1:26).  

[Much intervened between 1:15 and 1:26. The “they” of 1:26 is the 
“us” of v22 (apostles). “They” (the apostles of v22) cast lots (v26) and 
with Matthias became the “they” of 2:1. The 120 lacked the qualifications 
of 1:21,22, so were not included in the group discussed from then on.] 

* The purpose for which Jesus promised Holy Spirit baptism was to 
give the apostles power to bear witness for Christ (1:8). Those who spoke 
on Pentecost were the 12 apostles and all did bear witness (2:14,32,37). 
The 120 were nowhere included among those who spoke or testified. 
Why should they receive the baptism if they were not going to 
accomplish its intended purpose? 
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* Those who spoke were all Galileans (2:7). This agrees with the 
descriptions of the apostles in 1:11 and 13:31. 

On this occasion, Holy Spirit baptism came on the apostles and only 
the apostles. 

2. Cornelius’ household on the occasion of the first Gentile 
converts — Acts 10 and 11 (read 10:44-48; 11:15-18). 

Several miraculous events convinced Peter to preach to Gentiles 
(10:1-43; 11:1-14). As he preached, the Spirit fell on the hearers and they 
spoke in tongues (vv 44-46; 11:15-17). Peter cited this as fulfilling the 
promise of Holy Spirit baptism, and said it was a “like gift” to what he 
and others received “at the beginning” (11:15-17).  

Peter concluded Gentiles could be baptized in water, and other Jews 
agreed (10:46-48; 11:17,18; 15:5-11). Note again that Holy Spirit baptism 
was a separate and distinct baptism from water baptism. Cornelius 
received both (10:44,48; 11:16). 

Again, God decided who, how, when, and where people would 
receive Holy Spirit baptism. Those who received it had no control over 
these matters. 

Note that an apostle (Peter) was personally involved and played an 
essential role in this occurrence of Holy Spirit baptism. 

Acts 2 and Acts 10 are the only recorded occurrences of 
Holy Spirit baptism. This was a special promise involving specific 
people in special cases. Nowhere did God promise or require all people 
or all of His children to be baptized in the Spirit. 

[This case did not fulfill the same purpose as Jesus described in Acts 
1, but Peter said it did have a unique purpose that fit no other case. God 
gave Holy Spirit baptism as suited His purpose, but always it met a 
special, unique purpose, and always apostles served an essential role.] 

3. Some people claim that Holy Spirit baptism was also for 
other people. 

Consider some evidence they may present: 

Matthew 3:11 (Mark 1:8; Luke 3:16) 

Some claim John promised Holy Spirit baptism to the multitude (or 
all disciples). However: 

* John’s promise said Holy Spirit baptism would come on some 
people present, but nowhere said that all of them would receive it. 

* Pharisees and Sadducees were present and were firmly rebuked 
(vv 7-10). Did they receive Holy Spirit baptism too? 

* Some were promised baptism in fire, but the context shows this 
refers to eternal damnation (vv 10,11,12). Did John promise this baptism 
to everyone present? What he meant was that some would receive one 
baptism but others a different baptism. 
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* Jesus and Peter later specifically quoted John’s prophecy and 
explained how and to whom it would be fulfilled. As we have seen, it was 
for the apostles and Cornelius — Acts 1:5; 11:16. 

Acts 2:38,39  

Some claim this says Holy Spirit baptism was for all whom the Lord 
will call. However: 

* The passage does not mention “Holy Spirit baptism”; it says “the 
gift of the Holy Spirit.” The Spirit has given many gifts. We must not 
assume this is Holy Spirit baptism without proof. 

* The gift mentioned here is for all who receive remission of sins (vv 
38,39). But it contradicts Scripture to say that every saved person must 
have Holy Spirit baptism (see the next point).  

* All who received Holy Spirit baptism spoke in tongues (Acts 2:4; 
10:46). But not all saved people spoke in tongues (1 Corinthians 12:7-
11,29f). Therefore, the “gift of the Spirit,” which was for all people, 
cannot have been Holy Spirit baptism. 

* If this gift is Holy Spirit baptism, then all saved people would 
receive two baptisms: one baptism was necessary to receive remission 
and the other came afterward (vv 38,39). The apostles and Cornelius did 
receive two baptisms, but they were special cases. By the time Ephesians 
4:4-6 was written, and since that time, there is only one baptism. 

* If people have Holy Spirit baptism today, like the apostles did, 
then they must preach the same gospel that the apostles preached. This 
would require preaching water baptism is necessary to salvation (2:38). 
Water baptism, not Holy Spirit baptism, is the one baptism for today.  

But many, who claim Holy Spirit baptism, do not preach baptism is 
necessary to salvation. So they preach a different gospel from what the 
apostles preached – something the Holy Spirit would never guide 
anyone to do (cf. Gal. 1:8,9). 

* The “gift of the Holy Spirit” in Acts 2:38 best fits the description 
of the indwelling of the Spirit. This is a different work of the Holy 
Spirit, and is definitely not Holy Spirit baptism. [Some say the “gift” is 
salvation. But since the indwelling is just fellowship with the Holy Spirit, 
this has the same effect, since only those who have salvation have 
fellowship with the Spirit.] 

1 Corinthians 12:13 (John 3:3,5) 

To be in the body (or kingdom), one must be baptized by (or born 
of) the Holy Spirit. Some claim this means Holy Spirit baptism is for 
everyone. 

* But the body (kingdom) is the church (Ephesians 1:22,23; 
Matthew 16:18,19), and membership in the church is essential to 
salvation (Ephesians 5:22-26; Acts 20:28; Colossians 1:13). So this 
argument would make Holy Spirit baptism essential to salvation, which 
is not true (see notes above and below). 
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* Again, if everyone in the church has Holy Spirit baptism, then all 
must speak in tongues. But this same chapter shows not all church 
members spoke in tongues (12:7-11,29,30). So the “Spirit” in v13 is not 
Holy Spirit baptism. 

* Again, this plus water baptism would make two baptisms for all 
people. But Ephesians 4:4-6 shows this is no longer so. 

* “By the Spirit” can mean different things in different contexts. 
Regarding baptism into the body or kingdom, it means in accordance 
with the teaching of the Spirit, who commanded us to be baptized (cf. 
John 3:3,5 to Ephesians 5:25,26; 1 Peter 1:22,23; Romans 1:16; 
Ephesians 6:17). 

What Was the Purpose of Holy Spirit Baptism? 

1. It gave miraculous powers. 

The apostles spoke in tongues — Acts 2:4-11. 
Cornelius’ house spoke in tongues — Acts 10:44-46; 11:15-17. 
All who were Holy Spirit baptized immediately spoke in tongues. 

But we learned earlier that miraculous powers served their purpose and 
are no longer needed. So Holy Spirit baptism is no longer needed for this 
purpose. 

2. It gave the apostles direct guidance in teaching and 
bearing witness of Jesus. 

See Acts 1:8; 2:14-36. See also John 16:13; 14:26. 
This power was needed when the Scriptures were not complete. But 

as has also been discussed earlier, the Scriptures are now complete, so 
we no longer need this power. 

3. It confirmed that the Gentiles could obey the gospel.  

See Acts 10:44-48; 11:1-18.  
But this truth is also now clearly confirmed and revealed in the 

Bible. So Holy Spirit baptism is no longer needed for this purpose. 
What purpose then would Holy Spirit baptism serve today? All its 

purposes have been accomplished. It is no longer needed at all. This is 
why it was given only on a few special occasions. Like Noah’s flood, it 
served only a special, temporary purpose and is no longer being 
repeated. 

Who Administered Holy Spirit Baptism? 

1. Human agents administered some forms of baptism. 

This is the case with water baptism: a man immerses another man 
into the element.  

The man who administers the baptism is acting by the authority of 
the one who commanded the baptism, so he is said to act “in the name 
of” the one who gave the command — Acts 8:35-39; 10:47,48; Matthew 
28:19; 3:11,6,13; etc. 
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2. Jesus himself was the administrator of Holy Spirit 
baptism.  

No human agent was involved, but the Spirit came directly from 
heaven upon the subject who received it (Matthew 3:11; Mark 1:8; Luke 
3:16; John 1:33; Acts 2:1-4; 10:44-46; 11:16). 

Is Holy Spirit Baptism Essential to Salvation? 

The Bible commands a “baptism” that is essential to salvation — 
Mark 16:16; Acts 2:38; 22:16; Romans 6:3,4; etc. Some say this is Holy 
Spirit baptism. But God’s word mentions more than one baptism (note 
Matthew 3:11; etc.). Which baptism is the one that is essential? 

The baptism essential to salvation was a command 
addressed to all people. 

See Mark 16:15,16; Acts 2:38; 22:16.  
But Holy Spirit baptism was not a command. It was a promise 

fulfilled in certain select cases — Acts 1:2-8; chap. 2 and chap. 10.  
Water baptism, however, was a command — Acts 10:47,48. 

Baptism for salvation did not give miraculous gifts. 

1 Corinthians 12:7-11,29,30; Acts 8:12-24; 19:1-7  
But Holy Spirit baptism immediately gave power to speak in 

tongues — Acts 2:4; 10:44-46. 

The baptism essential to salvation was administered by men 
in the name of God. 

See Matthew 28:19,20 (with Mark 16:16); Acts 2:38. 
This fits the pattern of water baptism — Acts 8:35-39; 10:47,48.  
But as discussed earlier, Holy Spirit baptism was not administered 

by men. It came directly from heaven without the involvement of any 
human agent — Matthew 3:11; Acts 2:1-4; etc.  

People had to decide for themselves whether or not to be 
baptized for salvation. 

See Mark 16:15,16; Acts 2:38; 22:16.  
This fits the pattern of water baptism — Acts 8:35-39; 10:47,48.  
But God decided who would receive Holy Spirit baptism, when, 

where, etc., regardless of the people’s choice — Acts 1:2-8; chap. 2; 
10:44ff. 

People who chose to be baptized for salvation were told not 
to wait.  

They were baptized immediately — Acts 22:16; 2:38-41; 16:31-34.  
This fits the pattern of water baptism — Acts 8:35-39; 10:47,48.  
But people who received Holy Spirit baptism had to wait till God 

sent it — Acts 1:4,5. 
No passage anywhere states or implies that Holy Spirit baptism is 

essential to salvation. The one baptism that is for today (Ephesians 4:4-
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6) and that is essential to salvation is water baptism. Holy Spirit 
baptism has accomplished its purpose and is no longer needed at all. 

Laying on of Apostles’ Hands 

Laying on of hands was a common practice for various purposes. 
Sometimes it had a religious significance. Other times it was a customary 
sign of special dedication or honor. We will study only cases where 
spiritual gifts were imparted. But in many cases, no spiritual gifts were 
involved in the practice at all — Lev. 3:2,8,13; 16:21; 24:14; Num. 
27:18,23; Genesis 48:14,17,18; Mark 6:5; 16:18; Acts 28:8; Matthew 
19:13,15; Acts 13:3; Matthew 9:18,25. 

Examples in which Apostles Laid on Hands to Impart 
Miracles 

Acts 8:14-21 – The Holy Spirit was given through the laying on of 
apostles’ hands (v18). Although Philip could perform miracles (vv 6-
13), yet the people he converted did not receive the Holy Spirit till the 
apostles came from Jerusalem and laid hands on them (vv 14,15). [Cf. 
Acts 6:6.] 

Acts 19:1-7 — Men received Holy Spirit and spoke in tongues when 
Paul laid his hands on them. 

Romans 1:9-11 — Paul desired to come and see them to impart 
some spiritual gift. An apostle had to personally visit them in order 
for a gift to be imparted to them. If miraculous powers could come by 
Holy Spirit baptism or some other way, why would Paul need to go?  

2 Timothy 1:6 — Timothy received a gift by the laying on of Paul’s 

hands. [Cf. 1 Timothy 4:14 — “with [] the laying on of hands of the 

presbytery” to 2 Timothy 1:6 “by [] the putting on of my hands.” 
Apparently the elders laid hands on Timothy to endorse Paul’s act and 
to encourage Timothy’s work — Acts 13:2-4. But the spiritual gift was 
bestowed by Paul’s hands.] 

Although other people besides apostles possessed miraculous 
powers, only the apostles could bestow or impart gifts to others. 

But the Church No Longer Has Apostles Living on Earth. 

1. Apostles had to be chosen personally by Jesus. 

The original apostles were directly chosen by Jesus – Luke 6:12-16. 
Matthias was chosen by Jesus to replace Judas – Acts 1:24-26. 
Paul was chosen personally by Jesus – Acts 26:16; Galatians 1:1. 
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2. Apostles had to be eyewitnesses of the resurrected Christ. 

All the 12 were eyewitnesses — 1 Cor. 15:4-8; Acts 2:32; 3:15; 4:33; 
5:32; 10:39-41; etc. 

Judas’ replacement had to be an eyewitness — Acts 1:21,22. 
Paul was an eyewitness — 1 Corinthians 9:1; 15:8; Acts 22:14,15; 

26:16.  
However, living eyewitnesses are no longer needed, because we now 

have the written record of the eyewitnesses (John 20:30,31; etc.).  
Paul said Jesus’ appearance to him was “last of all” and “out of due 

time” (1 Corinthians 15:8). It came after Jesus’ Ascension (Acts 9), 
whereas other apostles had seen Him before the Ascension (Acts 1). 
Jesus had to come back to make an exceptional appearance to Paul. If 
Jesus is continuing to appear to men, then Paul would not have been 
“out of due time” at all, for there would be many more like him. In fact 
the original 12 would be the exceptions! 

3. Apostles were guided directly by the Holy Spirit in their 
teaching. 

See John 16:13; Matthew 10:19,20; Ephesians 3:3-5; 1 Corinthians 
14:37; etc.  

But we have seen that this power is no longer needed, because the 
Scriptures now completely record God’s will. 

4. The apostles performed miracles by the power of the Spirit 
to confirm their message was from God. 

See 2 Corinthians 12:11,12. [Acts 5:12; 14:3; Heb. 2:3,4; Mark 16:20] 
But again, this power is not needed today because the New 

Testament record of miracles is adequate evidence. And no one today 
does signs with the characteristics of true miracles. 

The work of the apostles pertained to the foundation of the church 
— Ephesians 2:20. They accomplished their work, so they are no longer 
needed on earth, just like Jesus accomplished His work and is no longer 
needed on earth.  

Nevertheless, just as people in Jesus’ day “had” Moses and the 
prophets (Luke 16:29-31), so we “have” apostles today. We have the end 
product of their work: the complete Scriptures. 

Conclusion 

There are only two ways people in the gospel age received spiritual 
gifts: Holy Spirit baptism and the laying on of apostles’ hands. Both of 
these methods required personal involvement of apostles. Scripture 
records no instance in the gospel age in which people 
received miraculous powers without the direct, personal 
involvement of apostles. But there are no apostles living on 
earth today to impart these gifts. 
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Furthermore, the purpose of spiritual gifts has been fulfilled, so 
there is no need for either Holy Spirit baptism or laying on of hands 
today. This harmonizes with the evidence we studied earlier showing 
that there is no need for spiritual gifts today. The means of imparting 
the gifts is no longer needed, because the gifts have accomplished their 
purpose. 

Again, the key point is faith in the Scriptures as the perfect, all-
sufficient revelation of God’s will for man today. Do you understand that 
the Bible contains everything we need in order to believe, obey, and be 
saved? If so, then you understand why we do not need Holy Spirit 
baptism, apostles, or miraculous gifts today. You will be content to just 
follow the Scriptures. And you will be equipped to answer those who 
believe otherwise. 
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The Duration of Spiritual 
Gifts 

We have learned that the purposes served by spiritual gifts were to 
reveal and confirm God’s will for man. And that work was completed 
during the lifetime of the original apostles.  

Our purpose now will be to consider whether, when that work was 
completed, were the gifts to continue or did God cause them to cease? 
Some people believe that miracles and direct revelation still occur today. 
Is this correct, or have the gifts ceased? 

Evidence that Spiritual Gifts Have 
Ceased. 

No Modern Events Have the Characteristics of Bible 
Miracles. 

We have already studied the characteristics of true revelations and 
true miracles. Consider the application to the existence of miracles at all 
today. 

Modern “revelations” have the character of false prophecy, 
not true prophecy. 

The Bible warns about false prophets:  

Matthew 7:15; 2 Corinthians 11:13-15; 2 Peter 2:1; 1 John 4:1; etc. 
We learned that we can distinguish false prophets from true 

prophets by their characteristics.  
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The teachings of true inspired men always agreed with 
Scripture, and their predictions of the future always came 
true. 

False prophets could be distinguished from true prophets, because 
teachings of false prophets did not always harmonize with scriptures 
and their predictions did not always come true (Deut. 18:20-22; 
Galatians 1:6-9; 2 John 9-11). 

When the revelations of modern “prophets” are 
examined, invariably some of their teachings contradict the 
Bible and/or some of their predictions fail.  

We earlier cited many examples of this. To demonstrate this to be 
true in any specific case, simply study their “revelations.” If some of their 
teachings differ from the Bible or their predictions sometimes fail, then 
they are not truly from God. They must be false prophets, not true ones. 
When this is done with modern “prophets,” invariably they fail the test. 

Modern “miracles” have the characteristics of false miracles, 
not true miracles. 

The Bible warns about false miracles:  

2 Thessalonians 2:9-12; Acts 8:9-13; Matthew 24:24; etc. 

As already studied, every true miracle had all the 
following characteristics: 

* There was conclusive evidence that the event really occurred. 
* The event occurred suddenly (or in exactly the limited time period 

God specified). 
* There were never any failures when miracles were attempted (by 

Jesus or by His apostles after they received Holy Spirit baptism). 
* The results always completely and perfectly accomplished the 

intended purpose. 
* So the event was clearly impossible by natural law. 

Men who had true miraculous powers could be 
distinguished from those who worked false miracles by 
comparing the characteristics of the works performed.  

To prove they were really from God, men with truly miraculous 
powers were willing to work miracles even in the presence of false 
teachers, and all their miracles always had all the characteristics of true 
miracles. False miracle workers were known by the fact their works 
lacked the characteristics of true miracles. See Acts 8:5-13; 13:6-12; 
19:11-17; 1 Kings 18:20-40; Ex. chaps 7-12 (esp. 8:17-19) and other 
examples previously listed. 
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On close examination, the works of all modern “miracle-
workers” are found to lack some or all of the characteristics of 
true miracles.  

We earlier gave examples of this. Again, to demonstrate it in any 
particular case, simply compare the events people claim are “miracles” 
to the Bible characteristics.  

In practice, when people today are asked to do miracles, so they can 
be compared to the Bible characteristics of miracles, they will usually 
refuse. Often they say they cannot work miracles in the presence of those 
who don’t believe or those they claim are “false teachers.” They rely 
instead on “testimonies” of their “miracles.” But this simply proves they 
are false, for men with true miracle power repeatedly did miracles in the 
presence of unbelievers and false teachers. 

We continually hear people who claim they have received miracles 
today. If so, there should be many examples that have the characteristics 
of true Bible miracles. But all we ever find are the frauds who claim to do 
miracles but without the true characteristics. So we must conclude that 
the gifts have ceased, and all those who claim to possess the gifts are 
false. (Remember that we are speaking here about true Bible miracles. 
God still answers prayers through natural law, but not by miracles.) 

Spiritual Gifts Are Not Needed, Because They Fulfilled 
Their Purpose. 

We earlier studied the purposes of the gifts and the 
fulfillment of those purposes.  

See earlier notes for the specific evidence. 

Some gifts served the purpose of delivering the revelation 
of God’s will.  

This work was completed by the end of the lifetime of the original 
apostles. The apostles received all truth that God gave in order for man 
to know how to please God and be saved. Then they recorded this 
message in the Scriptures.  

God then promised to preserve the message in the written word 
throughout all ages. So we today have the complete revelation of God’s 
will in the Scriptures (2 Tim. 3:16,17).  

We need no further revelation today. The purpose of the gifts of 
direct revelation has been fulfilled. All this we thoroughly documented 
earlier in this study from the Scriptures. 

Some gifts served the purpose of confirming truths that 
God revealed. 

The gifts may have served other secondary purposes, but 
confirming truth from God was the primary purpose and was the 
determining purpose in whether or not miracles occurred. When 
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miracles were not needed to accomplish this primary purpose, they did 
not occur. 

John 20:29-31 – The Bible not only records the revelation of God’s 
will, it also records the eyewitness testimony of the miracles that confirm 
the message to be from God. We do not need miracles today to convince 
us to believe in God and the Bible, because we now have adequate 
evidence in the written word. We have thoroughly documented this 
point earlier in this study. 

It follows that when direct revelation was no longer needed, then 
the gifts of confirmation would no longer be needed. This work was 
completed during the lifetime of the original apostles, therefore none of 
the spiritual gifts are needed any longer. 

Throughout the Bible, whenever a work of God had fulfilled 
its purpose, it ceased. 

Whenever a work of God was no longer needed, God stopped doing 
it. Consider examples: 

* Creation of the world — Genesis chaps 1,2 (note 2:1,2). 
* Universal flood — Genesis chaps. 6-9 (note 9:8-17). 
* Sacrifice of a son — Genesis chap. 22. 
* Animal sacrifices — Hebrews 10:1-18 
* Circumcision — 1 Corinthians 7:18-20; Galatians 5:2-8; etc. 
* Virgin birth – Matthew 1:18,20; Luke 1:35 
* Earthly life and death of Jesus — Hebrews 9:26,28; 10:10; 7:26,27; 

etc. 
* Resurrection of Jesus – Romans 1:4.  
All of these are works God once did but has ceased because their 

purpose was accomplished. And note that many of them involved 
miracles. Can you name any work that God continued to do after it had 
fulfilled its purpose, when it was no longer needed? 

We earlier studied some attempts of people who claim miracles are 
needed today, but those claims are not valid. They are claiming either 
things that are no longer needed according to the Bible, or things that 
never were the intended purpose of miracles.  

The clear pattern is that God ceases to do works, including 
miraculous works, when their purpose has been accomplished. All 
miracles have now accomplished their purpose, so it follows that God 
has ceased all miracles. 

There Is No Means By Which People Today Can Receive 
These Gifts. 

As we studied earlier, the means no longer exist today for people to 
receive the gifts. 
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People received power to do spiritual gifts by two possible 
means. 

1. Holy Spirit baptism 

Holy Spirit baptism was never required or even promised to 
all people. Only two instances are recorded in Scripture. God never 
implied He would continue to give it to people throughout all ages.  

The purpose of Holy Spirit baptism was to give people miraculous 
powers. But those powers fulfilled their purpose and are no longer 
needed. Since the gifts themselves have ceased, it follows that Holy Spirit 
baptism is no longer needed to give the powers.  

Ephesians 4:3-6 — There is one baptism today. We learned 
that this one baptism is water baptism, which is commanded for people 
of all ages. In fact, nearly all groups today practice some form of water 
baptism, including those who also claim Holy Spirit baptism. 

But Holy Spirit baptism and water baptism are two separate and 
distinct baptisms (Acts 1:5). And Ephesians 4 expressly says that, when 
Paul wrote the book of Ephesians, there was only one baptism. We can 
no more practice two separate and distinct baptisms today than we can 
worship two Heavenly Fathers! 

So, whereas there have been several baptisms practiced at various 
times, yet by the time Ephesians was written, all these baptisms had 
ceased except one. But water baptism was to continue for all ages, so 
Holy Spirit baptism must have ceased before Ephesians was written. 

2. Laying on of apostles’ hands 

People also received spiritual gifts by having apostles lay hands on 
them. But we have seen that only apostles could impart gifts in this 
way. Even if other people had received gifts from an apostle, they could 
not in turn impart or pass on spiritual gifts to others. 

This means of receiving the gifts has also fulfilled its purpose and 
ceased, as we will see, since there are no apostles today. 

Apostles were always involved, whenever people received 
miraculous powers. 

Whether by Holy Spirit baptism or by laying on of apostles’ hands, 
no one ever received miraculous powers after Jesus’ resurrection except 
with the direct, personal involvement of an apostle. But we have also 
seen that no one today meets the qualifications of apostles.  

* No one works the true signs of apostles. 
* No one is directly guided by the Spirit as apostles were. 
* No one is a personal eyewitness of the resurrected Christ like 

apostles had to be. 
* No one has been called directly by Jesus to serve as an apostle. 
So apostles were always involved whenever anyone received 

miraculous powers of the Spirit, but there are no apostles today. 
Therefore, there is no way for people to receive the gifts today; Holy 
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Spirit baptism and laying on of apostles’ hands both ceased in the first 
century. So the gifts themselves must have ceased around the time when 
all apostles had passed away. This harmonizes with all the other 
evidence we have studied. 

The Bible Teaches that Miracles Would Cease When Their 
Purpose Was Fulfilled. 

1 Corinthians 13:8-11 – A prophecy that spiritual gifts would 
cease 

The context — chaps. 12,13, and 14 all discuss spiritual 
gifts. 

Chap. 12 lists the gifts (12:4-11) and shows they all had a useful 
purpose at the time they existed. But 12:31 contrasts the gifts to a “more 
excellent way.” 

Chap. 13 shows the “more excellent way” is love. Love is greater 
than spiritual gifts primarily in that love will endure, whereas the gifts 
were temporary and would cease. 

Chap. 14 gives regulations regarding the proper use of the gifts for 
the temporary period when they continued to exist. 

Why and when would spiritual gifts cease? — 13:8-10 

The gifts would cease because they were “in part” (vv 9,10) — 
in some sense they were incomplete and imperfect. 

They would cease “when that which is perfect is come” (v10). 
“Perfect” here means “complete” (NKJV footnote). Note: “That which is 
perfect” is contrasted to “that which is in part” (spiritual gifts). “That 
which is perfect” in some sense completes or perfects that which is 
incomplete or imperfect about spiritual gifts. If we can determine in 
what sense spiritual gifts were “in part,” then we will understand when 
and why they would cease. 

In what way were the gifts “in part”?  

The only sensible answer is that, at the time Paul wrote, the gifts 
had only partly accomplished their purpose. The gifts were then 
in the process of delivering the will of God (as chapters 12-14 
frequently mention). But the delivery was not complete when Paul 
wrote. 

Since “that which is perfect (complete)” is contrasted to “that which 
is in part”, we conclude “that which is perfect” must refer to the 
complete revelation of all truth. When the revelation was delivered 
completely, the purpose of spiritual gifts would be accomplished and 
they would no longer be needed, so they would cease.  

When did this occur? Near the end of the lifetime of the original 
apostles, as we have seen! Remember the gifts were needed because 
people did not have the written word. In fact the gifts were needed to 
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give men the written word. When the scriptures were complete, direct 
revelation was no longer needed, so it ceased. 

James 1:25 describes the gospel as the “perfect law of liberty” - 
“that which is perfect.” 

V11 – an illustration: childish conduct vs. mature conduct 

A child cannot speak or walk well. It drinks only milk, needs its 
diaper changed, etc. As it grows up, it ceases these childish acts. So when 
God first began to reveal the gospel, gifts of prophecy, tongues, etc., were 
needed to deliver the message. But when the message became mature — 
i.e., completely delivered — then those gifts, that had been needed to 
accomplish its delivery, would no longer be needed and so would cease. 

Note that this means spiritual gifts were the immature state of God’s 
revelation, but the completed Bible is mature. To insist that spiritual 
gifts are needed today is to go back to immaturity. When people 
understand that the Bible as God’s completed message, they will rely on 
it for spiritual guidance and will not seek to go back to that which is 
partial or incomplete. 

A similar illustration: While a man is building a house, he needs 
to hammer and saw, etc. When the house is complete, the hammering 
and sawing are no longer needed, so they cease. Likewise, spiritual gifts 
were needed while the gospel was being revealed, but they ceased when 
the revelation was complete. 

Some think “that which is perfect” refers to Jesus’ second 
coming (either Jesus Himself or some other event at Jesus’ 
return). 

* Where does the context refer to Jesus’ return? How would 
spiritual gifts (“that which is in part”) contrast to Jesus (“that which is 
perfect”)? Jesus second coming fits neither the context nor Paul’s logic. 

* The three spiritual gifts listed (prophecy, tongues, and knowledge 
— v8) are contrasted to three abiding qualities: faith, hope, and love 
(v13). The spiritual gifts are temporary — they cease “when that 
which is perfect” is come (v10). But faith, hope, and love are abiding 
compared to the gifts: they do not cease “when that which is perfect is 
come.” So spiritual gifts would cease “when that which is perfect” came, 
but faith, hope, and love would not cease. 

This means “that which is perfect” cannot refer to Jesus’ second 
coming, since faith and hope will cease then (Romans 8:24; 2 
Corinthians 5:7; Hebrews 11:1). To say spiritual gifts will last till Jesus 
returns would be to say that the gifts are as enduring as faith and hope; 
but this is the opposite of what the passage says. So spiritual gifts must 
cease before Jesus’ second coming. The truth, as we have seen, is that 
the gifts ceased when the scriptures were completed.  
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To insist we need spiritual gifts today would be to deny the 
sufficiency of Scripture! It would be as unreasonable as dressing a full-
grown man in a diaper and feeding him from a baby bottle! 

Jude 3 – The faith (gospel) was “once” delivered to the saints.  

“Once” is translated “once for all” (New King James Version, 
American Standard Version, English Standard Version, and others). It is 
“used of what is so done as to be of perpetual validity and never need 
repetition” — Thayer.  

Note Hebrews 9:26,28; 10:10; 7:26,27; 1 Peter 3:18 – 
“Once” (same Greek word) describes Jesus’ death in contrast 
to animal sacrifices. 

Old Testament sacrifices did not completely remove sins, so they 
continued to be offered. But Jesus’ death was perfect and sufficient to 
completely remove all sin for all men of all ages, so it happened only 
“once”. It did not need to be repeated, so it never will be repeated. To 
say we need more sacrifice for sin would be to deny the perfection of 
Jesus’ sacrifice.  

Likewise, the faith was delivered “once” (for all). 

Spiritual gifts continued as long as God’s perfect testament had not 
been perfectly and completely revealed. But the perfect New Testament 
was perfectly and completely delivered to men in the first century. It 
does not need to be delivered again, so it never will be delivered again. 
Therefore, the spiritual gifts by which it was delivered have ceased. To 
say we still need spiritual gifts would be to deny the perfection of the 
New Testament! 

Everything Jesus did was perfect. He gave us a perfect sacrifice for 
sin; when that sacrifice had accomplished its purpose, it ceased and was 
not repeated. He also gave us the perfect New Testament to tell us how 
to receive forgiveness (Hebrews 1:1,2; James 1:25). That perfect 
revelation was perfectly delivered “once for all” by means of spiritual 
gifts in the first century. That delivery will not be repeated, because it 
was done perfectly. The revelation we have needs no improvements, just 
like Jesus’ death will never be repeated because it needs no 
improvements. 

Every person who seeks spiritual gifts today is saying (perhaps 
unintentionally) that he lacks faith in the Bible as the complete and 
perfect revelation of God’s will. Those who are satisfied with the 
Scriptures will appreciate that they need no other revelation; so they 
believe God when He says there will be no other revelation. 
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Answers to Evidence that Spiritual 
Gifts Are for Today 

Those who believe spiritual gifts exist today naturally attempt to 
justify their view. We have already answered many such arguments, but 
here are a few remaining ones: 

Those Who Seek Signs Are a “Wicked and Adulterous 
Generation” — Matthew 12:38,39. 

This objection is offered when we challenge people who believe in 
miracles to prove their claims by doing miracles (see also Matthew 16:1f; 
John 2:18; 6:26-30; 1 Cor. 1:22). 

1 John 4:1 – God commands us to test prophets to see if they 
are from God. 

We have cited many examples showing that one way to test 
prophets is by comparing their works to Bible miracles. God’s true 
prophets often deliberately worked signs to prove they were from God. 
They did so in the presence of false teachers and unbelievers, so people 
could see the difference between their words and false miracles.  

Evidently true prophets did not believe that it was “wicked and 
adulterous” for people to ask for signs, in the age when they did exist. On 
the contrary, we have cited many Scriptures showing that the purpose of 
miracles was to confirm the message.  

Do those who make this argument seriously believe that everyone 
who asked Jesus for a miracle was “wicked and adulterous”? We have 
abundantly proved that was not the case. 

Jesus rebuked people for requesting more signs only after 
they had already received adequate evidence. 

He did not condemn people for sincerely wanting signs so they 
could determine whether He was from God. The people He rebuked had 
already seen many signs, but instead of believing and repenting (v41), 
they attributed His miracles to Beelzebub and demanded more signs (see 
Matthew 12:9-14,22-24; note chaps 4-12). 

But this is not our case. We have not seen any real signs at all! One 
is “wicked and adulterous” only when he has already received 
enough evidence yet still refuses to believe and demands more 
evidence.  

Jesus never offered testimonials or arguments in place of 
doing miracles. 

When we challenge those who believe in modern miracles, they 
respond by citing a string of testimonials and arguments to try to prove 
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that they really do have miracles. Some have conducted many public 
debates to try to prove miracles still exist! 

When did Jesus or His apostles ever debate, argue, or give 
testimonials to prove they could do miracles? The very fact that people 
today offer such debates and arguments proves they do not have the 
same power as Jesus and the apostles had! 

If Jesus knew people needed the opportunity to see miracles, He 
just did the miracles. If He knew people had already seen sufficient 
evidence but still did not believe, He rebuked them and left. But He never 
tried to argue to convince anyone He could do miracles. 

Even the doubters were still given another sign: the 
resurrection (vv 39,40).  

Jesus offered the wicked and adulterous generation yet another 
sign: He arose from the dead. That sign will satisfy us. If people today 
will just raise someone from the dead, where we can see and know it has 
happened, we won’t ask for any more miracles afterward! 

If Matthew 12 rebukes anyone today, it is those who still 
want miracles.  

Today we have in the Scriptures adequate evidence of the miracles 
that confirm God’s word, so we can have eternal life (John 20:30,31). 
But some people today are not satisfied with those miracles, so they 
continue to ask for more! That is the problem that Jesus rebuked. 

We are not asking for miracles to convince us to believe in Jesus and 
the Bible. We ask for miracles only when people tell us they still exist 
today, and we are testing the prophets like the Bible teaches us to do. We 
are satisfied with the miracles Jesus and His apostles and prophets 
already did as recorded in the Scriptures. The people who claim miracles 
still exist today are the ones who are not satisfied with the miracles God 
has already done! 

Jesus Is the Same Yesterday, Today, And Forever — 

Hebrews 13:8. 
Since Jesus worked miracles “yesterday,” some say this verse proves 

He must do so “today.” 

Note that the verse also says He is the same “forever.” 

So if the verse means Jesus must do miracles today, then He must 
also do them forever. That flatly contradicts 1 Corinthians 13:8-10, 
which surely teaches miracles will cease someday. 

God has ceased doing many things that He did in the past. 

Previously in this study we have listed many things that God has 
ceased doing, including many miracles. The whole point of the context 
of Hebrews 13:8 is that, in the New Testament, God has ceased doing 
many things that He did under the Old Testament. 
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If it does not violate Hebrews 13:8 to believe that God ceased doing 
many works, including many miracles, why would it violate the verse to 
believe that He has ceased doing all miracles? 

Hebrews 13:8 says Jesus is the same, not that He does the 
same.  

God’s basic character remains unchanged. He is always loving, 
merciful, just, all-powerful, etc. — this does not change. But His deeds 
and His will for men have changed. That is the point of the book of 
Hebrews: God ceased binding the Old Covenant because we now have 
the New Covenant. Likewise, He has ceased doing miracles, because we 
have the completed Scriptures.  

To Say Spiritual Gifts Have Ceased Would Limit God’s Love 
and Make Him a Respecter of Persons (Acts 10:34,35). 

We are told that God’s miracles demonstrated His love and 
blessings in Bible times. To say He has stopped would mean that He is a 
respecter of persons who lacks love for people today. 

Even in the age of spiritual gifts, not all people were equally 
gifted — 1 Corinthians 12:28-30,4-11.  

Even then, some believers possessed no spiritual gifts at all; those 
that did possess them, differed in their gifts. Some people in that day 
received miracles (such as healings) and others did not. (See our notes 
on the purpose of miracles for specific examples.) 

Did God not love all those people? Was He a respecter of persons 
then? If not, then the fact God does miracles for some people but not for 
others does not prove He lacks love or is a respecter of persons. 

Among people today who claim spiritual gifts, are all equally 
gifted?  

Do all believers today possess all the miraculous powers just the 
same as all other believers? Do all believers today receive miracles the 
same as all other believers? 

If not, does that make God a respecter of persons? Does He not love 
everyone the same today? Why is it that people can understand that God 
would not be partial and unloving if He gave different gifts to different 
people today, but if we claim that everyone is the same today (no one has 
any gifts), then we are accused of making God partial and unloving? 

This objection is based entirely on a lack of appreciation for 
the Scriptures.  

Those who make this argument assume that we, who have the Bible 
today, are at some disadvantage to people who had spiritual gifts. It is 
true that we don’t have gifts as those people did; but it is also true that 
we do have the completed Scriptures, which they did not. In fact, the 
reason the gifts ceased is that we now have the Scriptures, so the gifts 
are not needed.  
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We are at no disadvantage to the people who received miracles, so 
God has shown us no lack of love nor any respect of persons. To say 
otherwise is to belittle the blessing of the Scriptures. This argument 
simply proves again that those who want miracles today do not 
appreciate the Bible. They think that which is “in part” (gifts) is better 
than “that which is perfect” (the Bible). 

Love and impartiality mean that God offers salvation to all 
men equally; it never required Him to give all men equal 
blessings in this life. 

Acts 10:34,35 – God’s impartiality pertains to whether or not we are 
accepted by Him, not to the abilities or blessings we have in this life. 

No Scripture promises that God will give equal abilities or equal 
blessings to all. If love and impartiality require Him to do miracles 
today as in the past, why not argue that He must equally bless us in all 
other ways? Must we all have the same abilities, health, material 
prosperity, etc.? People have always differed in these ways. 

1 Corinthians 12 & 14 emphasize that God did give 
different gifts to different people and some had no gifts at all; 
they were commanded to accept this, not resent it. Paul 
rebuked Corinth because people resented the fact that other people had 
different gifts from them. But this is the same mindset people have today 
when they think they are at a disadvantage if they have no miracles 
today! 

To argue that love and impartiality require God to give equal gifts 
to all is to flatly contradict the Scriptures that discuss spiritual gifts! 
God’s love and impartiality are demonstrated in that He offers salvation 
to all on the basis of obedient faith according to the gospel. 

To Deny Miracles Today Is To Deny God’s Power. 

We are told that God is all-powerful, so He can always do miracles. 
If we claim He does not do them today, then we are denying or limiting 
His power.  

We have already proved that God did many things in the past 
that He no longer does. 

Previously in this study we have listed many such acts, including 
many miracles. If God ceased to do them, does that prove He lacks the 
power to do them? 

Do you deny that God has ceased to do these works? If you agree 
that God is not doing some of these works, then are you limiting God’s 
power? 

If you can understand how God can still be all-powerful even though 
He ceased doing the works we have listed, then you can just as easily 
understand how He can still be all-powerful even though He has ceased 
doing miracles. 
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The issue is, not God’s power, but God’s will.  

God has the power to do many things that He chooses not to do. 
Of the works we have proved that God ceased doing, the reason He 
ceased them is that He wills not to do them. He does not lack the power 
to do them. 

We have shown repeatedly that God ceases to do works, when their 
purpose is accomplished. It is not that He lacks the power to do them, 
but they simply no longer accomplish His purpose. So He stops.  

We have shown by the Scriptures that one of the works God 
does not will to do today is miracles. And we have shown 
why He does not work them.  

We don’t deny God’s power. If it was His will to do them, He could 
do them. But is it not His will. The problem is not that we are denying 
God’s power. The problem is that insisting on miracles for today is a 
denial of God’s will! 

Mark 16:17,18 Says Miracles Will Follow Them That 

Believe. 

We are told that this refers to those believers who are saved (v16). 
People still believe today, so we are told that the signs of vv 17,18 must 
still exist today. 

This argument requires that miracles must continue as long 
as faith continues. 

Yet 1 Corinthians 13:8-13 definitely says that the gifts would cease 
at a time when faith continues to abide. This argument on Mark 16 flatly 
contradicts 1 Corinthians 13! 

This argument also requires that all saved people must do 
miracles. 

If “them that believe” in vv 17,18, means all saved believers (v16), 
then the signs listed shall follow all saved believers.  

It follows that those who don’t do the signs must be unbelievers, and 
unbelievers are condemned! This means that anyone who does not do 
miracles stands condemned as an unbeliever. Do those who make this 
argument really believe that? 

In fact, many people who make this argument know many people 
who don’t do miracles, yet they believe many of those people are saved. 
Many of them do not do miracles themselves! 

Even in the first century there were saved believers who did 
no signs (1 Corinthians 12; Acts 8; etc.)  

So Mark 16:17,18 cannot refer to all believers, else we have a 
contradiction in Scripture. 
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Most modern “miracle-workers” attempt only 1 or 2 of the 
signs of Mark 16.  

If these signs shall follow those who believe, and those believers are 
the saved people of v16, then all these signs should be present among all 
believers. Yet many who make the argument do not drink poison or take 
up snakes, nor have they seen others do so. Why not? 

The purpose of the signs was to confirm the message 
preached (v20).  

Yet many, who claim modern miracles, don’t truly believe what v16 
says about the necessity of baptism, or they contradict other Bible 
teachings. Are the signs confirming false teaching? 

Further, those who claim to do signs often contradict one another, 
yet they all tell similar testimonies. Whose preaching is being 
confirmed? Does the Spirit confirm false teaching? 

We have shown that the truth has been fully confirmed, so the signs 
are no longer needed. 

Vv 17,18 were fulfilled in the apostles who needed faith to 
preach the gospel. 

Vv 17,18 cannot mean that the signs will follow all saved people. So, 
what does it mean? 

Those who heard the gospel (v16) were not the only people in the 
context who needed faith! Vv 11-15 mention another group of people who 
lacked faith: the people whom Jesus here commanded to preach the 
gospel were told to believe just as surely as were those who heard the 
gospel. Which group of believers was Jesus saying would do the miracles 
of vv 17,18?  

V20 answers by showing how the promise was fulfilled. Jesus was 
speaking here to the apostles (v14). The preachers had shown lack of 
faith, but they needed faith to preach and confirm their message by 
signs. V20 says “they” were the ones who fulfilled vv 17,18 by doing the 
signs. The purpose of the signs was to confirm the word of the 
apostles.  

So Mark 16:17,18 simply means that the apostles needed faith, so 
they could preach and do miracles. Then v20 confirms that they were the 
ones who did them. This harmonizes with all the other teachings on 
miracles we have already studied. To claim that the passage is promising 
that all believers can do miracles would be to contradict the context and 
other passages.  

Conclusion 

So, miracles and spiritual gifts were essential to God’s plan. They 
were necessary to reveal the word of God, record it in the Scriptures, and 
confirm it to be God’s will. However, when the message was completed, 
the gifts were no longer needed, so they ceased. To believe otherwise is 
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to misunderstand God’s will. Many false doctrines have been believed 
and practiced as a result.  

What we believe about miracles for today is ultimately determined 
by whether or not we respect the Bible as the perfect and complete 
revelation of God’s will. Those who claim we still need miracles 
invariably demonstrate a lack of faith and appreciation for Scripture. 
Those who truly respect the Bible know that miracles are no longer 
needed. Which view do you choose? 
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The Indwelling of the 
Holy Spirit  

Introduction: 

The Holy Spirit is a topic of current interest among religious people. 
Some folks believe they have Holy Spirit baptism, miracles, tongues, or 
direct guidance. Some preachers have become fabulously wealthy by 
claiming to have such powers or to give such powers to others. 

On the other hand, many people are quite confused about the work 
of the Holy Spirit. 

The Bible mentions many different works done by the Holy 
Spirit at various times in history.  

The Holy Spirit is a living spirit Being, one of the three members of 
the Godhead. As such He has been active throughout Bible history. 

* He was active in creation and in sustaining the universe (Genesis 
1:2; Psalms 104:30; Job 26:13; 33:4). 

* He conceived Jesus in Mary’s womb (Matthew 1:18,20; Luke 1:35).  
* He revealed God’s will to men who then taught this message to 

others (1 Corinthians 2:10-14; Ephesians 3:3-5; Mark 13:11; John 14:26; 
16:13; 2 Peter 1:21).  

* He then empowered these men to perform miracles to confirm 
that their message was from God (Hebrews 2:3,4; 1 Corinthians 12:4-11; 
Acts 2:4; 10:44-46; 14:3).  

* He teaches, convicts, and sanctifies sinners (John 16:8-11; 1 
Corinthians 6:11; John 3:3-5; Ephesians 2:18; 1 Corinthians 12:13; 1 
Peter 1:2).  

* He gives Christians joy, comfort, unity, love, etc. (Romans 5:5; 
14:17; 15:13; Ephesians 4:3; Acts 9:31; Galatians 5:22-25; 1 
Thessalonians 1:6).  

Note that some of these activities continue to occur today, but 
others have reached completion and ceased. The fact the Spirit once did 
a work does not necessarily prove He is continuing to do it today.  
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The purpose of this study is to consider the indwelling of the 
Holy Spirit.  

The Bible definitely teaches that the Spirit does dwell in 
people today. 

1 Corinthians 3:16 — We are a temple of God, and the Spirit of God 
dwells [Greek ] in us. 

1 Corinthians 6:19 — Our body is a temple of the Holy Spirit, which 
is in us because we are bought with a price. Everyone who has been 
purchased (redeemed) by the blood of Christ also has the Spirit of God 
dwelling in him. [Note: This verse has no word for “dwell,” but simply 
says He is “in” us — Greek . The parallel in 1 Cor. 3:16, however, shows 
this means the same as the Spirit “dwelling” in us. Note similar examples 
below.]  

Romans 8:9 — We should be led by the Spirit of God. If the Spirit of 
God (Christ) does not dwell [Greek ] in us, we do not belong to 
God. 

These verses teach the following (please remember these points as 
our study proceeds): 

1) The Spirit does dwell in some people today. 
2) In fact, He dwells in all true children of God.  
3) And He begins to dwell in us at the moment we become God’s 

children.  
[See also Acts 2:38; 5:32; James 4:5; Rom. 5:5; Eph. 5:18.]  

Why is this subject important? 

People of all different faiths make conflicting claims about the Holy 
Spirit: Catholics, Pentecostals, Mormons, Lutherans, and even some 
former members of churches of Christ. Surely we need to know the truth 
about the Holy Spirit.  

Some people conclude that, if the Holy Spirit dwells in them, then 
they must have the supernatural manifestations of the Holy Spirit: Holy 
Spirit baptism, miracles, and tongues. 

Others are convinced that - in addition to the teaching of the 
Scriptures - the Holy Spirit guides them directly in daily decisions, or 
perhaps especially in spiritual decisions. 

But remember that the Holy Spirit has done many different things 
at different times. When a passage mentions the Holy Spirit, the only 
way to know what He is doing is from the context.  

So, let us consider what the indwelling of the Holy Spirit involves, 
and how it compares to other works of the Spirit. 
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Is the Indwelling the Same as Holy 
Spirit Baptism, Direct Guidance, 

and Miracles?  

We agree that, in times past, the Holy Spirit gave people Holy Spirit 
baptism, direct guidance, and miracles. Are these the same as the 
indwelling of the Holy Spirit, and are they occurring today? 

All Christians Received the Indwelling, but NOT All 
Received Holy Spirit Baptism, Direct Guidance, or 

Miracles.  

We already showed that all Christians have the indwelling of the 
Spirit. However: 

Not all people received direct revelation and miracles.  

1 Corinthians 12:29,30 — Were all people apostles or prophets? No. 
Likewise, not all had tongues, miracles, etc. [Note vv 4,7-11.] 

Holy Spirit “baptism” was a special work that was never 
promised to all people.  

Only two cases in the Bible are described as Holy Spirit 
“baptism.”  

Compare Acts 1:2-8 to 2:1-11. The apostles received Holy Spirit 
baptism when the Jews first received the gospel. Note the reference to 
“men of Galilee” in 1:11 and compare to 2:7,14.  

Acts 10:44-46; 11:15-18 [15:7-9] - Cornelius’ household received 
Holy Spirit baptism when the Gentiles first received the gospel.  

No other incidents in Scripture are referred to as Holy Spirit 
baptism. 

Everyone who received Holy Spirit Baptism spoke in 
tongues, but not all Christians spoke in tongues though they 
had the indwelling.  

In both of the cases of Holy Spirit baptism listed above, the people 
immediately spoke in tongues (Acts 2:1-11; 10:46). But not all Christians 
spoke in tongues, even though all had the indwelling (see 1 Corinthians 
12:4,7-11,29,30 above). 

Whereas all Christians possess the indwelling, not all Christians 
received Holy Spirit baptism, direct guidance, or miracles. It follows that 
these are not the same work of the Spirit. 
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The Indwelling Is Received at Conversion, but Spiritual 
Gifts Came by Other Means at Other Times.  

Acts 22:16 — Remember, people have the indwelling as soon as they 
are forgiven of sin. But they are commanded not to wait to be forgiven. 

But people were told to wait for Holy Spirit baptism.  

Acts 1:4,5,8 — Jesus told the apostles that, in order to receive Holy 
Spirit baptism, they had to “wait” till God chose to give it to them.  

We have the power to choose whether and when we will be saved 
and receive the indwelling. But those few who received Holy Spirit 
baptism had no control over when or who. It follows that the indwelling 
is not the same as Holy Spirit baptism.  

Likewise, some people received miraculous gifts through the 
apostles’ hands at a different time from conversion.  

Acts 8:12-19 — The Samaritans believed and were baptized (v12), so 
they were saved (Mark 16:16; Acts 2:38; etc.). As we have learned, they 
would have immediately received the indwelling. 

However, the Spirit had not yet fallen on them (vv 15,16). The Spirit 
was indwelling them, yet in another sense they did not receive the Spirit 
till the apostles came and laid hands on them (vv 14-19). Other examples 
of laying on of apostles’ hands show that this involved bestowing 
miraculous powers, tongues, etc. (Acts 19:1-6; 2 Tim. 1:6; Rom. 1:8-11).  

Again, these people received the indwelling at conversion, but did 
not then receive miraculous powers. And when people did receive them 
both, they came at different times and in different ways. So clearly the 
two are not the same.  

Today No One Does Miracles Like Those in the Early 
Church.  

The indwelling must exist today just like in the first century, since 
all saved people have it. But no one today duplicates the miraculous 
powers of the first century. 

True miracles can be distinguished from frauds. 

1 John 4:1 — We must test people who claim miracles or direct 
guidance, because many are frauds. [Matt. 7:15-23; 24:24; 2 Cor. 11:13-
15; 2 Peter 2:1; Deut. 18:20-22; Acts 8:9-13; 2 Thess. 2:9-12; Rev. 2:2]  

Today when we “test” the claims of “miracle-workers,” they almost 
never attempt to show us miracles. Instead they offer arguments and 
testimonials. 

Acts 8:5-13 — However, true miracle workers exercised their gifts 
in the presence of false teachers. Instead of offering testimonials or 
arguments, they just did the miracles so people could observe for 
themselves. 
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Acts 4:14-16 — Even opponents of true prophets could not deny the 
miracles that occurred. 

[Note John 11:47,48; Ex 7-12 (esp. 8:17-19); Num. 16 and 17; 1 Kings 
18:20-40;; 13:6-12; 2 Kings 1 and 6; Dan. 2; Dan. 3; Dan. 6; 1 Kings 13:1-
6; Jer. 28.] 

Modern “healings” differ from true healings. 

When we examine modern so-called miracles, they do not measure 
up to Bible miracles.  

John 11:38-45 — Bible healings involved obvious organic diseases 
that were healed obviously, instantaneously, and completely. They never 
involved relapses, partial improvements, or gradual healings requiring 
days or weeks. 

Further, Jesus and his apostles (after they received Holy Spirit 
baptism) always succeeded. No disease was too hard to heal, nor did they 
fail in any attempt to heal.  

So-called miracles today lack many characteristics of Bible 
miracles. True miracles were evident to everyone. Modern “miracles” are 
not convincing, but have the characteristics of frauds.  

[Note 9:1,7,18-25; Acts 3:2-10 and 4:22; 5:12,15,16; Luke 13:11-17; 
7:11-17; Mark 1:40-45; 2:10-12; 5:25-29, 35-42; Matt. 4:23f; 14:34-36; 
12:10-13.] 

Modern “revelations” differ from true guidance of the Spirit. 

Matthew 10:19,20 — True guidance of the Spirit gave men the 
infallible will of God, which could be expressed in exactly the words God 
wanted. The message was precise even in great detail (Matt. 22:32; Gal. 
3:16).  

However, modern so-called direct guidance involves vague 
leadings, impressions, feelings, and undefined urgings. Instead of 
stating the revelation clearly, people often say it is “better felt than told” 
and “you cannot understand until you experience it.” 

Further, modern “revelations” often contradict one another and 
contradict the Bible. But the Holy Spirit does not contradict Himself (1 
Cor. 14:33; 1:10-13; Gal. 1:8,9; 2 John 9; etc.).  

True revelations from God could always be distinguished from 
frauds by objective evidence. This was the primary purpose of miracles. 
But there is no objective evidence to prove any modern “revelations” are 
from God or to distinguish the true ones from the false ones. This implies 
they are human, not divine, in origin.  

The indwelling of the Spirit continues today unchanged, but 
modern so-called miracles clearly differ from what existed in Bible 
times.  

[Note; 1 Cor. 14:37; 2:10-13; Deut. 18:18-22; 2 Peter 1:21; 2 Sam. 
23:1,2; Eph. 3:3-5] 
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The Purposes of Holy Spirit Baptism and Spiritual Gifts 
Have Been Fulfilled.  

As we have seen, the indwelling continues today, since without it we 
do not belong to God. 

Holy Spirit baptism and spiritual gifts were given to reveal 
new truths and to confirm that those messages were 
truly from God.  

Matthew 10:19,20; Acts 14:3 — Spiritual gifts of direct guidance 
revealed new truths in the age when the Scriptures had not yet been 
completed.  

Mark 16:20; Hebrews 2:3,4 - Miracles confirmed that those 
messages were really from God.  

Today, direct guidance and miracles are not needed, because 
we have the completed Scriptures.  

2 Timothy 3:16,17 — The Scriptures reveal all that we need to know 
to please God, in a way that any honest person can understand. [2 Peter 
1:3; Acts 20:20,27; Ephesians 3:3-5; Acts 17:11; 1 Corinthians 14:33; 1 
Peter 1:22-25; 2 John 2]  

John 20:30,31 — Furthermore, the Scriptures contain eyewitness 
testimony of the miracles that confirm the message is from God. No 
further miracles are needed to confirm the message. [Luke 1:1-4; 1 
Corinthians 15:1-8; 2 Peter 1:12-18] 

Galatians 3:15 — Once a covenant has been confirmed or ratified, it 
does not need to be continually re-confirmed.  

Miraculous confirmation was needed as long as new truths were 
being revealed. But since the apostles received all truth, there is no new 
truth to be revealed (John 16:13; 2 Peter 1:3; Acts 20:20,27; 2 Timothy 
3:16,17). So, direct guidance of the Spirit and miraculous confirmation 
are not needed today. They have served their purpose. But the indwelling 
continues.  

Holy Spirit Baptism and Spiritual Gifts Have Ceased.  

Remember that all people who belong to God will have the 
indwelling. But consider the evidence that Holy Spirit baptism and 
spiritual gifts have ceased.  

Holy Spirit baptism and spiritual gifts were never promised 
to all people. 

Even in the first century, not all saved people had them. There is 
therefore no reason to expect people to need them today.  

The purposes of miraculous powers have been fulfilled. 

As we have seen, Holy Spirit baptism and spiritual gifts existed to 
reveal and confirm the revelation from God. Since God’s word was 
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adequately revealed and confirmed in the first century, we no longer 
need direct guidance or miracles. The gifts fulfilled their purpose. 

The means of bestowing miraculous powers and direct 
revelation have ceased. 

Whenever anyone received miraculous powers in the New 
Testament, apostles were always present and directly involved. Since 
Pentecost, not one case can be named in which anyone received these 
powers apart from the direct involvement of apostles.  

But there are no apostles today, since no one today is an eyewitness 
that Jesus was raised from the dead (Acts 1:22; 1 Cor. 9:1; 15:8; etc.). So, 
no one can obtain these powers today. This agrees with the fact that no 
one needs these gifts now.  

No one today practices the kind of miracles and powers done 
in the early church.  

We have seen that the miracles claimed for today do not have the 
characteristics of true miracles but instead have the characteristics of 
frauds. True Biblical miracles are no longer being done because they are 
not needed. 

Ephesians 4:4-6 — There is only “ONE baptism” today. 

Holy Spirit baptism and water baptism are two separate and distinct 
baptisms (Matt. 3:11; Acts 1:5). But by the time Ephesians was written, 
one or the other had ceased.  

Some folks today claim to practice both water baptism and Holy 
Spirit baptism. But there can no more be two baptisms today than there 
can be two Gods.  

Water baptism, administered by men in Jesus’ name, is clearly still 
for today, since all men need it to be saved (Matt. 28:19; Mk. 16:16; Acts 
8:36-39; 10:47f; 2:38; 22:16; 1 Peter 3:21). But Holy Spirit baptism is 
entirely different. It has accomplished its purpose and has ceased.  

The Bible predicted that miracles would cease when their 
purpose was fulfilled.  

1 Corinthians 13:8-11 — Prophecies, tongues, and miraculous 
knowledge are three of the gifts the Spirit used to deliver God’s will (12:7-
11). But love (chap. 13) is “more excellent” than these gifts (12:31). Why? 
Because the gifts served a temporary purpose and would cease (vv 8-10), 
whereas love, faith, and hope would abide because they continue to be 
needed (13:13). 

Spiritual gifts would cease because they were “in part” (v9), and 
they would cease when “that which is perfect” or complete would come 
(v10). Note: “that which is perfect” is contrasted to the gifts that were “in 
part.”  

In what sense were spiritual gifts “in part”? At the time Paul wrote, 
the gifts had only partially completed their purpose of revealing God’s 
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will. The revelation was delivered by means of these gifts, but that work 
was not yet completed at the time Paul wrote. 

“That which is perfect” must, therefore, refer to the completed or 
mature revelation of God’s will (“the perfect law of liberty” — James 
1:25). When it had all been completely and adequately revealed, the 
spiritual gifts would cease because they had fulfilled their purpose. 

But all truth was revealed to the apostles and recorded in the Bible 
in the first century (John 16:13; 2 Tim. 3:16,17; 2 Peter 1:3). After that, 
spiritual gifts were unneeded, so they ceased. Now the written word is 
the only inspired means we have to learn God’s will.  

Jude 3 — The faith was “once for all delivered to the saints” (NKJV). 
The phrase “once for all” is used elsewhere to describe Jesus’ death, 
which occurred only one time, in contrast to animal sacrifices which 
were continually repeated because they could not really remove sin 
(Heb. 9:26,28; 10:10; 7:26,27; 1 Peter 3:18). Jesus’ sacrifice was so 
perfect that it did not need to be repeated. (See Thayer’s definition.)  

Likewise, the gospel was delivered to God’s people only “once.” 
When it was complete or perfect, it did not need to be repeated. We may 
as well affirm that Jesus’ sacrifice needs to be repeated as to affirm that 
people still need spiritual gifts today.  

So the indwelling of the Holy Spirit is different from Holy Spirit 
baptism, miracles, and direct guidance. The indwelling still exists, but 
Holy Spirit baptism and the miraculous gifts have ceased.  

How Does The Spirit Lead Men 
Today? 

People sometimes wonder, if there is no direct guidance from the 
Spirit today, then how does the Spirit instruct us to know God’s will?  

The Spirit Instructs Men through the Scriptures. 

All spiritual truth about God’s will was delivered to men in the first 
century and recorded in the Scriptures. This message has been 
preserved, so we today can know the will of God through the Spirit’s 
message in the written word. 

John 14:26; 16:13 — Speaking to the original apostles (cf. 13:1,21,22; 
16:17 to Matt. 26:20,26), Jesus promised that the Holy Spirit would 
guide them into all truth. The direct guidance of the Spirit did this for 
them, but this was never promised to all men. 

1 Corinthians 14:37 — The inspired men then wrote down the 
message that the Spirit revealed to them. So the Scriptures now contain 
the message of the Spirit in written form. [11:23] 
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Ephesians 3:3-5 — What Paul received by revelation, he wrote down 
so others could read and understand it. 

2 Timothy 3:16,17 — The inspiration of the Holy Spirit guided the 
inspired men to record all good works in the Scriptures, the written 
word. In this way, the Scriptures are profitable to teach and instruct men 
in righteousness, etc. 

John 20:30,31 — The written word tells enough that we can receive 
eternal life. [Cf. 1 John 1:1-4; 2:1-6.] 

2 Peter 1:12-15— Having received all things pertaining to life and 
godliness (1:3), Peter wrote so that, even after he died, others could be 
reminded of the words and commandments of Jesus’ apostles and 
prophets. [3:1,2] 

Today, we need no further revelation because the Bible completely 
reveals all we need to know to please God and be saved. Any religious 
doctrine taught today, which was not recorded in the Bible by the 
apostles and prophets in the first century, is not true, since those men 
received and wrote down all truth.  

[See also 1 Cor. 11:23; 2:10-14; 15:3; 2 Thess. 3:6,14; Jude 3; Rev. 
1:11; Acts 20:20,27; Gal. 1:8-12; James 1:25; Matt. 28:20; Col. 4:12; Heb. 
13:20,31.] 

Whatever the Spirit Does in Leading Men, the Word Is Said 
To Do the Same. 

Holy Spirit Work The Word 

Eph. 5:18f; 1 Cor. 6:19 Dwells in us Col. 3:16; 2 John 2 

Rom. 8:14; Gal. 5:18 Leads or guides 
Psa. 119:104,105; 2 Tim. 

3:16,17 
2 Thess. 2:13 Sanctifies John 17:17,19 

Gal. 5:22f Bears fruit Col. 1:5f,9f; Luke 8:11,15 
Rom. 15:13; Eph. 3:16 Gives power Rom. 1:16; Heb. 4:12 
Rom. 8:16; Eph. 1:13f Testifies we are God’s 1 John 2:3-6; 1 Peter 1:23 

Acts 9:31 Comforts Rom. 15:4; 1 Thess. 4:18 
Heb. 2:3,4 Gives evidence John 20:30,31 

Ephesians 6:17 — The word is the sword of the Spirit. The Spirit and 
the word are two separate things — they are not the same. But the word 
is the instrument the Spirit uses through which to reveal His will and 
lead men to obey Him today (cf. Heb. 4:12f).  

There is no means for knowing God’s will today apart from the 
Scriptures. This is why so many passages exhort us to study and teach 
God’s word (Acts 17:11; 8:4; Matt. 28:20; 22:29; 2 Tim. 3:16f; 2:2,15; Psa. 
19:7-11; 1:2; etc.). 

Indeed the Spirit does dwell in every Christian today. But this is not 
the means by which the Spirit leads men to know God’s will. The 
indwelling is a different work from that of revealing God’s will or guiding 
men. 
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When a man claims the Holy Spirit guides him today in ways in 
addition to the Scriptures, whether he realizes it or not, he is not satisfied 
to simply follow the Bible. He wants something else in addition to what 
the Bible says. He has rejected the Scriptures as a complete and perfect 
guide. 

What Is the Indwelling of the 
Spirit?  

If the indwelling of the Holy Spirit does not give miraculous powers 
or direct guidance, then what is its nature? What does the gospel mean 
when it says that the Holy Spirit dwells in all children of God? 

The Holy Spirit Dwells in Us Like the Father and the Son 
Dwell in Us. 

Many people become completely flustered trying to grasp the idea 
that the Holy Spirit dwells in them, yet they seem to have no problem 
whatever with the fact the Father and Son also dwell in them! Consider 
what the Bible teaches: 

The Father dwells in us and we in Him.  

2 Corinthians 6:16 — We are a temple of God (the “Father” — v18). 
He dwells [Greek: form of ] in us and walks in us, if we are His 
children, His people. 

1 John 4:14-16 — The Father sent the Son. If we confess Jesus to be 
the Son of God (the Father), then God dwells [Greek: ] in us and we 
in Him. [Cf. also vv 12,13.]  

Christians are not just a temple of the Holy Spirit who dwells in us; 
we are likewise a temple of the Father who dwells in us. And we dwell in 
the Father. Who would claim that this is a direct, personal indwelling? 
Does the heavenly Father somehow inhabit our bodies? 

[Eph. 2:20-22; 1 John 2:24]  

The Son dwells in us and we in Him.  

Ephesians 3:17 — Christ dwells [Greek: form of ] in our hearts 
by faith.  

John 15:4-6 — As a branch abides in the vine, so disciples abide 
[Greek: ] in Jesus and He in us. 

2 Corinthians 5:17 — If anyone is “in Christ” [Greek ] he is a new 
creature. Old things are passed away and all are become new. 

Romans 8:1 — There is no condemnation to those “in Christ.” 

[Greek . Note the references in context to the Spirit “dwelling in” us — 
vv 9-11.]  
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Galatians 3:27; Romans 6:3,4 — We are baptized into Christ. But 
baptism is essential to be forgiven of sins and become a child of God 
(Mark 16:16; Acts 2:38; 22:16; 1 Peter 3:21; etc.). Therefore, all who are 
forgiven of sins are in Christ.  

Note that these concepts are usually taught to people even before 
they become Christians, yet no one finds them particularly difficult or 
confusing. And no one assumes that these passages refer to some kind 
of direct, personal inhabiting of our bodies by Jesus’ spirit. 

Just as the Holy Spirit dwells in us, so also Jesus dwells in us and 
we in Him.  

[Cf. 2 Cor. 13:5; John 6:56; 14:20; 1 John 3:24; 2:5,6,24,27,28; 5:20; 
Col. 1:2,27; Rom. 16:3,8-13; 8:10; Rev. 14:13; Gal. 1:22; Eph. 1:1; Phil. 
1:1,14; 1 Thess. 4:16; 1 Peter 5:14.]  

The Father and Son dwell in One Another.  

John 14:10,11 — We should believe that the Father dwells in Jesus 
and Jesus is in the Father. [Greek  and .]  

John 14:20 — Jesus is in the Father, and we in Jesus, and Jesus in 

us. [Greek: .]  
John 10:37,38 — We should know and believe that the Father was 

in Jesus and Jesus in the Father. [Greek: ].  
The Father and Son are distinct individuals, just as we disciples are 

separate beings from one another. Yet the Son was in the Father, and the 
Father in the Son.  

[Note John 17:20-23.]  

Christians are in one another.  

2 Corinthians 7:3 — Paul said to the Corinthians, “You are in our 
hearts.” [Greek: ]  

Philippians 1:7 — “I have you in my heart.” [Greek: ]  
So the Spirit does dwell in faithful Christians. But the Father and 

Son also dwell in us, and we dwell in them. And Christians are even in 
one another.  

If we can believe without confusion that the Father and Son dwell 
in us, why are we so confused by the fact the Holy Spirit dwells in us? If 
we can understand how the Father and Son dwell in us and we in them, 
then we can understand how the Spirit dwells in us, since the same 
language is used for all these cases. 

[Note: To do some action “in” Deity may have a slightly different 
connotation from dwelling or being in one another. It could mean we act 
“by” God: by means of His power. John 3:21; 1 Thess. 2:2] 

The Indwelling Is Not a Direct, Personal Habitation.  

The human spirit dwells directly and personally in the human body 
as in a temple or tabernacle. In that sense our spirits inhabit our bodies, 
and Jesus’ spirit inhabited His body. Note 2 Cor. 4:16; 5:1,4; John 2:21; 
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James 2:26; Heb. 10:5; 2 Peter 1:13f; Luke 23:46. Is this how the Holy 
Spirit dwells in us?  

Do the Father and Son personally indwell us, etc.? 

If the Spirit personally dwells in us, then the Father and Son 
personally dwell in us, we dwell in them, and Christians dwell in one 
another, etc. (since the same language is used in Scripture for all these 
relationships). Do our spirits inhabit God’s body, etc.? Do all these 
spirits inhabit our bodies? I know no one who believes such, because 
there is no reason to believe this is what the language means. 

Some people will argue at length that the Holy Spirit “personally” 
indwells Christians, yet they almost never argue that the Father and Son 
“personally” dwell in us or we in them. Why not? Why do we not see just 
as much effort to prove a personal indwelling of the Father and Son as 
for the Holy Spirit? Why not argue that we personally dwell in the Father 
and Son?  

Evidently we all know the Father and Son do not personally dwell 
in us, we in them, etc. So why conclude that the parallel language for the 
Spirit means a personal indwelling? 

Consider the consequences of “God in the flesh.” 

When Jesus’ spirit dwelt in His body, that was an example of 
personal, direct indwelling. But He was God in the flesh. If the Holy 
Spirit personally and directly inhabits our bodies (and so do the Father 
and Son), then wouldn’t that make us God in the flesh like Jesus was? If 
our spirits personally dwell in the Father, wouldn’t that make us God? 
Surely such ideas would be blasphemous, and no one really believes 
these things to be true. So why claim that the Spirit dwells in us directly 
and personally? 

What work does the Spirit do that would require a direct, 
personal indwelling?  

He does not do miracles today, as we have seen. What does He do 
that would require a personal indwelling?  

Some emphasize that the Spirit intercedes for us (Rom. 8:26f). But 
why would this require a personal, direct indwelling? This is not a work 
done in us, but a work done in heaven on our behalf. (And remember 
that Jesus also intercedes for us. Does this require a personal 
indwelling?) 

There is no Bible evidence that the Spirit directly, personally 
indwells us, but there is considerable evidence against it. The concept of 
personal indwelling does not fit the terms used in Scripture. 

At this point we know that the indwelling of the Holy Spirit is not:  
(1) Holy Spirit baptism or miraculous powers  
(2) Direct guidance apart from the word or  
(3) A direct, personal inhabiting of our bodies.  
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Furthermore, whatever explanation we give for the indwelling of the 
Spirit, that explanation must harmonize with these facts:  

(1) The indwelling is not any of the things we have just listed. 
(2) The indwelling is for all Christians from the moment of 

conversion on. 
(3) The Spirit dwells in us like the Father and Son dwell in us, etc. 

The Indwelling Involves Fellowship with the Spirit Based 
on the Influence of God’s Word and Resulting in the Fruits 

of the Spirit.  

The indwelling involves fellowship or a close relationship 
with the Spirit, including all the blessings that are 
associated with such a relationship.  

John 17:20-23 — Disciples are “in” the Father and the Son, they are 
“in” us, and they are “in” one another. The passage explains that this 
means to be “one”: a close spiritual relationship of harmony, unity, and 
fellowship.  

John 15:1-6 — We “abide in” Jesus as a branch abides in the vine: 
close contact. It is the opposite of being cut off or separated from Him 
(vv 2,5,6).  

2 Corinthians 6:14-18 — God dwells in us as His temple if we are He 
people, His sons and daughters. The point in context is fellowship in 
contrast to separation. We must fellowship God or sin: one or the 
other. If we separate from sin, God will fellowship us: He will dwell in us 
as His temple and we will be His sons and daughters.  

1 John 1:3,6,7; 2:3-6 — The subject in context is how to fellowship 
the Father and the Son, and how to know we are right with them. This is 
called “fellowship” in 1:3,6, and is also called “knowing” God or 
“abiding in” God in 2:3-6.  

Ephesians 2:1-5,11-22 — We are a temple or habitation of God in the 
Spirit. Again, He dwells in or inhabits us. In what sense? The whole 
context shows we now have fellowship or union (reconciliation) with 
Him — access to Him — where before conversion we were separated 
or alienated from Him.  

This fits what we have learned, because sin is what keeps us from 
having fellowship with God (Isaiah 59:1,2). As soon as sin is forgiven, we 
have fellowship with the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. But we have 
learned that this is exactly when and how the indwelling of the Spirit 
begins.  

When the Bible says the Father and Son “dwell in” us and in one 
another, etc., it means we have a close relationship of unity and 
fellowship with them. Associated with this relationship are all spiritual 
blessings (Ephesians 1:3). Why assume it means something different 
when used for the Spirit dwelling in us?  
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Many other Scriptures talk about having fellowship with the Spirit. 
Note 2 Cor. 13:14; Phil. 2:1; Heb. 6:4.  

[Note: This concept is also confirmed by lexicons that define “dwell” 
and “in.”] 

This fellowship results from the influence of the Holy Spirit 
through the word.  

The indwelling begins the moment we are forgiven of sins by 
obeying the gospel, God’s word. Note other verses that tie indwelling to 
the word.  

1 John 2:3-6 — We know we know God and are “in Him” if we keep 
His commands.  

1 John 3:24 — If we keep His commands, He dwells in us and we 
in Him (cf. 2:24).  

Ephesians 3:17; Romans 10:17 — How does Jesus dwell in our 
hearts? By faith. But faith comes by hearing God’s word.  

Ephesians 5:18,19; cf. Colossians 3:16 — These are parallel 
passages. One says, “Let the word … dwell in you…” The parallel says to 
be “filled with the Spirit” (this is not miracles but the indwelling, since 
all Christians are commanded to do it). So we are filled with the Spirit 
when God’s word dwells in us. 

Ephesians 6:17 — The word is the sword of the Spirit. The word is 
not the Spirit, but is the agent used by the Spirit. If we know and obey 
the word, then we have fellowship with the Spirit and the Spirit 
continually directs and influences our lives through the word. (Cf. John 
8:31; 15:7-10; 2 John 9.)  

This harmonizes with the fact we earlier learned that the Bible says 
the word does whatever the Holy Spirit does in instructing and leading 
men. As we are led by the word, we are led by the Spirit Who revealed 
the word. As a result, we have fellowship with Deity, with all the 
blessings that come with that fellowship. 

Following the word of God, not only leads to fellowship with 
God, but also results in the fruits of the Spirit.  

Galatians 5:22-25 — When we are led by the Spirit (v18), our lives 
produce the “fruits” or qualities listed.  

Colossians 1:5,6,9,10; Luke 8:11,15 - This fruit, however, is 
produced, not by some mystical, miraculous, unexplainable influence of 
the Spirit, but through the influence of the word.  

John 15:1-6 — When we abide in Jesus as branches in the vine, we 
bear fruit. This occurs because we let Jesus’ word abide in us and we 
keep His commands (vv 7-10).  

Galatians 2:20 — Christ lives in me. When I live by the rules or 
principles He lived by, it is as though He were living His life through me. 
[4:19]  
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When a child acts like its parents, we say, “You can sure see his 
Daddy in him.” Paul Overstreet wrote a song entitled “I’m Seein’ My 
Father in Me.” So, when we are in fellowship with the Father, Son, and 
Spirit, and we let their word work in our lives, then we bear the fruits of 
their teachings. People can truly say, “You can see Jesus in him,” or “You 
can see the Spirit of God in Him.”  

Would anyone object if someone said that he has fellowship with 
God as he obeys God‘s word, is influenced by God’s word, and produces 
fruit in his life by God’s word? Could anyone prove that having the 
Father dwell in him involves something more than that? If not, then why 
not conclude that this is the sense in which the Holy Spirit dwells in us? 

(Note: Some say “The Spirit dwells in us through the word.” I do not 
disagree with that but have attempted to give a fuller, more detailed 
understanding of what this means.) 

Conclusion  

Do the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit dwell in you? To have God in 
your life, you must obey the word revealed by the Spirit so your sins will 
be forgiven. The teachings of the Spirit say that, to be forgiven you must 
hear the gospel, believe, repent, confess Christ, and be baptized (Mark 
16:15,16; Acts 2:38,42; 22:16; Rom. 1:16; 10:17; 6:3,4). Then you must 
continue serving God faithfully, developing the fruit of the Spirit (Rom. 
6:16-18; 1 Cor. 15:58; 1 John 2:3-6).  

I conclude that the indwelling of the Spirit is not nearly so 
mysterious as many people make it out to be. Nevertheless, it is a great 
blessing, and you should be sure you have that fellowship with God by 
receiving forgiveness and developing the character that His word can 
produce in you.  
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